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ABSTRACT

Learners' communicative competence has been a major concern in developing
an EFL (English as a Foreign Language) program in the Faculty of Teacher
Training and Education, the University of Jember, Indonesia since the middle
of 1980s. Most EFL teachers at Indonesian secondary schools, including those
who are graduates of this program have attempted to apply the
communicative approach in their English teaching activities.

Research findings, such as those in Loveday (19s2) suggest that the
development of English language communicative competence is difficult in
non'English speaking contexts. Dirven and Pütz (1993) in their provocative
critique of foreign language (FL) teaching suggest that FL learners should
develop strategies to increase their intercultural communicative competence by
communicating with native speakers of the target language. This research is
concerned with the development of communicative competence in FL
situations and is focused on socio-psychotogical factors that might affect its
development.

The research data have been compiled by employing five principal
instruments, that is a questionnaire, interviews, documentary studies,
classroom observation and tests. The data have been analysed by using a
number of techniques including the gooftcon (error) analysis for the
informants' essays and thesis extracts, and the ethnography of communication
for interview and test results. This has ted to a number of findings.

Research findings in the thesis include that the Engtish program of the teacher
training in the University of Jember is not an adequate basis for the
development of English language communicative competence. The teacher
trainees' communicøtive competence reflects interference of the conversational
register in academic writing and of first languages in the negotiation of
meanings. Socio'psychological factors - motivation, attitudes, mental blocks -
result from lack of learning facilities, lack of job opportunities and of practice
of using the target language rather than teaching methods or learning tasks.

In addition to these findings, a model of essay revision has been developed in
this thesis to provide feedback for academic writing in the existing program.
Some recommendations have been made as to how communicative compittorn
problems in EFL teaching and learning activities can be alleviated.
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Part one

INTRODUCTION



CHAPTER I

COMMUNICATIVE COMPETENCE IN A FOREIGN SETTING

1.1. Background of the Study

Since the last decade, the Faculty of Teacher Training and Education of the University

of Jember, Indonesia has developed an EFL (English as a Foreign Language) program.

This EFL program has designed its curriculum to support the existing development of

'Communicative Language Teaching' at secondary schools. The EFL teacher trainees

on the program are academically trained to develop their English skills and given the

teaching strategies that will enable them to practise 'Communicative Language

Teaching' . However, at the end of their training they still experience many difficulties in

conveying and negotiating meanings in the academic writing and teaching activities.

Most EFL teachers at secondary schools, especially those who are graduates of the

faculty of teacher training and education, have attempted to apply the 'Communícative

Approach' in their English ûeaching activities. The application of this teaching approach

is based on what their curriculum calls 'CBSA' ('Cara Belajar Siswa Aktif or 'Active

Student-centred Learning'). Moreover, a number of workshops and seminars on the

application of the 'Communicative Approach' have been conducted over many years.

These workshops and seminars aim to solve the socio-psychological problems that

affect the 'communicative conxpetenc¿' of the EFL learners and to meet their leaming

needs in accordance with their circumstances.
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However, the results of the workshops do not live up to the theoretical solutions to the

socio-psychological problems of the EFL learners or teacher trainees. Similarly,

Loveday's (1982: 17) research findings confirm how difficult it is to develop non-native

lan guage learners " C o mmuni c ativ e C o mp e t e n c e' .

Leo Loveday (1982: I37, 178) recommends that EFL language teachers develop

Communicative Language Teaching by focusing on tolerance of learners' mistakes as

long as meaning is still conveyed and understood. Yet, he also states that "contact with

the native language communiry"- which is rare in the University of Jember- is very

important for EFL language learners in the acquisition of the target language, English

(p. 17 op. cit.).

Wilkins (1975: 175) remarked on the possibility of communicative failure under

"conditions that obscure the relationship betvveen sentences in natural speech". With

his taxonomy of socio-psychological factors, Schumann (1978a: 165) similarly showed

that social distance and psychological problems might prevent non-native learners from

acquiring communicative competence in the target language.

Some applied linguists' hndings deal with communicative teaching strategies, such as

the steps of 'Communicative Language Teaching' (Littlewood: 1981: 85 - 95) and the

components of 'Communicative Competence' (Canale: 1983: 6 -14). Yet, they do not

show to what extent the development of the construct, 'Communicative Competence'

can meet the specific learning needs of the EFL classroom.
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I also note that most studies of non- native language learners do not show to what

extent 'Communicative Competence' can be observed in EFL classrooms where the

non-native learners are dependent on the help of their non- native teachers.

Though much research on non- native language ûeaching classrooms has been done,

more studies on applied linguistics need to be carried out to observe the existing

development of 'Communicative Competence' in real- life teacher training programs.

Such empirical studies should be conducted to perceive the actual rather than

theoretical effects of 'Communícative Language Teaching' programs. This can be done

by observing the nature of 'Communicative Competence' , the teacher trainees' teaching

and leaming strategies as well as the socio- psychological factors that influence their

strategies.

The purpose of this study is to determine whether the existing EFL teacher training

program at Jember really promotes communicative competence in academic writing and

classroom activities. It aims at identifying the socio-psychological factors that influence

the performance of the EFL teacher trainees, especially their teaching and learning

strategies.

This topic is expected to be of great importance to EFL teacher trainers in conducting

the teacher training program of English in The University of Jember and simila¡

universities in Indonesia. On the basis of the results of this research, the EFL policy
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makers, curriculum designers and teacher trainers may better understand whether it is

necessary to change their curriculum or syllabuses and the reasons for doing so.

1.2. Research Questions

With reference to the above background of EFL teacher trainees' problems, especially

the conceptual tentativeness of both EFL practitioners and applied linguists on

developing 'Communicative Competence' , there arise a number of questi.ons, including;

a. How do the EFL teacher trainees at the University of Jember, Indonesia

develop communicative competence in academic writing and speaking?

b. To what extent does the academic writing of EFL teacher trainees at Jember

reveal a control of the cohesive and coherent textual features of English, and

how can a greater control be achieved ?

c. What strategies do the EFL teacher trainees at Jember employ in classroom

activities and in the preparation of written texts?

d. To what extent do socio-psychological factors affect the teacher trainees'

performance in academic writing and teaching and learning activities?

1.3. Objectives of the Study

The study aims to investigate and seek answers, though they might be partial, to the

above questions and make suggestions as to how current practice can be improved.
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1.4. Scope and Limitation of the Study

The study with an applied linguistic analysis of EFL learners' communicative

competence at the Faculty of Teacher Training and Education, The University of

Jember is focused on;

learning English as a Foreign Language (EFL), not as a Second Language (ESL)a

a the effectiveness of existing methods of communicative language teaching, not

the testing of a new teaching method

1.5. Key Notions Defined

The following terms are encounæred throughout the literature on second and foreign

language learning. I shall present my preferred definition for each term:

'Acculturation' is, according to Schumann, "the social and psychological

integration of the learner with the target language (TL) group"

(Schumann: 1978b: 29). Schumann shows two types of acculturation; the

first refers to " the case where the individual is socially integrated with the

other community and psychologically open to the other language".

The second regards acculturatioî as "the case where the individual views

the other community as a reference group whose life-style and values he

consciously or unconsciously desires to adopt" (Gardner: 1985: 136-131).

'Acculturation' in this study refers to the second type, that is seeking to

adopt aspects of life-style and values of the target community without

leaving the culture of the first language.
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'Acquisition' is "a subconscious process identical ín all important ways to the

process children utilize in acquiring their first language" (Krashen: 1985:

1) which happens mainly in informal settings or the environments outside

the classroom and to a lesser extent in formal education. I note that'input'

is not equal to'intake' .

'Additive bilingualism' refers to the learning of a second language involving the

development of proficiency in that second language without any pressures

"to replace or reduce the importance of the first language" (Gardner:

1985: 134)

'Affective filter' is "a mental block that prevents acquirers from fully utilizing the

comprehensible input they receive for language acquisition" (Krashen:

1985: 3), and it refers to "the degree to which the acquirer is open to fhe

input" (Krashen: 1982:9; also see Gardner: 1985: 127)

'Approach' is "the level at which assumptions and beliefs about language and

Ianguage learning are specified". In other words, it refers to "theories

about the nature of language and language learning that serve as the

source of practices and principles in language teaching" (Richards and

Rodgers: 1986: 14-18).
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'Attitude' is"the set of beliefs" (Ellis: 1985: lr7) that"the learner has towards the

members of the cultural Broup whose language he or she is learning"

(Brown: 1981: 125). Stern elaborates on this definition and characterises

'attitude'as the learner's set of beliefs towards "the community and people

who speak the target language", "learning the language concerned" and

towards "Ianguages and language learning in general" (Stern: 1983:

316-7); (also see Ellis: 1985: 118).

'Cognitive style' is "a term used to refer to the m.anner in which people perceive,

conceptualise, organise andrecallinformntion " (Ellis: 1985: 114).

'Comprehensible input' refers to the input or information that can be understood

(Krashen: 1985: 2).

'Communicative competence' is a concept pioneered by Del Hymes (For example

see Hymes 197 4:75). Richards, Platt and 'Weber defined it as

"the ability not only to apply the grammntical rules of a
language in order to form grammntically correct sentences but
also to lçtow when and where to use these sentences and to
whom" (1985: 48- 49)

The concept of communicative competence was later redefined by

Figueroa as;

"a form of knowledge that allows us to mnke judgements as to
how to act and how to interpret actions within communicative
contexts" (1994:132)
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'Culture shock' is "the anxiety resulting from disorientation encountered upon

entering a new culture" (Schumann: I978a: 167)

'EFL' is English as a Foreign Languag¿. This refers to the fact that English is used

formally rather than informally. It is only used for special purposes, such

as for academic purposes at tertiary levels, in the tourism business or for

job requirements. In EFL contexts, students are considered active English

learners rather than English users.

'ESL' is English as a Second Language. This means that English is both formally

and informally used for communication. In addition to using their native

language, the students also speak English in daily conversations with their

friends and teachers in seminars or public places. In other words, the

students are active both as English learners and users.

'Fear of assimilation' refers to the fear of losing the first language and culture

(Gardner: 1985: 138).

'Field dependence' is a cognitive style which refers to "personal orientation", and

itis"holistic, dependent aîd socially sensitive"(Ellis: 1915: 115)
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'Field independence' is a cognitive style which is concerned with "impersonal

orientation", and is "analytic, independent and not so socially aware"

(Ellis: 1985: 115)

'Goof' means "an error students tend to mnke in learning English as a second

language, for which no blame is implied or a sentence containing one or

m.ore goofs".'Global goof refers to overall goof in a clause,btt'Local

goof' deals with a minor goof within a clause (Burt and Kiparsky: 1972: 7

and 6).

'Gooficon' is "a collection of goofs and their explanations from the point of view of

English grammar" (Burt and Kiparsky: 1972: l)

'Interference' refers to "the use of a native-language pattern or rule which leads to

an error or inappropriate form in the target language" (Richards, Platt

andWeber: 1985: 160- 161)

'Integrativeness' or 'integrative motivation' (see below) refers to "the desire to

become an accepted member of the other culture" (Gardner: 1985: 138).

'Language shock' is "the fear associated with trying to operate in a second

language" (Gardner: 1985: 136). ( also see 'Culture shock').
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'Learning' is "a conscious process that results in 'knowing about' language"

(Krashen: 1985: 1) referring to formal education or classroom settings (as

against'Acquisition').

'Method' is "the level at which theory is put into practice and at which choices are

mnde about the particular skills to be taught, the content to be taught,

and the order in which the content will be presented" (Richards and

Rodgers: 1986:14- 18).

'Motivation' is, according to Gardner and Lambert, "the language learner's

orientatíon to the whole process of learning a language" (1972: 132; or

see Ellis: 1985: 117). V/e can distinguish, a) 'Manipulative motivation',

i.e. the motivation to manipulate the equipment in language laboratories;

b) 'Integrative motivation', e.g. the learner's need "to identify with the

culture of the L2 group" (1985: Il7); c) 'fnstrumental motivation',

such as "the functional goals" of the learner's learning need (Ellis: 1985:

rt7).

Brown (1981: 123) refers to 'the global motivation' which is redefined

by Ellis as "a generøI orientation to the goal of learning a L2" (1985:

117). He also distinguishes between 'situational motivatíon' and'Task

oriented motivation' (1981: 123). The fîrst is based on learning situation,

and the latter refers to "perþrming particular learning task" (Ellis:

1985:117)
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'Non-reciprocal activities' refer to 'psychological activities' , and 'Reciprocal

activities' refer to 'social activities' (Widdowson: 1978: 64- 67)

'Output Filter' is "a mental block that prevents acquirers from perþrming their

full competence", or it deals with "performnnce of previously acquired

competence" (Krashen: 1985: 103).

'Semiotics' is in general the study of properties of sign systems and how signs work

(for example, see Saussure: 1959: 16, and also see Fiske: 1982: 43 and

1990: 40). More specifically, it is not the study of transferring a message

from A to B, but that of generating meaning through signs. In semiotics,

the emphasis is on the ability to read meanings through signs in semiotic

codes. Such an abiþ varies from one person to another depending on

hislher experience, attitudes and emotions. Thus, 'semiotics' in the

language classroom is concerned with the learners' abilities to interpret

instructional messages or signs (words, texts, gestures, images) to get the

meanings.

'SL and FL' learning means 'second and Foreign language' learning. Most

writers do not distinguish these concepts but simply talk about L2leaming

and about the difference between 'Learning' and 'Acquisition' (For

example, see Krashen: 1985).
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'social Distance' refers to "a group level phenomenon" (Larsen- Freeman and

Long: l99l: 252,253) and to "the cognitive and affective proximity of

two cultures which come into contact within an individual"; 'distance'

shows "dissimilarity between two cultures" (Brown: 1987: 132).

'Subtractive bilingualism' refers to "the learning of a second language by

promating cultural assimilation", wheÍe this results in some degree of

reduction in command of the first language (Gardner: 1985: 135)

'Theme' and 'rheme' refer to the elements of information in a clause. The former,

according to Gerot and V/ignell (1994: I02ll03) refers to "This is what I

am talking abouf'. It is identified as "that or those erement(s) which

come(s) fi,rst in the clause", and as "the point of departure of the message

from the previous one". Besides, theme "looks bacla,vards, relating the

current message to what has gone beþre". The latter deals with "This is

what I am sayíng about if', and it "points both backwards and forwards

by picking up on informntion which is already available and adcling to it

and by presenting informntion which was not there beþre" (Gerot and

Wignell: 1994: 102- 103).

'The untouchables' refers to Tomlison's (1987) concept of;

"the products of content oriented courses which set out
primarily to pass dawn new ideas in TEFL via theories of
visiting academics or the recipes of visiting super teachers. It
can be demeaning and threatening for an experienced teacher to
be told to receive and change and perhaps the best defence is to
hear but not to listen" (1987: 33)
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'The guilty' is defined by Tomlison (1987) as;

"the products of the consumer approach to teacher training.
They are told that what they have got is out of date and
ineffective and are persuaded to try something new. However
when they get it home they find that they cannot mnke it work
and put it guiltily away for hopefulfunre use" (1987:34).

1.6, Rationale

It is easy to say that such and such a teaching method or approach should be applied in

a foreign language (FL) context, but to apply it is not an easy endeavour since what

happens in real and classroom interactions is not and cannot be easily predicted. This

results from the fact that non-native teachers of the target language or what Tomlison

(1987: 34) regarded as'the untouchabl¿s' and 'the guilty' often experience difficulties

in classroom interactions. Such difficulties in FL classroom interactions show that non-

native speakers of the target language may not effectively work in FL contexts, and that

consequently, FL learners' language development in the classroom cannot srlrvive..

The real classroom interactions not only provide the socio-cultural activities of

language use, but also the reflection of the socio-cultural interference involving the

psychological aspects of the FL learning. If the FL æaching environment happens to

conform to the cultural practices of the target language community, the socio-cultural

impact of the leamers' psychological state is then positively reflected in the real

classroom interactions. Conversely, if the culture in the language teaching environments

is different from that of the target language, the socio-cultural impact might destroy the

learners' motivation for learning the target language. This is a point that many applied

linguists, such as Canale (1983), virtually ignore.
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Hymes's 'communicative competence' and the derived method of Wilkin's

'communicative approach' are at present the key notions of language teaching. Their

presence is so central in communicative language teaching that all the language teachers

concemed with them attempt to find out the best way to apply the communicative

approach. In doing this, they sometimes apply other kinds of humanistic approaches,

such as 'Communiry Language Learning' to develop their leamers' communicative

competence.

However, communicative competence cannot be well developed without due regard to

the FL learners' interpretative abilities that allow them "to make judgements as how to

act and how to interpret actions within communicative contexfs" (Figueroa: 1994:

132). Their interpretative abilities determine the meaningfulness of a certain message

before they develop adequate communicative competence. Besides, what is meant by

'communicative' in communicative competence depends on whether or not EFL

learners have the opportunity formally or informally to use the target language in the

classroom or in real communication. If they are not used to speaking or writing in the

target language in either the classroom or non-classroom settings, their communicative

competence might be very low because of lack of practice.

Communicative competence requires not only more flexible teaching strategies, but also

more learning and communication strategies to enhance interpretative abilities.

Therefore, they should learn how to use the target language in its cultural context when

they directly interact with its native speakers and negotiate their meanings with them or
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from the non-native speakers who have adopted the culture of the target language. ff

this is not taken into account, communicative language teaching in non-native learners'

environments with different socio-cultural backgrounds is unlikely to develop the

learners'communicative competence at all. This is notwithstanding the applied linguists'

creative inærpretation of certain theories of language use generated from

sociolinguistics and some other interdisciplinary studies.

Applied linguistics is the study of how to use and interpret the language theories:

generated by linguists, psycholinguists and sociolinguists for æaching and learning

purposes and is concerned with analysing and applying Hymes's concept of

communicative competence. The applied linguistic analysis of communicative

competence therefore largely deals with language learners in communicaúve language

teaching and the socio-psychological factors influencing their language learning.

An applied linguistic analysis of EFL teacher trainees' communicative competence at

The University of Jember, Indonesia had not been made prior to my research. In view of

this situation, my research on "An Applied Linguistic Analysis of EFL Teacher

Trainees' Communicative Competence" focuses on empirical evidence regarding

communicative language teaching. The results are expected to show the advantages and

problems that follow the application of communicative language teaching.

I shall begin by reviewing SL and FL leaming theories, non-communicative teaching

approaches and the communicative approach. I shatl aim to show how and why

communicative competence is important in FL teaching.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
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CHAPTER II

SECOND LANGUAGE (SL) AND FOREIGN LANGUAGE (FL)
LEARNING AND TEACHING

2.1. Some Theories of SL and FL Learning

Language learning varies according to the individual, and it depends on the status of a

language in a certain society. Stern (1983: 16) noted that, in the context of language

learning, a foreign language needs a considerable amount of formal instruction because

of "lack of environmental supporl,ç". In contrast, a second language can be informally

learned due to the great environmental supports çr¡.

As regards theories of language learning, there are three principal beliefs about

language acquisition underþing the theories of language development, that is,

"behaviourist, nativist and interactionist" (Ellis: 1985: 129).

t/ The behaviourist believes that language acquisition results from environmental factors,
V

not from the innate or internal mechanism of a speaker's mind. An instance of a

behaviourist is B. F. Skinner ( 1957:5, 81) whose theories suggest that language

acquisition is the result of reinforcement of the connection between stimulus and

response Q).

(1) 'environmental supports' refers to the fact that the target language is largely used in daily activities
(2) for fufher discussion of a related point, read Bloomfiel d:7933:21- 41.
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In contrast, the nativist believes that language acquisition is predominantly the product

of the intemal mechanism of a speaker's mind, not environmental factors. Chomsky

exemplifies this approach (For example, see Chomsky: 1968: 24- 2i).

The interactionist sees "language development as the result both of the input factors

and of innate mechanisms", such as "the utterances produced by the learner" (Etlis:

1985: I29; also see Searle: 1974: 19- 20). Hymes (1974) represents the interactionist

approach, further he believes that language learning involves developing not only

linguistic competence but also 'communicative competence' (see Key Notions on

page 8) .

The structuralist, Bloomfield (1970: 430- 43I) based his views on rhe work of

behaviourist psychologists, such as Skinner (1957). He postulates that language

learning is an act of linguistic imitation, such as that manifested in'the audiolingual

method' (For example, see Richards and Rodgers: 1986: 44-51).

[,/ Krashen's (1985: 2- 3) concept of language acquisition draws on the above views of

language acquisition. In first language learning, he believes that a language is acquired

by native (first) language learners using their own innate ability in informal settings as

reflected in his concept of 'acquisition'. However, in foreign language learning, his

concept of 'learning' draws on a more structuralist view, where leamers aÍe

systematically exposed to the comprehensible input of the target language in the

classroom or involved in what is called 'conscious learning' (Krashen: 1981: l- 4).
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Krashen's concepts of 'learning' and 'comprehensible input' are supported by a

cognitivist, such as Piaget (Chazan and Cox: 1976: 199 or Wallace: 1976: 16). Piaget's

concept of cognitive development suggests that a language is learnt by foreign language

learners in different ways at different stages of development. Fundamental tasks of the

foreign language teacher according to Krashen are to reduce the'affective fiIter' and

provide 'comprehensible input' in foreign language learning.

The behaviourist influence on EFL leaming has been greater than that of the nativist

and interactionist. This is partly due to the fact that EFL learners are rarely or even

never exposed to English speaking environments outside the classroom. Thus, as

suggested by Krashen, EFL learners should learn the foreign language formally in the

classroom. Therefore, EFL teachers try to bring and create artificial English speaking

environments by stimulating, reinforcing and giving feedback to the learners', drawing

on behaviourist models.

As regards language learning, Krashen (1981: I- 2; 1982: 10; 1985: 1) noted that

'learning' is different from 'acquisition' (see Key Notions on pages 7 and,11), The

former refers to " conscious language development as in formal school settings" , and

the latter ís "subconscious language development" which works in informal settings

(Stern: 1983: 20). The informal development of a target language in the second

language context is illustrated by the examples of English learning in parts of the

Philippines and Singapore, where English is really used outside the classroom.

However, it is not feasible in Indonesia where English is only used as a foreign

language.
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Similarly, Brown (1987: 6-7) noted that learning is "acquisition subject to forgetfing"

or"active, consciousfocus on and acting upon events outside or inside the organism".

It is also "the retention of information or skill, such as 'storage systems' ,'memory' and

cognitive organisation" (p. 6 op. cit.). His concept of 'Iearning' as conscious

development is to some extent the same as Krashen's.

However, Brown (1987: 6-7) does not distinguish between learning and acquisition. His

concept of acquisition is not much concerned with the difference between formal and

informal education, and is therefore less useful for distinguishing EFL from ESL. On

the other hand, Krashen's concept of acquisition is quite useful for making sense of why

EFL learners in Indonesia need more formal education providing 'learning'

opportunities since they have few opportunities to 'acquire' the target language in

informal settings.

In foreign language learning, the problem of mastering the target language may not be a

matter of lacking "conscious language development" in formal settings (Stern:1983:

20). Rather, it may be due to the fact that the environment for 'acquiring' the target

language is not available. Thus, students are reliant on the teacher, instructions and

teaching methods in formal language education to provide not only a'learning' but also

an'acquisition' environment that enables language learners to understand and use the

target language. This is in accordance with Krashen's (1982: 3l and 1981: 41)

argument that foreign language learning requires formal school settings. By attending

formal education, language learners might get an understandable explanation of the
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target language or the 'comprehensible input' (1981: 10; 1985: 3) since this is not

available outside the classroom.

Krashen's remark on the difference between 'Iearning' and 'acquisition' also clarifies

the learning needs of EFL learners. It is in the formal education system that the English

'oxygen' ('the comprehensible input') is available for the EFL learners to breathe or 'to

take in'. Moreover, formal education enables EFL learners to learn the target language.

Without formal EFL education, EFL learners will never learn the target language.

McDonough (1986: 126) believed that EFL learners' consciousness of their own

learning needs is 'unverifiable' , and consequently he did not indicate how language is

learnt in formal settings. It may be diffîcult to verify these aspects but, regardless of

McDonough's concept of EFL learners' consciousness, Krashen's concepts of language

learning are acceptable in EFL contexts.

The sense of McDonough's concept of the EFL learners' consciousness of learning --

the'unverifiable' effort to understand something -- makes it impossible to observe in

the classroom. However, Krashen's concept of conscious learning shows the possibility

of serving learners' needs in the classroom; that is, in the sense of helping learners get

the opportunity of learning. This conceptual discrepancy in the theory of learning

proves that learning depends on the learners' learning needs, not their teachers'. Their

teachers only help them learn and meet their learning needs; and the EFL learners'

underlying competence obviously depends on their leaming strategies inside or outside

the classroom.
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However, McDonough (1986) reinforces Littlewood's (1984) belief that Krashen's

monitor hypothesis (see page 25) is useful for learning because it might gradually

increase the use of the "conscious control of form" (1986: I27) n "spontaneoLts

language activity" (1984: 77). This, McDonough adds, gradualty elicits "unconscious

or intuitive control of the pattern of learning skill", but Krashen might deny this

because he believes that "what is learned cannot become what is acquired' (Also see

McDonough: 1986:127).

Yet, regardless of Krashen's denial, Littlewood reinforces Krashen's contribution to

EFL learning especially in drawing attention to the importance of providing acquisition

environments in formal education. This shows that Krashen's effort to distinguish

'Iearning' from 'acquisition' is of value.

In EFL learning, the nativist's view is difficult to observe in the classroom since it is not

much concerned with the language teaching process. Thus, according to the nativist,

EFL learners in Indonesia might not be motivated to speak English actively in the

classroom because they are not exposed to English-speaking 'acquisition' environments

outside.

Further, they might forget the learned knowledge of English even though they have

obtained a formal education by means of communicative language teaching due to lack

of environmental supports outside the classroom (in informal settings). This, therefore,

shows that language leaming is impeded by lack of 'acquisition' environments even
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though EFL learners have mental capacities to produce utterances. So, the influences of

the nativist depend on the availability of the environments where the target language is

informally used and acquired.

Thus, theories of foreign language learning and second language acquisition reflect

two contradictory views - the behaviourist and the nativist. For instance, Els,

Bongaerts, Extra, Os and Dieten (1984: 26- 27) contrasted both views, by referring to

'nativist' as'mentalisf'. They noted that,

"the behaviourist theories base themselves exclusively on
observable behaviour in the description and explanation of
learning behaviour. Whereas, the mentalist ideas about
language learning are based m"ainly on theoretical linguistic
assumptions (Els, Bongaerts, Extra, Os and Dieten: 1984:
26-27) "

As discussed before, the interactionist accepts both these theories and integrates

linguistic skills with the social and environmental contexts. This is manifested in what

Els, Bongaerts, Extra, Os and Dieten (1984: 31) called the'procedural approach'

Gardner (1985: 124-144) presented seven models of second language acquisition.

According to him, such models of second language acquisition are very important in

understanding the language leaming process, He also pointed out some themes reflected

in the seven models - "mativation, the nature of this motivation, the implication of the

second language learning and the linguistic process and socially oriented models"

(Gardner: 1985: I42 - 143). These seven models are as follows;
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First, Krashen's (1981: 1) monitor model of language performance or "the conscious

Bramlrmr m.odel'(Gardner: 1985:125) shows that language learning is in paÍt "a

conscious process that results in 'knowing about' language" (Krashen: 1985: 1; also

see Key Notions on page 11). According to this model, language aptitude refers to

conscious language learning, while attitudes deal with subconscious language

acquisition and include the affective variables - "mativation, self-confidence and

anxie4t" (Krashen: 1982: 31; and Gardner: 1985: 126). Gardner reinforced Krashen's

(1981: 37) belief that an acquirer is a learner "who is able to obtain a sufficient intake

of the language" (Gardner: 1985: 127). In other words, language learning is different

from language acquisition, and learning itself involves what Gardner regarded as "tests

and situations encouraging the conscious monitoring of the language behaviour" (p.

I27 op. cit.).

Second, Caroll's (1981) conscious reinforcement model of language acquisition shows

that language learning begins "when the individual has an intent to communicate

something" (Gardner: 1985: 128). It also shows that the individual's intent " operates on

the individual's performnnce gramnuTr to produce a response" (p: 128 op. cit.).

Gardner also noted Caroll's suggestion that attention to actual communication outside

the classroom is more important than that in the classroom.

This assertion differs from Krashen's concept of the importance of formal education in

'learning'. Caroll also focused on performance grammar as "a type o.f cognitive control

centre" (Gardner: 1985: 129). This means thatEFL learners' 'performance grammnr' in

actual communication outside the classroom should also be the target of foreign
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language learning. This perforrnance grammar resembles Krashen's monitor category

which is based on the cont¡ol of language rules.

Thirdly, Bialystok's (1978: 76-79) model of strategy suggests that there are four types

of language learning ûechniques, that is, 'formnl practising, functional practisirtg,

monitoring andinferencing" (also see Gardner: 1985: 130- 131). This is exemplified in

her remark that "dffirent language tasks involve dffirent processes and strategies"

(Gardner: 1985: I32).The concept of functional practising supports Krashen's concept

of second language acquisition, that is, in increasing actual language exposure. It is also

in line with Caroll's support of attention to actual communication. These models are not

primarily concemed with factors such as attitudes and motivation.

The fourth is Lambert's socio-psychotogical model of second language acquisition or

the so-called "theory of bilingual development and self-identity m.odifica.tion"

(Gardner: 1985: 132). This states that language leaming involves attitudes and

motivation reflecting self identity. A learner may undergo changes in self identity under

the conditions of 'additive bilingualism' or the cultural assimilation resulting in

'subtractive bilingualism' (Gardner: 1985: 134- 135).

This model of second language acquisition is relevant to the conditions of foreign

language learning in non-native speaking environments such as Indonesia, since it

implies the psychological effect on foreign language learners' learning strategies

resulting from cultural gaps. The 'additive bilingualism' of Lambert's socio-

psychological category, on the one hand, could incorporate Bialystok's 'functional
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practisinç' in the context of foreign language learning. Lambert's 'subtractive

bilingualism', on the other hand, relates to Caroll's concept of the intent of leaming

since it implies the possibility of having no intent to learn. For instance, if EFL learners

in Indonesia always use the target language with English speaking tourists in Bali or any

other tourist areas, they might learn both their own first language and the target

language (additive bilingualism). Even, they might keep on making contact with

English tourists and abandon their first language (subtractive bilingualism). However,

if they just use the target language in the classroom without using it outside, they might

have no intent to learn the target language outside the classroom because of different

cultures (subtractive bilingualism). T\erefore, Lambert's socio-psychological model of

second language acquisition also deals with cultural gaps that might influence EFL

learners' attitudes and motivation.

The ftfth is Schumann's (1978b) acculturation model of language 'acquisition'. He

defines acculturation as "the social and psychologíca| integration of the learner with

the target language (TL) group" (1978b: 29; also see Key Notions on page 6), a

process of language learning thus including social and affective factors. In this context,

Lambert's additive bilingualism could be seen as the result of cultural integration and

his subtractive bilingualism as the consequence of the inhibition arising from a number

of non integration (non-acquisition) pressures.

Sixth, Clement's (1980) social context model of second language acquisition implies

that language learning should involve "the adoption of other patterns of behaviour of

the second language community" (for example see Gardner: 1985: 137). This process
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of integration involves two opposing factors, that is, 'integrativeness' and 'fear of

assimilation' (p: 138 op. cit.). Clement's concept of the 'fear of assimilation' (the fear

of the loss of culture) parallels Schumann's concept of 'non-acquisition' pressures, such

as those Gardner noted as "Ianguage shock, cultural shock and ego permeability"

(136- 131 op. cit.). For example, if EFL learners find it difficult to pronounce some

words of the target language because of different sound systems, they might stop using

those words. This, of course, shows language shock, and their tendency of 'fear of

assimilation' might occur if their difficulties in using the target language are also due to

their different cultures.

Seventh, Giles and Byme's (1982) intergroup model of second language acquisition

suggests that language learning requires foreign language (FL) learners to evaluate and

identify with the target language groups, by making "comparisons of their membership

groups with others" (see Gardner: 1985: 140). EFL learners might act in two alternative

ways, that is, avoiding informal language leaming as a result of the fear of assimilation,

so that they only join the formal learning in the classroom to maintain their own cultural

identity. On the other hand, they may adopt informal language learning strategies to

acquire the target language.

The above views of second language acquisition reflect different aspects of language

learning theories even though they might support each other as they apply to develop

communicative competence in using the target language in, especially, EFL contexts.
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Krashen's monitor model regarding conscious and unconscious learning in informal

settings may distinguish EFL from ESL. EFL learners should learn the target language

predominantly in the classroom since they may receive little input outside. Those

teaching in EFL environments should, however, consider some other aspects that might

support the unconscious process of learning the target language.

One of the supporting aspects is the importance of the 'intent to communicate' in

Caroll's conscious reinforcement model. As well as fostering students' intent to

communicate, EFL teachers should also develop learners' communicative competence

by formnl and functional practising, monitoring and inferencing as recommended in

Bialystok's strategy model.

EFL teachers should be aware of their leamers' attitudes and motivation as suggested in

Lambert's socio-psychological category of language learning. Thus, teachers should

consider their students' self identity in their teaching strategies. For example, they might

recommend their learners to use their first language to convey meanings. By using their

first language, EFL learners can manipulate the target language in their first language

until they can automatically use the target language.

Even though their learners' self identity may evolve along the lines of 'additive

bilingualism' oÍ 'subtractive bilingualism',F,FL teachers should be consistent in their

methods of developing their learners' communicative competence. This means that they

should, however, appreciate their leamers' strategies in learning the target language,
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such as whether or not they integrate with the target language group as shown in

Schumann's acculturation category.

In addition, if their learners undergo 'fear of assimilation' in learning the target

language, EFL teachers should be aware of their learners' mental blocks resulting from

'fear of assimilation' in Clement's social context model. By referring to Krashen's

concept of language learning and /or Giles and Byrne's intergroup model, they should

also continue to provide their learners with opportunities to participate in the

classroom. This means that EFL learners might be able to reduce their mental blocks by

participating in formal education, that is, by joining their group inside the classroom.

Second language learning assures leamers of more success in developing language

skills than does foreign language learning since it takes place in a real communication

system rather than the artificial one of the classroom. As a result of environments where

English is used outside the classroom, Singaporean and Filipino ESL learners have

benefited a lot in terms of their 'communicational proficiency'. In contrast, non-ESL

learners, such as those in Indonesia, have few such benefits.

In Indonesia, English is not informally used in daily conversations. For example, EFL

learners in Java speak at least three languages- their own first language or mother

tongue, 'Bahasa Indonesia' (the national language), and English. However, proficiency

in English is lower than the other two languages because most of the leamers use their

own first languages and 'Bahasa Indonesia' when speaking with their parents, families,
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and with their friends at campuses or schools. They only speak and write a little

English outside the classroom.

Singaporeans and Filipinos with their 'Singlish' (Singapore English) and 'Taglish'

('Tagalog' English) share the same English words as those in England or any other

English speaking countries. Even though they use them with their own rules of

communicative competence, their English is to a large extent intelligible to native

speakers from other English speaking countries. Indonesian EFL learners also learn the

same English words as those learnt in Singapore and the Philippines but do not enjoy

the cultural benefits of English because English culture to a large extent is not acquired

in real social interactions.

The learning of English in 'non-acquisition' environments like Indonesia tends to be

based much more on grammar and structure than on "the social function of language"

(Kress: 1976: 25). The English meanings learnt in Indonesia are to a greater extent

ready-made, invariant and dependent on the context of linguistic forms, not of the

linguistic functions. Thus, Indonesian EFL learners need to develop their own strategies

to make sense of and use theír grammar-and-structure based English outside the

classroom.

However, it is very difficult to use the language in the absence of real English social

environments. Parreren (1975: 108- 109) described the lack of English social

environments as the most salient distinctive factor that makes EFL learning different
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from ESL, namely "the absence of an environment in which the language is constantly

used" (p. 108 op. cit.).

With reference to Krashen's theoretical concept of the difference between 'acquisition'

and 'learning' , foreign language 'Iearning' is more formal than informal. As a result,

EFL learners tend to base their speech on formal syntactical structures. If it is

necessary, they translate their conceptual ideas from their first language into English as

they produce spoken linguistic forms. Such a way of speaking invites communicational

difficulties since, as Krashen (1985: 2) states, speaking "does not allow enough time to

think about and use rltles" (1982: 16). Formal syntactical structures or rules alone

cannot guarantee a meaningful flow of communication. Krashen himself believes that

the overuse of formal syntactical forms in speaking can cause trouble in communication

(for example, see Krashen: 1985: 2).

Another point regarding foreign language learning is that EFL learners with their

different cultural backgrounds, such as those in Indonesia, can be reluctant to speak

English in their group discussions because of being unfamiliar with the culture of the

t^rget language. This might result in what Allwright and Bailey (1991: 174) noted as

'anxiety'. They noted that language learning ß "likely to provoke anxiery because it

deprives learners of the means of behaving norrutlly" (p. I74 op. cit.). This means that

unfamiliarity with English culture may cause EFL leamers' anxiety about their normal

behaviours, such as being reluctant to speak English for fear of experiencing difficulties

in communicating with English native speakers.
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Allwright and Bailey's concept of a learner's anxiety might result in reduced motivation

or absence of motivation. The ability to overcome anxiety also depends on the learners'

opportunity to use the language and other related learning faciliúes outside the

classroom. For example, EFL leamers in Indonesia, especially those in rural areas,

might be anxious about speaking the target language in class because they do not have

arìy opportunity to practise their English skills at home. Their parents, relatives or

friends may speak no English, so they are restricted to learning the target language

passively, such as by watching ælevision programmes in English if they have a

television set at home. Opportunities to speak the target language outside the classroom

are needed to alleviate learners' anxiety in the classroom situation. Without this,

language learning might increase rather than reduce EFL learners' anxiety.

EFL learning situations in Indonesia are far less favourable than those in which leamers

have already adopted the communication system of English in daily social interactions.

Unlike the situations where English is adopted as a second language, EFL leaming

situations in Indonesia often do not include the cultural aspects of English to nearþ the

same extent. So, as well as having linguistic problems, such as with grammar and

structure or vocabulary, the Indonesian EFL learners, especially those who live in the

rural areas, have difficulties with English culture.

Thus, leaming English in Indonesia must involve learning how to cope with whole

aspects of English culture and with its native speakers, which can be very difficult for

the teacher to provide. This is because the artificial communication activities in the

classroom are the only model of using the target language, and EFL teachers and
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learners always extrapolate this to perceive the target language meaning used outside.

For this reason, EFL teachers might not realise that the target language learned inside

the classroom could be inappropriately used outside the classroom. Since the actual use

of the target language outside the classroom varies culturally, the whole aspect of

English culture is very important to consider for EFL learning in Indonesia.

EFL learning in Indonesia is also different from English learning conditions in English-

speaking countries where cultural aspects of English language environments are not

consciously learnt. The problems of misapplying the functional rules of English in actual

contexts are common in Indonesia because EFL learners are not familiar with how to

use the target language.

Apart from cultural aspects, EFL learners in Indonesia tend to misapply the rules of

English linguistic forms. For example, they might use the active voice 'My mother

bore me in 1959' instead of using the passive voice 'I was born in 1959'. That is why

Politzer (1970) noted the misapplication of the rules of English linguistic forms as a

larger problem in "foreign language learning than in the native language" (1970:

8- e).

Allwright and Bailey (1991) described language learning as potentially somewhat

"threatening rather than exciting because it means having two, perhaps somewhat

contradictory, ways of looking at everything" (1991:175). This can apply to learners as

a second language or as a foreign language when native language and target language

(TL) are very different linguistically and culturally, leading to feelings of insecurity. For
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instance, Indonesian learners of English might feel insecure when being asked to speak

English with native speakers or even their friends, since they have different abilities in

pronunciation or different cultural values to those of the target language. Therefore,

language learning can be threatening for EFL learners, and this fact can aggravate the

Indonesian EFL leamers' anxiety.

Foreign language learners who have no cultural input benefits outside the classroom

require more formal instruction since this is the main source of their linguistic

knowledge. In this situation, Krashen (1982) noted that language teaching should aim

to provide "low ftlter comprehensible input for foreign language learners who do not

have a chance to get input outside the class" (1982:34). Krashen's notes on language

teaching imply that EFL teachers should diminish the level of difficulties that might

result from their teaching materials. For instance, when speaking the target language in

front of the class, EFL teachers at secondary schools can simplify their words or use

instructional topics which are appropriate to their learners'prior knowledge.

In addition, the difference between ESL and EFL learners is obviously seen in the input

aspects, that is, in the way they acquire the target language. This is because EFL

learners'language acquisition depends more on their teachers' input and maærials than

on the learners' own individual learning. The target language they learn in the

classroom or at home is to a large extent a matter of fulfilling their teachers'

requirements in tasks or assignments. This is the primary channel for learning English

although some learners may individually develop their English skills by listening to BBC

ne\ils, or by watching the English programmes on television.
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Conversely, ESL learners acquire the target language based more on their own

individual learning strategies than on their teachers' help. They bring a familiarity with

English culture to the classroom and are able to independently communicate with their

friends and teacher to study the linguistic forms of English in an academic context. In

contrast, EFL leamers bring their structure-based English forms outside the classroom

and try to find English culture which is hardly available.

Therefore, the above differences in second and foreign language learning invite both

ESL and EFL practitioners and teachers to flnd and select language teaching methods

which are appropriate to the learning needs of their particular language learners.

2.2.Methods of SL and FL Teaching

Various language teaching methods drawing on different theoretical bases have been

introduced since 1928 (for example see Stern: 1983: 453). The methods of SL and FL

ûeaching are as follows.

2.2.1. Grammar-translation method. In this method, language leaming is regarded as

"an intellectual activity involving rule learning, the memarisation of rules and facts

related to first language meanings by means of massíve translation practice" (Stern

1983: 455). The main target of language teaching in such a method is attention to the

ability to interpretthe'conceptual meaning' from the given texts (Leech: I974, 1981:

I0- 26). Thus, communication in the TL is largely manifesæd in the interaction between

learners and texts



Brown (1987: 74- 75) noted that the grammar translation method is focused on

grammatical rules and a number of drills in grammar translation, rather than on such

aspects as correct pronunciation. Such a method is possible in EFL classrooms since the

teacher shares the learners' native language. However, this method of æaching is

limited in its ability to help EFL learners use the target language (English) as it merely

teaches them how to translate English into their own native language or vice versa.

2.2.2. The direct method. This method is based on social needs, for instance, "language

learning in a new world of industry and international trade and travel, such as Berlitz

and Gouin" (Stern: 1983: 457). Language learning in this method is "viewed as

analogous to first language acquisition" and not involving rule learning based on

translation practice (Stern: 1983: 459). The main aim of this form of language teaching

is promoting the learners' ability to use and speak the target language. Communication

with the TL in this method is primarily learner-and-teacher based.

The direct method, according to Stern (1983: 459), "involves much use of the spoken

language" in order to acquire a good pronunciation. The teacher in this method

presents language orally. Any difficulties relating to the understanding of the language

are to be explained in the target language and by gesture, use of actual objects,

situations and so forth. Translation is not recommended in this method. On this point,

Stern (1983) also noted that the direct method "has added relatívely little to the

teaching of advanced learners" (1983: 460). This shows that the direct method is best
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applied for beginners who are still learning aspects of language such as its grammar,

vocabulary and pronunciation.

In addition, this method emphasises the use of learning activiúes in the acquisition of

the target language modelled on those by which young children learn their first

language. English teachers are expected not to use their first language when teaching

English. Smaller classes and increased time for æaching and learning activities are

advocated.

The difference between the grammar translation and the direct method reflects a

theoretical change in applied linguistics from the form-based method to the function-

based method of language teaching. This, therefore, signifies the pioneering start of

promoting 'actual communication' or 'Caroll's performnnce grammnr' (Gardner:

1985: 129) as the target of language reaching.

Unlike the grammar-translation method, the direct method is difficult to apply in EFL

classrooms, such as those in Indonesia. Since it requires teachers of native or near-

native competence in the TL as well as small class sizes and an unrealistic amount of

teaching time. Brown (1987: 58), for example, suspected that this method is difficult to

apply in non-native speaking environments.

2.2.3. The audiolingual method. Language learning in this method happens "ín term^s of

stimulus and response, operant conditioníng, and reinforcement, with an emphasis on

successful error-free learning in small well-prepared steps and stages" (Stern: 1983:
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465), a method clearly influenced by behaviourism (also see Stern: 1983: 465).

Language teachers in the audiolingual method direct their leamers' performance in

classroom activiúes without formal analysis of the grammatical rules of the target

language. The audiolingual method promotes rules-guided 'immersion techniques'

(Stern: 1983: 460), with language teachers using rules-guided drills in the target

language for guiding learners to acquire and use the grammatical patterns of the target

language.

Like the grammar-translation and direct methods, the audiolingual method depends

more on the teacher's linguistic competence and performance than the learners'. As with

a choir in singing rehearsals, language learners in audiolingual activities listen and

repeat what teacher-led drills in conjunction with pronunciation practice. Bearing this in

mind, the audiolingual method gives an impression that the purpose of learning is only

to repeat sentences. However, as Torrey (1971) noted "the purpose of learning a

Ianguage whether it is the ftrst or the fifth language is to create sentences not to repeat

them" (1971:224).

2.2.4. The cognitive method. Stern (1983: 470) noted that the cognitive method rejects

behaviourism and seeks to harness the cognitive po,wer that can infer rules of grammar

from linguistic input. Language teachers in such a method allow their learners to

analyse the grammatical rules of the target language because they believe that language

students have innate language learning ability. For example, EFL teachers might give

their students a handout with several sentences on it, and their students should identify
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parts of speech, tenses and so on. In this regard, they do not necessarily explain about

what is meant by parts of speech or tenses unless their students ask them to do so.

2.2.5. The audiovisual approach. EFL teachers in this approach might use electronic

facilities, such as videos, television, tape recorder and so forth to show a clear picture

of actual social activities in the target language community. For example, if EFL

teachers want their learners to practice a particular speech act, such as where to say

'What can I do for you ?', they might use a video showing shopkeepers' activities

communicating with their customers inside a supermarket. In this way, their students

can directly listen and see how native speakers speak and act in the target language.

2.2.6. The reading approach This approach is originally based on social needs, such as

the reading approach used for "teaching English in India" (Stern: 1983: 460). In this

approach, EFL teachers may read an English text for their students, or their students

read it to learn how to pronounce English words. In this regard, they can give some

feedback by listening to their students' pronunciation while reading.

2.2.7. The oral approach This approach is, in any case, similar to the direct method,

focusing on "the systemntic progression along strictly controlled lines and the free

conversation is not recommended" (Sharp: 1973: 49- 50). This means that language

leamers in such a teaching approach are not allowed to create their own conversation

topics and produce their own English words. Rather, they should follow some guided

dialogues for oral practice.
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2.2.8. The bilingual approach This approach promotes the use of mother tongues and

second language (L2) to achieve 'concept interpretation' rather than 'translation'

(Sharp: 1973: 49-50). It is different from the grammar -translation method which

promotes the skill of translation rather than the achievement of 'concept interpretation' .

2.2.9. The Silent Way In this method, language learners should :use "the language for

self- expression" , and the teacher is "silently working on the learner's production when

the teacher does speak. This is to give clues, not to model the languøge" (Larsen-

Freeman: 1986:62- 64).

2.2.10. The suggestopedia method. Language learning in this method promotes

humanistic approaches. For example, language teachers using this method take account

of learners' psycho-social conditions. For example, they provide facilities which create a

favourable atmosphere for learning, such as comfortable welcoming surrounding, some

music for relaxation and so on. This is what Larsen- Freeman (1986: 84) called "the

chøIlenge to create a classroom environment which does not look or feel like a normal

classroom".

2.2.1I. Total Physical Response (TPR). Language teachers in this method use the non-

verbal behaviour of learners to respond to their teacher's verbal instructions. In this

method, the teacher controls "all student behaviour" (Larsen- Freeman: 1986: 109-

120). For example, EFL teachers might present a script play for their students to act. If

they say 'on your feet', their students may raise themselves up from their seats and sit

back in their seats when their teacher says 'sit' or 'be seated'.
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2.2.12. Community Language Learning (CLL). Community Language Learning (CLL)

requires an interpreter among a group of learners to facilitate learning activities (also

see Larsen- Freeman: 1986: 89- 106). In this method, EFL teachers act as consultants if

there is a problem during their learners' activities in interpreting particular words of the

target language.

2.2.13. The Communicative Approach or Communicative Language Teaching (CLT).

This æaching approach combines aspects from all these preceding but with an emphasis

on using the language communicatively to promote the development of 'communicative

competence'. EFL teachers in this approach must provide opportunities to their

students to practice using the target language by holding classroom discussions,

problem solving activities or role-plays. Further discussion of the 'communicative

approach' is presented in detail

2.2.14.Integrated Aoproach This approach promotes integration of language skills in

designing learning tasks for students. This means that if teachers prepare teaching

materials, they should consider whether or not such materials can be used for

developing more than one skill; such as reading and writing, listening and writing and so

on (for example, see Widdowson: 1978:144). l

The above teaching methods might be best applied in Indonesia if they meet social

needs. This means that, when considering which method or methods to use, teachers

Chapter

must be guided by students' needs and their particular teaching situation. For example,
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in Indonesia, the direct method might not be suitable at a particular secondary school

because it does not allow the students to use their first language when trying to describe

what they mean. Such a method could be replaced by the audiolingual method or

another method which still tolerates the use of the first language to express meanings.

Regarding the techniques used in the above teaching methods, there are two major

categories, that is, the so-called'immersion' and 'non-immersion' techniques (Stern:

1983: 460). The first promotes how to use the target language rather than analysing its

grammatical rules, whereas the latter deals with the grammatical rules of the target

language.

Examples of teaching methods adopting immersion techniques are the direct,

audiolingual, audiovisual, and Total Physical Response (TPR) methods. Whilst, those

using the non-immersion techniques are for example the grammar-translation method

and the reading approach.

By comparing the outcomes of such techniques, the relative effectiveness of language

teaching methods in ESL or EFL learning can be observed. If the direct use of the

target language in EFL learning is more important than the analysis of its grammatical

rules, the teaching methods promoting immersion techniques willbe more effective than

those with non-immersion techniques.

Conversely, the language teaching methods with non-immersion techniques might still

be effective in ESL learning conditions since they are only used 'þr teaching the
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senutntic signification of English sentences" (Widdowson: 1979: 67). The effectiveness

of language teaching methods might depend on the acceptability of their teaching

techniques in both ESL and EFL learning conditions.

Whatever the kind of language teaching method, the application varies since leaming

conditions vary, such as between EFL and ESL. For example, the teaching methods

used for ESL classes could be designed to promote the grammatical accuracy and more

academic English skills of the ESL leamers who have mostþ acquired English and its

culture outside the classroom.

In contrast, EFL classes may require more emphasis on methods focusing on language

practices, such as the audiolingual method which was widely used in Indonesia in the

1970's. Even when EFL learners are studying at tertiary level, the need to improve

students' command of target language skills may require EFL teachers to use the

audiolingual method especially in pronunciation practice.

Some other language teaching approaches which are currently used in both ESL and

EFL have been developed to meet ESL or EFL learners' learning needs. For example,

the suggestopedia method is used to increase the learners'motivation to learn the target

language by providing a more comfortable atmosphere of learning (also see Richards

and Rodgers: 1986: 14 - 20). Similarly, the Communicative Language Teaching method

promotes learner-based activities in classroom discussion.
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However, Parreren (I975: 108) argued that the question of 'acquisition' environments

cannot be answered by just applying modem teaching methods. In fact, the availability

of 'acquisition' envtronments is still a problem in Indonesia. Some Indonesian EFL

teachers in big cities might apply the audio-visual approach by providing more

electronic facilities like television sets and videos. Given those electronic teaching

facilities, they could select the international broadcasting programmes to show their

learners some models of the social interactions of English native speakers. This means

that their learners might get a clear picture of how to use the target language. However,

a large number of the EFL learners in rural areas do not have the benefit of such a

teaching method. Moreover, only a certain group of EFL learners can develop their

English skills outside the classroom, even in urban areas, for example if they have their

own English language facilities at home.

Another point that could be very important in ESL and EFL teaching is the capacity of

different language teaching methods to arouse ESL and EFL learners' interest as well as

to what extent they lead students to develop their own language learning strategies.

This depends on various factors, including how far methods hold students' interest as

well as on their perception of the usefulness of the methods and the relevance of

materials used.

The language teaching methods which take EFL learners' learning needs into account

would be expected to arouse the EFL learners' interest in learning the target language

more than language teaching methods which do not consider this factor. Some language

learners might be well motivated to participate in classroom activities because of the
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suggestopedia method of æaching if, for example, they respond well to piece of music

(see Richards and Rodgers: 1986:142 - 147).

Some others, however, cannot easily participate in classroom situations with such a

method since they may feel it is inelevant to their needs. This results from the fact that

their problems are not concerned with the condition of their minds, but their command

of English and how to use it in the English social environment which is sometimes

against their own cultures. Some of them might resist attempts at relaxation and some

others might behave inappropriately by making a noise, thereby destroying the

atrnosphere of learning.

, r' The humanistic approaches (Rivers: 1983: 22t24), such as 'suggestopedia',
V

'Community Language Learning' or'Communicative Language Learn.ing'require the

language teachers' creative efforts in managing and facilitating learning. For instance,

communicative language ûeaching ideally requires a smaller number of learners in the

classroom (Brumfit: 1984: 78). Provision of adequate leaming facilities and reducing

class sizes is a problem for most EFL teachers in Indonesia. This could affect the

development of discussion groups as recommended in communicative language

teaching. Practical methods of overcoming such problems are an area which needs to be

addressed, for example, organising sustainable small group work within large classes.

Thus, humanistic approaches require more parallel classes with, of course, more

teachers. Therefore, the approaches are not easily applied in big classes of, say, more

than sixty learners in the classroom as occur in Indonesia. On this point, Brumfit (1984:
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77) also believed that " small groups provide greater intensity of involvement, so that

the quality of language practice is increased". That is why, in real EFL teaching

learning activities in Indonesia, an eclectic approach predominated in the1970's up to

the early 1980's, with humanistic approaches not fully applied. For example, if EFL

teachers thought that their students needed pronunciation practice, they would change

their teaching and use the audiolingual method.

Since then, the eclectic method has, however, been changed into the communicative

approach which is now called the 'CBSA' oÍ 'Cara Belajar Siswa Aktif (Active

Student-Centred Leaming), especially at secondary schools in Indonesia. This teaching

approach promotes the development of communicative competence (also see Chapter

III on the following page). However, problems remain with the practical application of

the method as discussed before.

Indeed, all the above methods reflect language teachers' strategies to optimally help

their students meet their instructional objectives even though they are not all

communicative. These methods may be communicative if they enable language learners

to learn and understand their lessons in the classroom, and this, however, depends on

their effectiveness in providing learning activities. The following chapter will consider

the communicative approach in more detail.
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CHAPTER Itr

THE COMMUNICATIVE APPROACH IN SL AND FL TEACHING

3.1. The Non- Communicative Approaches: their limitations

There is no satisfactory teaching method or approach in FL teaching which does not

promote the language learners' creativity and mental activity in real communication.

Only a communicative approach can enable language learners to reduce their mental

blocks and their dependency on their teachers. Some teaching methods have major

limitations because they do not have such independence as an explicit goal, and because

of their underlying views of the language learning situation. The limitations of the non-

communicative approaches are due to the following reasons:

Firstþ, most non-communicative methods treat language learners as passive language

recipients rather than as active language users. For example, the direct method is based

on everyday language, such as the recognition of sounds, lexical items and simple

sentences in association with "objects and persons of the immediate environment"

(Stern: 1983: 459). This method aims to teach in the same way as children of the native

speakers leam their native language. This means that the learners are to acquire the

target language, of which the culture is different from their own cultures. However, it

does not pay sufficient attention to the cultural aspects of language. Besides, the EFL

learners are dependent upon their teacher's knowledge of the target language culture,

which cannot be taken for granted with non- native teachers.
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Secondly, the non-communicative approaches tend to become monotonous since they

focus on the structure and sound patterns of the target language with many exercises in

syntactical structures and pronunciation. For example, the audiolingual method treats

FL learners like parrots imitating whatever their teachers are saying. This inviæs

boredom, the effect of which reduces the value of the teaching method itself, and

moreover motivation is reduced.

Thirdly, the non-communicative approaches are so focused on procedure that they tend

to be absolute rather than flexible regarding the classroom conditions, for instance,

suggestopedia. Although the relaxation method may be helpful for some students, the

application of suggestopedia might lead some language learners to being overly relaxed

physically rather than being mentally fresh and ready to leam the target language.

Different students will react in different,ways, and such a lack of flexibility can be seen

as a limitation.

Fourthly, the non-communicative approaches promote narrow linguistic proficiency in

the target language rather than developing target language use in social communication.

On this point, Widdowson (1978: 10) remarked that language drills only reflect "¿

demanstration of usage rather than use". Candlin (1981: 25) reinforced the differences

between the communicative and non-communicative approaches by noting the

distinction between 'language form' and'language function' as aî important point to

consider in language teaching. For example, the grammar translation method is used to

teach language leamers to analyse rather than use the target language. Similarly, the
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direct method is used to demonstrate the usage of the tàrget language (language form)

without showing how to use it in real communication (Ianguage function). That is why

the non-communicative approaches cannot meet the learners' need to learn how to

communicate in the target language.

Non-communicative approaches are heavily dependent on the teacher's creation of

language teaching strategies rather than the learners' creative independence. Enabling

foreign language learners to communicate independently in English is much more

important than treating them like parrots or learning machines. In my opinion, EFL

language teaching should reduce EFL learners'dependence on their teacher's help and

make them able to convey and negotiate meanings in real communication.

Stern (1983: 460) has pointed to further limitations of the non-communicative

approaches. For example, the direct method cannot be used for advanced learners due

to its simplified materials, and its rejection of the use of the learners' first language

cannot solve the problem of learners' misunderstanding.

Crawford-Lange (1982: 82-83), has commented on the limitations of non-

communicative approaches which have an overreliance on grammar-based language

teaching, for example the grammar-translation and reading methods. She argued that

such grammar-based teaching might not assure language learners of " great exposure to

stylistics and opportunities to increase oral proftciency" (Crawford-Lange: 1982: 82-

83). Such ûeaching methods do not promote language learners' oral proficiency due to

lack of speaking or communication practice.
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Widdowson (1979: 66-67) points out that language teaching in the classroom often

involves the neglect of the cultural values of the target language and that non-

communicative techniques are particularly prone to such neglect. For instance, language

teachers might use the immersion æchniques in the audiovisual method by showing

some models of language use on television or recordings. They might also use

audiolingual techniques to demonstrate how to pronounce words correctly. However,

the teachers may only concentrate their techniques on the structural aspects of the

target language and not place enough emphasis on its cultural values.

Realising that the non-communicative approaches might not be effective for promoting

how to use the target language in a culturally appropriate manner, EFL teachers have

adopted teaching approaches which promote the development of communicative

competence.

3.2. The Communicative Approach: the theoretical underpinnings

Many EFL practitioners have adopted the communicative approach to language

teaching 1r¡ (for example, see Munby: 1978: 25). By using such a teaching approach,

they attempt to develop the communicative competence of non- native language

learners.

(3) [For a discussion of a related point, see La¡sen-Freernan (1986: 123- 140) or some examples dealing with developing
communicative language teaching discussed by Schulz: (1976:18- 52)1.
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The notion of 'commt¿nicative competence'(Richards and Rodgers: 1986:69) was

developed by Hymes (1974: 95) who outlined four aspects of communicative

competence: 1) possibility,2) feasibility, 3) appropriateness and 4) performnnce or

accepted usage or acceptability (aIso see Brumfit and Johnson: 1979: 19).

'Possibility' refers to grammatical competence, that is the abilþ to produce

grammatically correct statements. 'Feasibiliry' deals with whether or not the statement

is meaningful within the context of a particular discourse (discourse competence).

'Appropriateness' deals with whether or not the statement is relevant to the situation,

and 'Perþrm.once' refers to "the mastery of verbal and non verbal communication

strategies" in actual language use (Canale: 1983: 10).

Canale (1983: 16-17) also noted that the goal of the communicative approach should be

to develop communicative competence in the sense of encouraging second language

learners "to participate in actual communication situations".He stated tha!

"st¿ch a communicative approach is thus an integrative one in which
the mnin goal is to prepare and encourage learners to exploit ín an
optimnl way their limited communicative competence in the second
language in order to participate in actual communication situations"
(Canale: 1983:16117)

Dealing with this, Canale, and Richards and Rodgers (op. cit.) outlined the main issues

in the promotion of communicative competence. The main points of developing

communicative competence deal with the status of the target language and the

practicality of actual communication activities. Canale (1983) does not distinguish

between 'second language' and 'foreign language' and one must assume that he
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considers the communicative approach to be suitable for both foreign language and SL

learning. Canale (1983) defined actual communication as;

"the realization of such knowledge and skill under limiting
psychological conditions such as memory and perceptual
c onstr aints, fati gue, nelyousne s s, distractions and interfering
background noises" (Canale: 1983: 5)

Referring to his concept of actual communication, the practicality of 'actual

communication' activities seems dependent on whether or not the target language is

used in informal settings. EFL learners'participation in actual communication activities

might be unsatisfactory because the target language is not used sufficiently in formal

settings. If the target language is not used in informal settings either, the likelihood of

learning to communicate is very small. 'Actual communication' is the actual use of the

target language in informal settings. Canale's guiding principles for a communicative

approach seem suited to promote such use.

His guiding principles include "coverage of competence areas, communication needs,

meaningfr,tl and realistic interaction, the learner's native language skills and

curriculum wide approach" (Canale: 1983: 16- I7). Such guiding principles can be

realised relatively easily in a situation such as Philippines, Malaysia, Singapore and India

where the second language, English, is used in informal settings.

However, these principles for the communicative approach might be more difficult to

adopt in EFL contexts like in Indonesia, where English is very little used in informal

settings and thus optimally communicative situations are rarely available. Therefore,

teachers must work hard to provide these in the classroom
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The construct'commLtnicative competenc¿' was developed to supplement Chomsky's

notion of grammatical competence (for example see Brown: 1987 198). According to

Hymes (1974:93- 94),'communicative competence' like'grammntical competence' ß

rule governed (also see Brumfit and Johnson: 1979: l7) rather than mere performance.

Fillmore in Pride (1979: 2- 13) also noted that grammarians need to take account of "a

theory of conversation", or what Pride (1979: x ) called "broader questions of coherent

discourse" and the rules that obtain here.

The development of the construct of communicative competence by Hymes and its

subsequent development by others now allows us a valuable tool in analysing what it

means to be a teacher or learner and to use a language communicatively. However, in a

foreign language context, like in Indonesia, communicative competence in using the

target language may be quite rudimentary because the target language is not informally

used and Canale's suggestions on developing communicative competence as the goal of

communicative approach are more difficult to apply.

Brown (1987: 198- 199), quoting Savignon's (1983) remarks about communicative

competence, states that effective communication depends on "the cooperation of all the

participants involved" (1987: 198- 199) oÍ "the roles of participants" (1983: 24) n

negotiating meaning. In other words, actual communicative activities need to fully

involve all participants, for example, in classroom role-play discussions where each

student has a role which forms an integral part of the outcome.
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However, Brown, Savignon and Canale fail to consider that participation, opportunity,

negotiation of meaning and actual communication might not solve the problem of some

EFL learners. This is due to the fact that they are not used to thinking of what to speak

about (the content or meaning) and lack knowledge about 'sígnification' and 'use'

(Johnson: 1982: 20- 2l). Rather, they are familiar with considering how to speak (the

grammatical structure).

The attainment of communicative competence requires a certain degree of

inærnalisation of the language structures so that speakers can focus on the content of

language rather than form. According to Tyler (1978):

"conscious direction of speech not only mnkes us queer, it
inhibits our ability to think about what we are saying. Inasmuch
as our attention is concentrated on how to speak, what we say
must suffer. Fluent speech requíres that we be able to do mnre
than one thing at a time; we must simultaneously direct the
mechanical production of sound and the flow of ideas, but if we
are overly conscious of the articulation of sounds, we will
impede our thoughr" (Tyler: 1978:24).

It would seem that EFL learners tend to be engaged too much in structural English

speaking practice rather than the effort of negotiating meaning. That is why Krashen

(1985: 2) remarks that too much control of grammar in conversations may disrupt

communlcatron.
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3.3. Intercultural Communication in SL and FL Teaching

In designing a communicative syllabus based on the above concept of communicative

competence, language teachers should consider possible cultural constraints. In this

regard, Widdowson (1979: 66 - 67) conceded that language teachers should "realise

the cultural values reflected in the communicative syllabus that might not be suitable

for other language learners from dffirent cultural backgrounds". The use of language

might be hampered in real communication because the methods and activities are

culturally unfamiliar to students

For example, EFL learners might misunderstand what is meant by the speech acts

"What are you doing, mate?" and "How are you going, mate?" since they interpret

the meaning based only on the language structures of these speech acts. Therefore, they

might answer the former "I am eating, reading etc" and the latter "by taxi, by bus, on

foot etc" rather than, say, "Itm just doing physics" and "just so so". Thus the

teaching of cultural values should be involved in the teaching of communicative

functions

Widdowson (1979: 66 - 67) attempted to incorporate intercultural communication into

the concept of communicative competence in order to solve this problem. In this

regard, Dirven and Pätz (1993: 152) criticise foreign language teaching as follows;

"Kramer (1991) complains that much foreign language
teaching is still almost entirely concentrated on literary texts,
and he pleads for an intercultural communicative competence.
Ideas for such a concept have been developed by Widdowson
(1992)" (Dirven and Pütz: 1993: 152)
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The quality of leamers' communicative competence is certainly low if intercultural

communication is not included in the classroom. EFL teachers who attempt to use the

communicative approach and develop their learners' communicative competence should

expect their learners to participate in the activities which develop intercultural

communication skills.

However, using Engüsh without motivation and environmental support cannot show

adequate communicative competence in using the target language. For example, EFL

learners in rural areas of Indonesia where intercultural awareness is lower might be

reluctant to participate in classroom discussions or communicative activities because

they are afraid of making mistakes. This could be due to the fact that they are not

exposed to English speaking environments and thus experience what Stern (1992a: 24

or see Allen and Harley:1992:24) called"aprofound effict on student m,otivation".

They need to be made aware that it is the success with which they convey meaning

which is central to communication rather than the absence of structural effors.

Again, EFL learners in Indonesia tend to be culturally passive rather than active in

classroom activities. This reduces chances to develop their communicative competence

because the greater EFL learners' participation, the better their intercultural

communicative competence. In short, EFL learners must be motivated to participate

actively in second language classroom discussions or similar communicative activities in

order for their learning to result in communicative competence.
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However, EFL teachers should also realise that similar cultural problems might occur

when students use the language in actual situations with native speakers. For example,

EFL students who make a noise on the bus might misunderstand the word 'excuse me'

spoken by a native English speaking foreigner who wishes them to keep quiet. They

might instead think that they are blocking an exit and move aside to let the foreigner

pass. Dirven and Pütz (1993:152) suggested that EFL learners can develop srraregies

for overcoming such cultural differences in communicating with the native speakers of

the target language since;

"the general idea of this intercultural communicative
competence is that the learner should develop strategies for
bridging gaps between his (imperfect and 'un-cultural') use of
the foreign language and the fluent and culturally-loaded native
speaker" (Dirven andPütz: 1993: I52)

The reason why EFL learners' strategies for bridging gaps of intercultural

communication are of great importance is that most learners do not share the same

cultural values with speakers of the target language. Similarly, Paulston noted that

"intercultural communication is the communication between two (or mare) speakers

who do not share the same set of communicative competence" (1987l. 63).

If EFL learners understand the culture of native speakers, they might not experience any

difficulties in negotiating the meaning of what they are saying in the target language.

However, there is another consideration that mechanical tasks require learners to live by

metaphor of conveying meaning, and genuinely communicative tasks require a

metaphor shift: meaning is not conveyed, it is negotiated. The negotiation of meaning is

central to communicative conTpetence, but the ability to convey meaning remains
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important. Thus, EFL learners should be able to convey as well as negotiate its

meaning.

Hymes (1974: 95) was concerned with the intra-systemic rather than inter-systemic

possibility of language use (also see Brumfit and Johnson: 1979: 19). He did not

consider the problem of inær-sysæmic discourse which occurs in EFL learning, namely

the intercultural context involving communication between two or more cultural

systems as between the Indonesian and English cultures. Clearly, there will be additional

problems of communication in inter-systemic discourse.

Hymes's concept of competence is based on empirical observations about the use of

language and other modalities and expressed in the form of inductive generalisations

First, the competence of a person in a language is parþ and
variably a function of other languages he or she mrry lstow and
use. Second, when we thínk of persons as able to participa.te i.n.

social life as users of language, we actually need to consíder
their ability to integrate use of language with other modalities of
communication, such as gestures, facial expression, snffi and
snorts, etc (Hymes: 1992: 37- 38)

Hymes (1992: 37 - 38) states that communication is possible because of shared

modalities of communication. Inter-systemic language use involves overcoming

differences in modalities. This process is greatly helped by opportunities to engage in

real social interactions with TL speakers.

For example, intercultural communication can be seen in the contact between a non-

English speaking community (Indonesia) and the English speaking one (Australia),
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where the differences of their modalities of communication might outrveigh their

similarities. Experience of actual TL speakers in real situations will allow observation of

such differences and thus develop awareness and experience on the part of learners

Meaning is central in developing communicative competence and this fact must be

borne in mind especially in the context of intercultural communication; Richards and

Rodgers (1986: 67) consider it important in communicative language teaching. EFL

teachers should focus on meaning in their use of the target language. Without meaning,

the development of communicative competence in communicative language æaching is

clearly not possible.

Communicative language teaching uses communication as the major basis of developing

learners' intercultural communicative competence, and this of course involves the

exchange of meaning produced by both teachers and their learners. Therefore, language

teachers must convey what Wilkins (1974:39) noted as "the meaning of the linguistic

forms". He noted that "the semantic system of a language cannot be learned through

types of language practice without meaning" (p. 39 op. cit.). The extent to which

meaning is learned and developed could be used as a guide to communicative language

teaching. The æaching of communicative competence should be based on what Hymes

(for example see Hymes: 1992: 52) himself called resource gramnulr, discourse

gr ammur and p erfo rm"anc e.

Resource gramnnr refers to linguistic competence, and this shows the inclusion of

what Palmer (1976: 30) noted as 'intra-Iinguistic relations' of meaning or 'word to
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word relations of meaning'. Meanwhile, 'discourse grammnr' deals with "the

relationship between the linguistic elements, words, sentences and so forth", and

performance is related to language use in "the non-linguistic world of experi,en.ce"

(Palmer: 1976: 30). Communicative competence is concerned with the study of all

aspects of meaning.

EFL teachers need to recognise the many kinds of meaning identified by modern

linguists. For example, Leech (1974,1981: 9), Lyons (1981: 33) and linguists, such as

Halliday and Hasan (1985: 18- 23) caúegorise meaning in different ways.

For instance, Leech (1974,1981: 10- 26) noted seven types of meaning in three major

groups of conceptual, associative and themntic meanings. 'Conceptwal' meaning

includes logical, cognitive, denotative meaning or the so-called sense. 'Associative'

meaning consists of connotative, social, affictive, reflected and collocative meanings.

Meanwhile, Lyons (1981: 33 - 34) and Ha[iday and Hasan (1985: 18 - 23) have

different categories of meaning. Lyons (1981: 33) has two general aspects of meaning,

that is descriptive and non-descriptive meanings. 'Descriptive' meaning refers to Leech's

conceptual, associative and thematic meanings. 'Non-descriptive' mearing deals with

attitudinal and em.otive meanings, and both belong to affective meaníng which is,

according to Læech, included ín associatlvø meaning.

Lyons' descriptive meaning also covers four of Halliday's seven categories of meaning,

namely experiential, interpersonal, Iogical ønd textual meanings (for example, see

Kress: I976:28- 29; or also see Simich-Dudgeon and Rivera: 1983: 109). In contrast,
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Lyons' non-descriptive meaníngs deal with the expressive meaning (Leech's affective

meaning), or what Lyons himself calls attitudinal and emotíve meanings. The two major

categories of meaning -- descriptive and non-descriptive -- must be considered in the

development of communicative competence, especially in the principles of

communicative approach as discussed before (see pages 51 and 53). We should bear in

mind Halliday's observation that competence in descriptive or logical meaning develops

later than other kinds of meaning.

Without observing all these various aspects of meaning, intercultural communication in

the EFL classroom cannot be promoted. For example, EFL teachers in Indonesia might

produce their teaching materials totally based on the conceptual meaning of the target

language used in a particular situation. In this case, they might not teach a student that

the meaning of "excuse me" is not only "apologising" (the conceptual meaning) but,

could in some contexts be "get out of my \ilay" or "shut up" (the associative or

intended meaning). Consequently, if the student was later blocking an exit on the bus or

making a noise in a meeting, s/he might misunderstand an English speaker saying

"excuse met'.

Therefore, the intercultural component of EFL teaching requires the understanding of

both ' communicative' and 'informntive' meanings (Lyons: 1977 : 33). In relation to this,

Lyons noted that'communicative' is only meaningful for the sender, not the receiver of

a message. In contrast, 'informntive' indicates'meaningful'to the receiver, not the

sender, and he believes that"the sender's meaning involves the notion of intention apd

the receiver's meaning includes the notion of value, or significance" (p. 33 op. cit.).
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Thus, what EFL teachers think of as 'communicative' might not be 'informative' for

their learners. For instance, Indonesian teachers of English in big cities, where contact

with native speakers of the target language is possible, and teaching materials are both

'communicative' and 'informntive', might find that these teaching materials are not

'informative' for learners when they bring them to rural areas.

It should be noted that Hymes's concept of communicative competence primarily refers

to the sender's competence to convey meaning rather than to the receiver's competence

to interpret the signification of a message and see its meaning. So, the development of

intercultural communication should do justice to both production and perception.

A further point was mentioned by Alexander (1969: 13). The communicative process

includes the four distinguishable phases -- intentional, conten¡ significative, and

interpreted meanings. EFL learners in the process of communicative language teaching

should certainly be able to go through all these phases of meaning.

The learners should know the significative meaning of the obtained message by

matching its conceptual meaning with their own prior knowledge. As noted by

Alexander himself, to interpret the message whether conveyed in 'sounds or written

marks', a learner should firstly identify those "sorzrzds andwritten m.arks as symbols" on

which significativemeaning is based (1969: 11 op. cit.). Of course, EFL learners must

first understand the significative meaning of " spoken sounds or written marks"

(Alexander: 1969:2- 12) as symbols in getting content meanings or messages
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Communicative competence cannot be developed unless the interpretative abilities are

also developed. For instance, an Indonesian EFL leamer might be puzzled about when,

where and how to use some expressions like "no worries", "no way", and "good day".

This results from the fact that they might be unable to interpret the significative

meanings of those expressions, which vary from one culture to another. If the learner

cannot interpret the culturally different significative meaning of a symbol, it is

impossible for himlher to be communicatively compeûent.

Hymes's concept of performance includes the acceptability of linguistic expressions

within a particular social system. If certain linguistic expressions are meaningful and

acceptable within a social system, this shows a success in social communication. One

can consider such acceptability of a communicative event within the framework of

Hymes's (1974: 56- 62) ethnography of speaking which distinguishes the following

components: Setting, Participants, Ends, Act sequence, Key, Instruments, Norms and

Genres.

A speaker needs to be aware of where (Setting), to whom (Participanrs) and for what

purpose (Ends) s/he is speaking. S/he should also consider how to speak (Aø

sequence), in what manner (Key), in what variety (Instrumenrs) and in what style of

speech s/he should express his/her words (Genres).

In Munby's (1978) words: leamers need to develop "the ability to use linguistic forms

to perþrm communicative acts and to understand the communicative functions of

sentences and their relationship to other sentences" (1978:26)
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Larsen-Freeman (1986: 124 - 128) presented some guidelines for applying the

communicative approach and its principles which give a clear picture of what language

teachers should do. Some of her principles are:

Observations: 8 A student makes an error. The teacher and
other students ignore it.
Errors are tolerated and seen a.s a natural
outcome of the development of communication
skills. Students' success is determined as much
by their fluency as it is by their accuracy.

Principles

Observations: 9 The teacher gives each group of students a
strip story and a task to perform.
One of the teacher's major responsibilities is
to establish situations likely to promote
communication" (Larsen-Freeman: 1986: 129)

Principles

If there is a communication gap between teachers and their students, the teachers

should be creative and tolerant in simphûing their words to make their students

understand what they are saying. Larsen-Freeman (1986: 133) also described the role of

the teacher in initiating communication in the classroom.

"The teacher is the initiator of the activities, but he does not
always himself interact with the students. Sometimes he is a co-
comunicator, but m.ore often he establishes situations that
prompt communication between and anxong the students"
(Larsen-Freeman: 1986: 133)

Richa¡ds and Rodgers (1986: t66 - 167) argue translation should be tolerated to

maintain the communication between the teachers and the students, whenever it is

necessary. However t¡anslation should only be used sparingly in clarifying meaning,

since the main goal is for students to use the target language in their group discussions.
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Littlewood (1981: 85 - 95) and Canale (1983: 6 - 2I) have described the steps of

teaching communicative competence in terms of its components. These steps should be

covered by non-native language teachers during their teaching activities in the

classroom. In Littlewood's (1981: 85 - 95) steps for ûeaching communicative

competence, EFL or non- native language teachers should firstly develop their students'

linguistic competence and use it in quasi-communicative activities. Later, they may

develop students' communicative competence by participation in real communication.

Canale describes the components of competence as including "grammatical, discourse,

sociolinguistic and strategic competence" (Canale: 1983: 6 - 25 ). The above-

mentioned advocates of teaching communicative competence were concemed in

particular with how EFL teachers create their own teaching strategies and make

teaching materials 'communicative' for second language teachers.

Unfortunately, many EFL teachers tend not to realise how difficult it is to ensure that

communicative competence is actually being taught in the EFL classroom. Brière

(1980: 99) refening to the situation in the United States noted thaf communicative

competence is difficult to quantify. Those who use the communicative approach should

nevertheless observe the components of competence in order to ensure the quality of

their methods
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3.4. Communicative Practice

Wilkins (1974:38) noted that learners' effective learning might be greater if straægies

for "bridging the gap between the arfirtciality of the language class and the truly

communicative use of the language" are adopted. The expression "bridging the gap"

suggests that what is learned inside the classroom is modelled on language use outside

the classroom. Littlewood (1981: 85 - 95), Loveday (1982: 178) and Canale (1983: 6 -

21) have all made proposals about communicative practices.

First, communicative practice in the language classroom should promote leamer-based

activities, and the teacher should not be over-dominant. The teacher should find ways to

motivate the learners to be more active in classroom discussions.

Second, teachers should be creative in their teaching strategies and in designing the

authentic materials recommended by the advocates of the communicative approach. If

teachers are not creative, the communicative practices in the classroom might not

develop learners' communicative competence. For instance, the classroom interactions

might not reflect communicative practices if teachers restrict themselves to the use of

recommended books of grammar and structure and do not refer to the 'real' language

extracted from authentic sources, such as newspapers or magazines.

Third, teachers should tolerate their learners' mistakes. Loveday (1982: I37, 178)

believes that a lot of correction might create mental blocks, such as being shy and less

confident. According to him, this would prevent non-native learners from developing
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their own communicative potential. He suggests that non-native teachers should not

interrupt and correct learners' mistakes during communicative interactions

Fourth, translation is tolerated when it is necessary to maintain the flow of

communication in the target language. However, the target language is still the priority

of communicative language teaching, and this tolerance is not a rehabilitation of the

grammar translation method. Translation is used only to bridge communication gaps,

not as the goal of communicative practices. The danger of increasing rather than

reducing dependency on native languages remains as long as the communicative

approach tolerates translation into native languages when there is a gap in

communication with EFL learners tending to learn about English rather than leaming

English itself.

Fifth, language teachers should develop their leamers' 'resource grammar' and

'discourse grammnr' by providing what Littlewood (1981: 85 - 95) regarded as 'quasi

communicative' praclces. On this principle, language teachers provide two steps, that

is, pre or quasi communicative activities and subsequent communicative activities

Canale and Littlewood are primarily concemed with the method of communicative

language teaching. They do not detail classroom æchniques for developing intercultural

communication with native speakers of the target language. They have not shown any

specific models of communicative practices to be employed by EFL learners in using the

target language.
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However, other linguists have done this. Widdowson (1978: 64), for instance, described

how EFL teachers can teach their leamers how to convey meaning through a range of

linguistic structures by the use of gestures and props. For example, he has described

how to identify an object like a pen or a book or how to illustrate a more complex

utterance through either 'reciprocal' or 'non-reciprocal' activities. Similarly, Larsen-

Freeman (1986: 123- 138) has presented a case study on communicative language

teaching by describing every activity done by a foreign language teacher and the

students in the classroom.

Given the many theories and models and suggestions as to how to implement the

communicative approach, there remains a big question in the minds of EFL teachers:

How do I apply these in my classroom? Some EFL teachers succeed in making their

students communicatively competent and active in the classroom. However, when such

activities are restricted to the classroom, there is a danger that EFL students learn how

to be communicatively competent by using the target language in their own cultural

modalities of communication, not in those of the target language.

Applied linguists like Canale (1983: 6- 2t) and Littlewood (1981: 85- 95) suggest that

success in applying the communicative approach depends on how creative the EFL

teachers are in designing authentic ûeaching materials. However, they do not show how

to provide the acquisition environment enabling EFL learners to develop their own

learning strategies. Littlewood, with his two categories of communicative activities,

explains that after doing 'pre communicative activities', EFL learners may engage in

"functional communication and social interaction activities" (p. 85- 95 op. cit.).
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This is more idealistic than practical since most EFL learners still believe that the

teacher in the classroom is the only 'repository' of ideas (Reddy: 1979: 310) for

'communication activities'. If the teacher is absent, even though there may be a

classroom task, such learners in the classroom tend to automatically stop their

communication activities. This, of course, violates the concept that the communicative

approach is a promoter of active student interaction.

Communicative practices vary from one group to another, from one institution to

another, from one FL community to another, from one culture to another and so forth.

The most important thing in foreign language teaching is how to develop

'communicational proficiency' (see Harris: 1990: 135) despite the cultural differences.

Thus, with English in Indonesia, the development of communicational English

proficiency that does justice to the needs of the students and to the expectations of

speakers of the target language is very important. The more the first language culture

differs from that of the target language, the more difficulties there are likely to be in

developing communicative competence.

French and Dutch, for example, are languages belonging to a similar European culture

to English and share more cultural features with English than 'Bahasa Indonesia'. Even

though English is learnt as a foreign language in both France and Holland, the level of

the cultural and linguistic gaps is not as great as that in Indonesia.
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It is clearly not possible to change the culture of the Indonesian way of life into the

English one. Indonesian EFL learners need to share some aspects of English culture

when communicating in English without leaving their own culture (also see additive

bilingualism as discussed before).

Stern (1992b: 181 or see Allen and Harley: 1992: 181) remarked that if language

leamers \üant to be proficient in the second language, they should be able to make

"contact with native speakers" which is "an essential experience for a second language

learner". Such contact with the members of the target language community can

promote communication skills even though the members of the target language

community are absent in the EFL classroom. His recommendation of making contact

with native speakers of the target language is in line with a similar recommendation by

Loveday (1982: l7).

Regarding Stern and Loveday's beliefs in the importance of contacts with the native

language community, the matter of how to expose EFL learners to this community is a

complex one. Modern media such as video and radio may be of help here, though they

can only partially replace face to face contacts with native speakers.

3.5. Summary

Non- communicative approaches do not promote the learners' creative independence

and thus fail to meet their need to learn how to communicate in the target language. For

this reason, EFL teachers have adopted teaching approaches which promote the
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development of communicative competence. The development of communicative

competence requires interpretatives abilities, and the learners' participation in the

classroom heavily reflects on their interpretative abilities.

As regards communicative practice (4) in EFL classrooms, creative techniques of

developing 'communicational proficiency' are indeed of great importance, but they

depend on a number of learning aspects. The learning aspects include cognitive styles of

learning, such as regarding the teacher as the only 'repository' of information, the

students' leaming need, different cultural backgrounds and lack of the target language

exposures in informal settings.

Communicative practice requires a compromising tenet of these learning aspects

whether the leamers' cognitive styles really support communicaúve activities in the

classroom. EFL students may rely much on their teacher's instructions, and they may

not leave their culture although they share some aspects of English culture. Thus, EFL

learners'dependency on their teacher and their culture are inevitable, and this cannot be

simply alleviated by just relying on proposed theories and models of how to implement

the communicative approach.

(4) For further discussion of a related point, read Ellis, R (1992: 101- 120)
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Part Three

THE METHOD OF INVESTIGATION
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CHAPTER IV

THE DESIGN OF THE COMMUNICATIVE COMPETENCE STUDY IN

TEACHER TRAINING PROGRAM AT THE UNWERSITY OF JEMBER

Since the curriculum of the EFL program in the Faculty of Education has been designed

to support the development of communicative competence, the major concern of the

institution is to develop the EFL teacher trainees' communicaúve competence in using

the English language. As we have seen in chapter 1 (Introduction), this means that they

should be able to convey and negotiate meanings in writing and speaking in teaching

and learning activities.

In view of the fact that teaching EFL requires communicatively-competent teachers,

and that the EFL teacher trainees are trained to meet such a requirement, this study of

communicative competence in the University of Jember is conducted to survey teacher

trainees' actual communicative competence. The study also covers the socio-

psychological factors influencing their atútudes to such competence

In addition, the question of cultural rules underþing the communicative competence

developed at secondary schools should be recognised by the EFL teacher trainees. The

problems and objectives identified in the introduction to this thesis are designed to lead

to an answer to the question, whether the existing teacher training program of English

really promotes the development of communicative competence.
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To answer this question requires empirical data on English language communicative

competence in the institution. The empirical study is based on the experiences of EFL

æaching and learning activities including the socio-psychological factors affecting such

experiences. This means that this research is carried out by observing a large number of

aspects of the CLT (Communicative Language Teaching) developed in the faculty of

education and of the socio-psychological factors experienced by the EFL teacher

trainees.

Before arriving at the discussion of the purpose of research, I have summed up Chapter

III focusing on communicative practice in developing EFL leamers' communicative

competence (see pages 7l- 72). This chapter is concerned with a number of teaching

methods: their strengths and weaknesses in EFL contexts and theoretical underpinnings

of the communicative approach and intercultural communication. To observe the nature

of Indonesian teacher trainees' communicative competence in EFL contexts, I should

clarify the research design.

4.1. The Purpose of Research

The purpose of this research is to describe and synthesise a large number of aspects of

CLT which influence the EFL teacher trainees'communicative competence in academic

writing and in their teaching and leaming strategies. To this purpose, I have employed

a synthetic approach for obtaining the research data (Seliger and Shohamy: 1989:

26- 29) and used an ethnographic approach for observing the teacher trainees'

intercultural communicaúve competence in using the target language (also see Byram

and Essarte- Sarries: 1991: 10, 13).
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The research also uses the heuristic approach of achieving its objectives. The objectives

of such an approach are to generate some hypotheses relating to the existing

development of communicative competence in the English program. The generated

hypotheses are based on the following aspects of the objectives:

a. the way the EFL teacher trainees convey meanings in academic writing,

b. the features of teaching and learning strategies used by the EFL teacher

trainees to develop communicative competence in academic writing and

classroom activities,

c. the socio-psychological factors that influence the performance of the EFL

teacher trainees.

4.2. Research Location and Informants

The research has been conducted within the English program, Arts and Language

Department, the Faculty of Teacher Training and Education, The University of Jember.

The research informants are mainly the EFL teacher trainees. For management reasons,

i.e time allocation (for example see Byram and Essarte- Sarries: 1991: 25), 50

informants from different year levels have been selected as follows;

- 40 informants of l989lt99I; 20 females and20 males

- l0 informants of L9921I993; 5 females and 5 males

However, the numbenof informants for some research instruments vary as can be seen

in figure 4.0 (see page 77).
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Questionnaires and tests

Interviews

Figure 4.0: Overview ofthe research design Classroom observation

The various numbers of informants in the above figure are based on the information

about fieldwork procedures of data collections (see pages 92r gsr 99 and 100).

4.3. Research Method

The research method is based on the qualitative design of analysing data on the teacher

trainees'English language communicative competence. On this point, I do not use the

quantitative design of analysis because this study is not concerned with the testing of a

new teaching method by for example comparing two classes with different treatrnents

(also see Scope and Limitation on page 6). Besides, this study does not deal with

experiments supporting hypotheses. Rather, it generates hyptheses, and I have used the

ethnographic construct of SPEAKING to analyse the data on the teacher trainees'

performance in using English (also see page 87). The data are mainly the teacher

trainees' academic writing and their speech acts in teaching and learning strategies.

4. 4. Research Instruments

Research instruments for collecting the data of the teacher trainees' communicative

competence and of the socio-psychological factors associated with their use of English

are as follows:

47 informants

50 informants: 22- 30
fmm the fourth
semester or higher:

ycars;

levels 1989/91- 92193

in Teacher Training and
Education: English Department
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1. documentary studies, such as existing courses, syllabuses and theses produced by

students, to show the results of communicative language teaching in the EFL

teacher training program in The University of Jember,

2. interviews have been used for getting the data about assessments of the teacher

trainees'in the existing language teaching and learning activities,

3. questionnaires have been used for collecting the data dealing with the socio-

psychological assessment of the teacher trainees regarding their academic writing

and their learning strategies,

4. tests of communicative competence have been used for collecting the data

regarding the EFL teacher trainees' intercultural communicative competence in

using English in their æaching and learning activities,

5. classroom observation has been used for collecting the data regarding the actual

performance of the EFL teacher trainees when using the target language inside or

outside the classroom. The classroom observation has been used to provide

support for the above instruments.

For further detail of using the above research instruments, I have designed some points

of reference for academic writing and interviews and described the aims of

measurement for questionnaires and test items (see pages 79- 92).
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4. 4. l. Documentary studies

Documentary studies have been used for identifying the existing academic policies

that might influence the EFL teacher trainees' motivaúon and attitudes in developing

their communicative competence. Besides, the documentary studies are also used for

analysing their grammalicøI and discourse competence rn academic writing

(Paulston: 1987:63)

The two documents analysed are syllabuses and the teacher trainees' written work, eg

theses, essays or discussion papers. Points to be covered in the syllabuses are

instructional objectives, task designs, evaluation and other relevant factors.

Thesis extracts and essays have been analysed with reference to the following

points

the structure of academic writing: this has been assessed with reference to the

existing academic writing system accepted in the institution,

the purpose of writing: this has been used in assessing how far meaning is

conveyed in the teacher trainees' academic writing,

sentence construction: this point deals with grammatical competence,

- paragraph organisation: this refers to the discourse competence, logical

meaning and theme and rheme relationships used in creating coherence and

cohesion,

any other relevant points in a document of this nature.
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4. 4.2.Interviews

Interviews are used for investigating the informal data regarding some non linguistic

factors influencing the EFL teacher trainees' communicative competence. Points having

been covered are socio-psychological factors affecting the EFL teacher trainees'

performance in developing their communicative competence. The socio-psychological

factors are as follows:

- Social Factors;

The EFL teacher trainees have been requested to answer some questions regarding their

beliefs about others' attitudes towards English use. For example, they might describe

the attitudes of fellow learners, lecturers or teachers and the attitudes of those who are

concerned with leaming English as a foreign language.

They are also requested to give some comments about the existing academic policy

such as thesis writing requirements or learning facilities, such as the language

laboratory, or library.

- Psycholo gical Factors:

L Group specific attitudes (Ellis: 1985: 118) EFL teacher trainees have been requested

to give some oral comments or answer some oral questions regarding their beliefs

about English native speakers; about their availability, roles, dialects, life styles and

so forth.
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2. The attitude towards learning the language concerned (Ellis1985: 118) The EFL

teacher trainees have been requested to comment or answer some oral questions

dealing with their beliefs about learning English inside and outside the classroom.

For example, they might describe the advantages and disadvantages of English

learning in both these contexts.

3. The attitude towards languages and language learning in general (Ellis: 1985: 118).

The EFL teacher trainees have been requested to comment or answer some oral

questions dealing with their beliefs about their languages and learning foreign

languages in general.

4. Motivation: EFL teacher t¡ainees have been requested to give some oral comments

or answer some oral questions dealing with their interests in leaming English. For

instance, they might describe their learning goals, their likes and dislikes in a

particular learning situation and some other relevant points,

Regarding a large number of aspects of CLT, I have used classroom observation (see

pages 92 - 93) to get the authentic data of speech acts reflecting intercultural

communicative competence which also involves a written test of communicative

competence. I have also used questionnaires as follows;

4, 4.3, Questionnaires

The questionnaire has been aimed at observing the factors influencing the EFL teacher

trainees'communicative competence in acaclemic writing and the.ir teaching and leaming
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strategies. It is divided into two parts; the fìrst deals with the receptive skills, and the

latter covers the productive skills.

In the receptive skills, there are four items of the questionnaire which measure the

socio-psychological factors influencing the teacher trainees' communicative competence

in lisæning skills (four items) and four items for reading skills. The eight items are

numbered from 1 to 8.

The questionnaire items for listening skill, that is, from 1 to 4, are as follows.

- questionnaire itcm 1 is intended to measure the EFL teacher trainees' expected

outcome of a listening practice. This measurement relates to ends, one of the

components of the Ethnography of Communication developed by Hymes (1974

s6- 62)

- questionnaire item2 is intended to measure the teacher trainees' expectation towards

the language users of the target language as also identified by Stern in response to

Gardner and Lambert's findings on attitude (cited in Ellis: 1985: 118). This

measurement of the trainees' expectation deals with message content or form (act

sequence) or the manner of speaking act (key) in Hymes's concept of Ethnography of

Communication.

- questionnaire item 3 is intended to measure the EFL teacher trainees' strategies of

negotiating meaning or of communication in teaching activities. This measurement of
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the trainees' communication strategies deals with instrumentalities in Hymes' concept of

Ethnography of Communication.

- questionnaire item 4 is intended to measure the trainees' attitudes towards language

learners' manner of speaking àct (key). This measurement also deals wíth 'social

attitude' or'social belief about others' manner of speaking acts (Ellis: 1985: 117).

The questionnaire items for reading skill, that is, from 5 to 8 have been designed as

follows.

- questionnaire item 5 is intended to measure the trainees' mativation or global

orientation in reading English texts. This measurement of the trainees' motivation in

reading skill also deals with ends (Hymes:1974:56- 62).

- questionnaire item 6 is intended to assess the trainees' difficulties in reading texts

written by native speakers. This measurement of the trainees' attitudes towards native

speakers' style of writing refers to instrumentalitíes and genres (Hymes: 1974: 56-

62).

- questionnaire item 7 is intended to measure the trainees' communication strategies in

understanding the given text or task mativation tn the sense of Brown's concept (for

example see Ellis: 1985: 117). This measurement of the trainees'communication

strategies deals with instumentalities (Hymes:1974: 56- 62).
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- questionnaire item I is intended to measure the trainees' attitudes towards the writer

of a reading text. This measurement of the trainees' attitudes deals with key and

instrumentalities (Hymes: 197 4: 56- 62).

In the productive skills, there are twelve questionnaire items. The twelve questionnaire

items are numbered, that is, from 9 to 20. Six questionnaire items - 9 to 14 - are used

for measuring the socio-psychological factors influencing the EFL teacher trainees'

speaking skill. The other six iæms -15 to 20- measure the socio-psychological factors

influencing their communicative competence in the writing skill.

The six questionnaire items for speaking skill -9 to 14 - have been designed as

follows.

- the questionnaire item 9 is intended to measure the EFL teacher trainees' global

orientation in English conversations. This measurement of the trainees' motivation in

speaking skill deals with ends (Hymes: 1974: 56- 62).

- the questionnaire item 10 is intended to measure the EFL teacher trainees'initiatives

and opportunities to use English with native speakers. This measurement of the

trainees' communicative styles refers to participants and situations (Hymes: 1974: 56-

62).

- the questionnaire item 11 is intended to measure the EFL teacher trainees' attitudes

towards their own performance with the members of the target language in the
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speaking skill. This measurement of the trainees' attitudes in speaking deals with

participanls and instumentalities (Hymes: 1974: 56- 62)

- the questionnaire item12 is intended to measure the EFL teacher trainees'cognitive

styles in communication. This measurement refers to norms of interaction (Hymes:

I9l4:56- 62).

- the questionnaire item 13 is intended to measure the EFL teacher trainees' attitudes

towards their own mistakes in speaking English. This measurement of the trainees'

language learning in speaking deals with ends (}Jymes 1974:56- 62).

- the questionnaire item L4 is intended to measure the EFL teacher trainees' attitudes

towards their students' use of English in the classroom. This measurement of the

trainees' attitudes deals with instrumentalities (Hymes: 197 4: 56- 62)

The six questionnaire itcms for writing skill - 15 to 20 -have been designed as

follows;

- the questionnaire item 15 is intended to measure the EFL teacher trainees'

motivation in academic writing. This measurement of the trainees' motivation refers to

instrumentalities (Hymes: I97 4: 56- 62).

- the questionnaire item 16 is intended to measure the EFL teacher trainees' attitudes

towards academic writing. This measurement of the trainees' attitudes also deals with

instrumentalities (Hymes: I97 4: 56- 62).
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- the questionnaire item 17 is intended to measure the EFL teacher trainees' attitudes

towards academic policy in academic writing. This measurement of the trainees'

attitudes refers to situation and norms (Hymes: l9l4:56- 62).

- the questionnaire item 18 is intended to measure the EFL teacher ffainees' attitudes

towards others' ideas in academic writing. This measurement of the trainees' attitudes

deals with understanding others' ends andnornß (Hymes: 1974: 56- 62)

- the questionnaire item 19 is intended to measure the EFL teacher trainees' cognitive

styles in discussing the ideas conveyed in the academic writing. This measurement of

the trainees' cognitive styles refers to norms and instrumentalities (Hymes: 1974:

s6- 62).

- the questionnaire item 20 is intended to measure the EFL teacher trainees' attitudes

towards intellectual property in academic writing. This measurement of the trainees'

attitudes deals with instrumentalities (Hymes: 1914:56- 62)

4. 4. 4. Test of Communicative Competence

The test of communicative competence has been used for assessing the EFL teacher

trainees' communicative competence. This test measures the intercultural use of English

in real conversations or what Paulston (1987: 63) noted as intercultural

communication. It reveals to what extent the trainees have adopted "the same set of

conventions for communicative competencø" (Paulston: 1987: 63).
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I have used this test of communicative competence as a supplementary instrument for

attaining the teacher trainees' conscious execution of their knowledge about using the

target language. In this way, the test can describe the culture-based reasons why EFL

teacher trainees' subconscious production of speech acts in classroom observation

reflects interference when negotiating their meanings. This can be achieved by

identifying the speech acts of the test items based on Hymes' ethnographic construct of

SPEAKING (see Literature Review page 64).

I have used ethnographic analysis for the results of test of communicative competence

because 'mnturational changes' (Nunan: 1992: 63) are unlikely to happen to the

research informants since they seldom communicate interculturally with native speakers

of the target language in the University of Jember.

In order to provide a clear background, I apply a picture on top of most test items so

that the teacher trainees may understand the context of conversations (see Appendix

Four on page 263). Some test items do not have any pictures because they contain

speech acts which only deal with social norms, and they can be used in any context of

social meetings: for example, interlocutors always say 'excuse me' after sneezing. The

use of pictures is to reduce the teacher trainees' misunderstanding in answering the

whole test items, and thus the gap of intercultural communication as discussed in the

literature review (see pages 56, 62 and 64) could also be inferred in the analysis of test

results.
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The test of communicative competence consists of qr¡estions relating to intercultural

use of English based on the various aspects of speech events and provides some

alternative English expressions which are mostly based on the EFL teacher trainees'

cultural values. The trainees in such a test are expected to find the alternatives which

are appropriate in English language cultures.

There are 25 iæms in the test of communicative competence. Each item measures a

different speech act. More precisely, ttre æst items are designed as follows.

- the test itcm 1 is intended to measure the EFL teacher trainees' communicative

competence in the intercultural use of English in the speech act of íntroducíng

oneself.

- the test itcm 2 is intended to measure the EFL teacher trainees' communicative

competence in the intercultural use of English in the speech act of greeting.

- the test item 3 is intended to measure the EFL teacher trainees' communicative

competence in the intercultural use of English in the speech act of offering help.

- the test item 4 is intended to measure the EFL teacher trainees' communicative

competence in the intercultural use of English in the speech act of eliciting

informatíon.
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- the test item 5 is intended to measure the EFL teacher trainees' communicative

competence in the intercultural use of English in the speech act of asking for

information ( elicitin g inform"ation).

- the test itcm 6 is intended to measure the EFL teacher trainees' communicative

competence in the intercultural use of English in the speech act of refusing an offer.

- the test item 7 is intended to measure the EFL teacher trainees' communicative

competence in the intercultural use of English in the speech act of asking to be

excused.

- the test item I is intended to measure the EFL teacher trainees' communicative

competence in the intercultural use of English in the speech act of showing

sympøthy.

- the test itcm 9 is intended to measure the EFL teacher trainees' communicative

competence in the intercultural use of English in the speech act of apologising

- the test item 10 is intended to measure the EFL teacher trainees' communicative

competence in the intercultural use of English in the speech act of responding to a

compliment.

- the test item 11 is intended to measure the EFL teacher trainees' communicative

competence in the intercultural use of English in the speech act of seeking or giving

clørift.cation.
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- the test itcm 12 is intended to measure the EFL teacher trainees' communicative

competence in the intercultural use of English in the speech act of responding to

ønother's offer.

- the test item 13 is intended to measure the EFL teacher trainees' communicative

competence in the intercultural use of English in the speech act of askíng for

directions.

- the test itcm 14 is intended to measure the EFL teacher trainees' communicative

competence in the intercultural use of English in the speech act of making a request

- the test item 15 is intended to measure the EFL teacher trainees' communicative

competence in the intercultural use of English in the speech act of initiatíng a

conversation on the train, buses and the like

- the test item L6 is intended to measure the EFL teacher trainees' communicative

competence in the intercultural use of English in the speech act of asking for

clørification.

- the test item 17 is intended to measure the EFL teacher t¡ainees' communicative

competence in the intercultural use of English in the speech act of apologisíng
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- the test item 18 is intended to measure the EFL teacher trainees' communicative

competence in the intercultural use of English in the speech act of responding to

others saying goodbye.

- the test item 19 is intended to measure the EFL teacher trainees' communicative

competence in the intercultural use of English in the speech act of making ø polite

request

- the test item 20 is intended to measure the EFL teacher ffainees' communicative

competence in the intercultural use of English in the speech act of showing

sympathy.

- the test itcm 2l is intended to measure the EFL teacher trainees' communicative

competence in the intercultural use of English in the speech act of sharing feelings

about a.nother's condition.

- the test itcm 22 is intended to measure the EFL teacher trainees' communicative

competence in the intercultural use of English in the speech act of responding to an

apology.

- the test itcm 23 is intended to measure the EFL teacher trainees' communicative

competence in the intercultural use of English in the speech act of informing
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- the test itnm 24 is intended to measure the EFL teacher trainees' communicative

competence in the intercultural use of English in the speech act of a polite

conversation opening

- the test item 25 is intended to measure the EFL teacher trainees' communicative

competence in the intercultural use of English in the speech act of asking for

pertnßsrcn

4. 4. 5. Classroom Observation

As briefly stated in the previous discussion (see pages 56 - 60), classroom observation

is used for measuring the actual performance of the teacher t¡ainees' intercultural

communicative competence in conveying and negotiating meaning in their teaching and

learning activities. The measurement of the trainees' intercultural communicative

competence in such a classroom observation is expected to validate the data taken from

the formal test of intercultural communicative competence. The following are the

procedures for conducting and analysing classroom observation.

36 teacher trainees are divided into 3 groups of 12 and given different topics

to elicit oral discussion.

the teacher trainees' utterances during the discussion are recorded for about 5

minutes for each group.

the discussion is identified according to the components of Hymes's

ethnography of communication (see page 206).
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the recorded utterances are then analysed in accordance with Hymes's sectors

of communicative competence- possibility, feasibility, appropriateness and

ac c eptability ( actually p erforme fi .

4.4.6.Summary

As previously described in the design of the communicative competence study, the

research thus uses a synthetic approach for obtaining the research data (see page 75).

This requires classroom observation tasks to get the global aspects of actual activities

of using the target language in the classroom. Classroom observation tasks show the

teacher trainees' speech acts in using their English, that is their communicative skills in

actual communication. In addition, the test of communicative competence has been

used to identify the teacher trainees' cognitive styles and appropriateness of speech acts

in using the target language. This refers to their prior knowledge of using the target

language in actual communication.

The non-classroom activities, such as documentary observation, are also important to

survey the teacher trainees' communicative competence in writing theses and essays. By

observing theses and essays, the teacher trainees' discourse competence can be

described. Questionnaires and interviews are of great significance for attaining the

socio-psychological data on the development of English language communicative

competence.
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CHAPTER V

FIELDWORK PROCEDURES OF DATA COLLECTION

Fieldwork activities were commenced on 9 December 1994 and ended on 9 April 1995

with a second brief period December 1995. They were held at the 'Fakultas Keguruan

dan Ilmu Pendidikan' (FKIP), the University of Jember, Indonesia with the permission

of the Dean of FKIP and his staff (see Appendix Five on page 27 4) .

Regarding the documentary observation, there were two sorts of documents used as

research data; i) extracts from teacher trainees' theses and ü) an extract from teaching

journals. Before examining the documents, the head of Arts and Language Department,

FKIP, the University of Jember, was informed of the purpose of documentary

observation in the research. This documentary observation was conducted during

vacations, when the informants had a break for exams or holidays in January and

February 1995.

During the fieldwork program, the vast majority of written instruments, such as the

questionnaire and tests, were completed, though some were completed later by

informants. Meanwhile, all oral instruments - interview and classroom observation -

were applied before and after the informants' examination break in January 1995.
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5.1. Procedures of Data Collection

The fieldwork for collecting the research data from December 1994 to April 1995

involved the following procedures;

First, the teacher trainees were selected, based on the following criteria;

1. Age cohort : 22- 30 years (also see Figure 4.0 on page 77)

2. Course levels: the fourth semester or higher, especially those who join speaking and

academic writing classes

3. Not part-time students, such as tourist guides studying English

4. From non- English speaking families

5. Have never been overseas for a few months, such as joining the international

program of youth exchange etc.

Second, the informants were informed of the purpose of the research and introduced to

the questionnaire and tests. \ù/orking on this procedure, I have employed the following

ethics:

they were informed that their replies to the questionnaire and tests

would be kept confidential.

they were given an opportunity to ask if they were worried about the

questionnaire and tests, especially when they wondered if the

questionnaire and tests might affect their study, such as getting bad

scores.
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- they got assurance that the research would not affect their study from

their trainer who gave me a chance to give them the questionnaire and

tests.

Third, the informants were orally informed as to how to work on the questionnaire and

tests and given further clarifications in accordance with their questions. For this

procedure, the ethics include;

1. giving an example for completing questionnaires especially based on the

informants' questions. For instance, one of the informants asked me "What

is meant by something very important in understanding the content of a

reading text?" (Questionnaire item 8).

2. using understandable words and terms when clariffing or answering the

informants' questions. For example, when answering the above question, I

sand "You see, there are various factors to consider when trying to

understand a reading text. You might consider the mnin idea and

Ianguage of a text, or you míght think of prior knowledge or schemn and

of reading techniques, such as skimming and scanning. So, which reading

factors do you think very important?". The informants understood the

terms, such as 'prior knowledge' or 'schema', 'reading techniques',

'skimming' and 'scanning', and they did not ask any further questions.
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Fourth, the informants were also informed how much time they had to compleæ the test

of communicative competence. The ethics include allowing the informants to take the

questionnaires and essay writing test copies and complete them at home. On this point,

I did not experience any difficulties in getting back my copies of the questionnaire and

tests because the informants were quite cooperative and responsive to the research.

In addition, on completing the questionnaire and tests, they were requested to complete

another test, the essay writing test. The ethics include the fact that I did not insist the

informants finish the test when they were tired. I just made an appointment with them

when they could do the test. Before starting to write their essays, the informants (the

teacher trainees) were given a statement and one question relating to the statement on

which their written discussions were to be based. Time for the writing test was adapted

to the informants' requests, and they spent a hundred minutes with a few minutes

extension.

Fifth, when the informants were about to finish the questionnaire and tests, they were

invited to come to the campus of FKIP, the University of Jember, for inærviews. They

were free to decide to come on a date and úme which did not interfere with other

programs.

In the interview, most informants were quite enthusiastic to answer all the possible

questions dealing with their socio- psychological factors and leaming strategies. Some

asked if they had to answer all the questions; I informed them that they were expected

to answer my questions as far as they could.
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Two informants refused to come for inærviews because they were worried about being

unable to answer the questions about their own learning strategies. In this case, they

asked one of their friends (one of the interviewees) to inform me that they would not

come. In some cases, it seems that they refused to come because they were not used to

being interviewed. To cope with this problem, I employed the following interview

ethics

1. I did not insist on the participation of reluctant informants and selected

other students of the same level to participate in the interviews

2. Before being interviewed, the informants were asked whether they felt

comfortable with the procedures

3. They were asked whether the place was quite comfortable for an

interview and if they did not mind being recorded.

4. They were asked to suggest another place for the interview if they did

not like the place.

In this way, I could manage to use my cassette recorder and get as many data as I

wanted. For each of the informants who failed to come, other teacher trainees of the

same level were invited to participate in completing the questionnaire and tests, and

they would be interviewed as soon as they finished doing the questionnaire and tests.

To recruit further informants, I cooperated with colleagues who had teacher trainees rn

their courses and I also went to the campus regularly to ask teacher trainees if they

would like to participate in the research. After being interviewed, the informants were
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sometimes asked if they could inviæ their friends to participate in the research. In this

way, I managed to recruit additional informants.

If they felt reluctant to be interviewed immediately afær the test because they felt tired,

they were requested to decide when they were able to come, and I made every effort to

comply with the date and time as appointed by the informants.

The number of informants (36) in the classroom observation was less than the targeted

number (50). This results from the timetable of the English Program of the FKIP. I had

only 100 minutes to see the targeted informants for the questionnaires and tests in the

classroom because the following week they had a semester break for the end of

December 1994 and the flrst week of January 1995. Moreover, some students were to

join different courses afær the break. For this reason, I took a different class consisting

of most but not all of the targeted informants for classroom observation. The informants

were divided into three groups of twelve. Each group had to discuss what play they

thought suitable for their drama activities.

Before discussing what play they had to choose, the three groups were informed that

their talks would be taped for research. One of informants asked about the purpose of

research and its influence on their studies. Being informed that the purpose of the

research was to observe the development of communicative competence and that it

would not affect their results, they did not mind being taped.
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In addition, during the observation, the informants were asked to c

English. They were, however, given permission to use their own languages if they had

difficulties in communicating in English. However, they declined at first to speak their

own languages and tried to use English during the observation. I formally stopped

recording the informants' talk in one group and recorded another group before they

finished discussing their topics about drama. Then, I informally continued recording

them again, and I found that most of the groups did in fact employ Bahasa Indonesia or

their first languages in addition to using the target language. The recordings of

classroom observation thus contain data in languages other than English.

5.2. Fieldwork Constraints

Research fieldwork experienced the following constraints in:

1. Time allocation for informants. For example, the informants who completed

the questionnaire and tests subsequently had one week's break and about

four weeks for exams in January 1995. Consequently, when it was time to

take their course programs after the semester break, these informants did not

have the opportunity of coming for interviews. However, I could manage to

interview them though their opportunities for appointments varied.

2. Contact with the informants. For instance, after the semester break, some

informants were outside the campus joining the program of teaching practice

at secondary schools, and therefore could not come to see me for interviews.

For this reason, I have only got 47 ntewiewees as can be seen in figure 4.0

(see page 77).
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Despite the constraints, I believe that the data obtained in the field were sufficient to

constitute a valid observation in December 1994 - April 1995 and its follow up in

December 1995, although the number of informants is different from that expected in

the research design.

5.3. Summary

Procedures of collecting data are conducted under flexible allocation of time for

fieldwork. However, several constraints still affect the process of collecting the research

data and the selection of informants although I have finally got the research data in both

oral and written forms. Given this, I shall now deal with the empirical studies of the

teacher trainees' communicative competence in Part Four, including the analysis of EFL

teacher trainees' communicative competence in Chapter VI (see page 103).
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Part Four

Empirical Studies of EFL Teacher Trainees'

Communicative Competence
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CHAPTER VI

THE ANALYSIS OF EFL TEACHER TRAINEES'

COMMUNICATTVE COMPETENCE

All the data - documentary studies, interviews, questionnaires, tests and

classroom observation - are analysed in a qualitative way. I have used:

o parameters and rating scales for identifying cohesion and coherence in academic

wntrng;

o coding systems for categorising questionnaire results.

o the ethnography of communication framework to analyse the informants' speech

acts in the test of communicative competence, interviews, classroom observation

data, and for designing the questionnaire items

6. 1. Documentary Data

The collected documentary data consist of extracts of the teacher trainees' thesis

writing, teacher training courses and teaching journals although I did not manage to

obtain any syllabuses during my fieldwork. The procedures for analysing the

documentary data are discussed in the following sections.
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6. 1. 1. The Language and Content of Teacher Training Courses

As regards the data from teacher training courses and æaching joumals, some points

from the above documents are highlighæd to show their significance in surveying the

informants' (teacher trainees') communicative competence. The highlighted points are

as follows;

a.. The teacher taining courses in the FKIP are expected to develop the teacher

trainees' (informants') communicative competence in using English and their

ability to teach, communicate and test the target language to EFL students at

secondary schools.

b. To achieve these goals, most of the offered courses in the teacher training program

deal with the development of English skills such as, Speaking, Listening, Reading

andWriting. Some skill-based courses concentrate on such aspects as Vocabulary,

Pronunciation, Structure artd Dramn. Yet other courses focus on knowledge of

linguistics and English literature, for instance, Introduction to Linguistics,

Introduction to Literature, and Prose and Poetry. Some others deal with

language-teaching skills, such as, Teaching and Learning Strategies, Testing and

Evaluation and Curriculum. From 1984 to 1994, the above courses were offered

without being supplemented by courses promoting an understanding of the

development of communicative competence (see Appendix Six on page 275).

However, the courses, Sociolinguistics, Psycholinguistics and Semnntics, i.e.

courses promoting the understanding of language use and acquisition, were offered

for the first time n 1994195. In othe.r words, the teacher training courses (1984-
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t994) were only concemed with training the teacher trainees in how to teach and

test English and not with developing teachers' own communicative competence

c. As regards teacher training documents, the teacher trainers make teaching journals

consisting of dates, topics, references, sessions, number of students, and signafures

of both the students and teachers. The teaching journals I used âs my documentary

data show that the teacher trainers use such journals for knowing to what extent

they teach their course materials to their trainees, and how often their trainees

attend their classes.

The content of the teacher training courses as observed during the fieldwork was

as follows;

The teacher training courses were mostþ conducted inside the classroom and

language laboratory, and students in the weekly session of a course were allocated 100

minutes to finish their tasks. If the students in skill-oriented courses, such as, Speaking,

Reading, Dram"a needed to hold a discussion or tutorial meeting during lecture time,

the trainers had to finish both the discussion and lecturing in the same period of time

(100 minutes). Teacher training courses thus do not offer, say, a hundred minutes for

lecturing and another hundred minutes for a discussion or tutorial meeting.

The teacher trainees were given a number of tasks relating to their courses. For

instance, they had to write a discussion paper in groups for Seminar courses, an essay

in Essay writing courses or business letters in the course of English for Business, In

Listening courses, the teacher frainees were required to listen to taped speeches or
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conversations between native speakers. They were also asked to retell the class the

messages they had got in the language laboratory

In Cuniculum courses, the teacher trainees were given some models of the curriculum

currently used at secondary schools. They also had to do tasks, such as designing a

syllabus for students at secondary schools (see Appendix Six on page 275).

There was a fieldwork program for æaching practice in which teacher t¡ainees had to

participate, otherwise they were not entitled to take the pre-thesis program. During the

fieldwork program, they had to learn not only to teach English, but also how to cope

with problems experienced by their students in learning the target language.

In the pre-thesis program, the teacher trainees were given a chance to write and present

their topics in a seminar before they wrote ttreir theses. They were also given a chance

to defend their ideas and arguments before a team of examiners. If they passed the pre-

thesis examination, they would be permitæd to carry out research and continue writing

their theses. Once they finished writing their theses, they had to defend their research

findings before a team of examiners. They had to write their theses and defend their

findings in English.

However, most of the tasks in teacher training courses experience practical

constraints in promoting the development of communicative competence because

of the following reasons;
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Firstly, the teacher training courses were conducted in the relatively limited time of 100

minutes per week for lecturing, asking and answering questions, discussions and so

forth. For example, if the trainers intended to give lecturing sessions four times a

month, they would lose the chance to provide a discussion session because they had

already taken all 4x 100 minutes for lecturing. If they lost the chance to discuss

communicative activities in Drama, Speaking, Listening, Reading and Writing courses,

the development of teacher trainees' communicative competence would not be

effective. Since formal education provides the only opportunity for most EFL teacher

trainees at the University of Jember to develop their English language communicative

competence, there is insufficient time to provide activities designed to promote this.

Secondly, the classroom discussions which promote the development of

communicative competence were mostly focused on the speaking ability, not on

negotiating meaning in the target language. For instance, in speaking practice, the

teacher trainees might be given a topic. Then, they would think about how to say rather

than what to say and how to respond to others' ideas relating to the given topic.

Thirdly, the classes in the teacher training courses were relatively big (at circa 60

teacher trainees for each class). This is not effective for oral skill-based courses which

are mostly conducted inside ordinary classrooms with fixed seats. This makes it

difficult for the teacher trainees to conduct group discussions and affects their ability to

develop communicative competence. Besides, the number of teacher trainees with the

ratio of about 1: 60 or more is far in excess of the recommended teacher- student ratio

of 1: 20 or 1: 30 (personal interview with Indonesian language teachers).
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6. l. 2.The teacher trainees' theses

This section deals with one of the teacher training documents, that is teacher trainees'

theses. As noted in the previous discussion, the teacher trainees' theses are written in

English. Their theses are expected to be intelligible to native speakers of English.

Besides, they have to be presented and examined in the pre-thesis examination before

they are taken into the final examination. During the examination, these theses have to

be defended orally in English.

The content of the teacher trainees' theses is based on research findings conducted at

secondary schools. The research data for their theses are analysed quantitatively by

using statistical methods, such as the T test or tests for Correlation, and Regression.

Qualitative methods of analysing research data, such as the ethnography of

communication, are not applied by the teacher trainees.

Most of the theses are concerned with findings as to how and to what extent the

students of secondary schools have a command of English in the four 'major' skills -

Listening, Speaking, Reading and Writing. For instance, some theses might deal with

the comparative study of students' abilities in Reading by using T test analysis, whilst

some others might observe the correlation between two or more language skills.

In writing their theses, the teacher trainees are required to describe the background,

purposes, limitations and problems of their studies. They are also asked to include

literature reviews, research methodology, the analysis of their research data, à
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conclusion, bibliography and some appendices (if necessary). Further analysis of

thesis extracts can be seen on pages 1^l4 - 117.

6. 1. 3. The teacher trainees' essays

Teacher trainees are given a semester-long essay writing course together with extra

guidance in some cases. Some of them previously have written some essays on various

topics as suggested by their teacher trainers

In the essay writing course, the teacher trainees are requested to discuss a certain topic

in groups in the classroom before they start to write their essays. Sometimes, they are

asked to write down their ideas relating to the given topic before they present their

arguments. They are also given some assignments and required to write some essays

under test conditions.

The information relating to academic writing is taken from the results of the essay

writing test given exclusively to the research informants. Before analysing the

informants' essays, I shall show how the procedure for presenting the essay task is

introduced.

Firstly, after completing the questionnaire, the informants were informed that they had

to write their essays and asked whether or not they were ready for the test.

Secondly, the informants r'vere given a topic - 'spoken lnnguøge is essentiøl for

communication' . Then they were asked whether or not they were familiar with the
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given topic; to make sure, I asked them to discuss what was meant by spoken language

and communication.

Thirdly, if they understood the given topic, they were given a question - 'To what

extent would you agree with the statement ?'. Again, I asked them whether or not

they understood the purpose of the question.

Fourthly, if they understood the question, they were instructed to write their essays in

not less than two paragraphs of approximately fifty words each. I asked them to write

as much as they could in the time allotted, although, if they could not manâge to finish

the task, they were allowed to take their work home and required to submit during the

following days (see also chapter IV). f,'urther analysis of the informants' essays can

be seen on page 120.

Before analysing the oral data from classroom observation and interviews and other

supporting data from questionnaires and tests, I shall deal with the analysis of academic

writing.

6.1.  .The Analysis of Academic Writing

The analysis of academic writing has been based on the following components of

ethnography of communication :

Setting EFL contexts; teacher training and education at the
University of Jember, Indonesia.

Participants the writers of thesis extracts and 50 (fifty) teacher trainees
of 1989- 1993

Ends or outcomes : to write an essay or thesis.
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Act sequences Message form and content;
a. thesis extracts on the introduction of Error correction

inwriting abiliry; and MaIe andfemale dffirences in
reading ability.

the discussion of the essay topic, "Spoken language in
communication" containing ideas, arguments and
evidence.

Serious and formal.

Instrumentalities : Grammatically correct written English.

Norms The thesis and essay should follow the following criteria;

à. Cohesion is

"a semnntic relation between an element in the text and some other element that
is crucial to the interpretation of it. This other element is also to be found in the

text; but its location in the text is in no way determined by the grammntical
stucture" (Halliday and Hasan: 1976: 8).

b. Coherent paragraphs of academic writing in English should be based on the
principle lhat "The normnl organisation of sentences (and texts) in English is tha.t

topic (shared information) precedes comment (new inforrnøtion)" (Canale:

1983: l0).

The essay should also follow the points suggested by Marshall and Rowland (1981,

tee3);

"Ajïer the introduction, your theme, thesis, argument should be developed clearly
and logically throughout the essay and restated in the conclusion,
when you mnke general statements, support them with reasons or examples,

each mnin point should consist of one or mare paragraphs'
each of the other sentences in the paragraph should explain or illustrate the point
which the paragraph is mnking, but each should also have a purpose of its own"
(Marshall and Rowland: 1981: 146 - t49; also see 1993: l7l - 173).

Genres The writing category is the register of academic writing, not
convers ational speech" .

b

Key

(Adapted from Saville-Troike: 1982: pp. 15a- 165)
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The analysis of thesis extracts and essays has focused on the following points,

suggested by Burt and Kiparsky (1972) in their 'gooficon' ('a collection of goofs' see

Key Notions);

Global and local goofs (instrumentølities). These parameters measure

grammntical structure of sentences and their relationship within the text to show

text cohesion (norms); i.e. they pertain to grammntical competence. Goof types

for analysing the essay extracts and essays can be seen on page 113.

b. Information packaging: the construct of ideas, arguments and evidence: (act

sequence or message content) using what Gerot and Wignell (1994: 103) noted as

the interaction of theme and rheme in the clauses of the text, in which;

"the theme looks backwards, relating the current message to what has gone
beþre, and the rheme points both backwards and forwards by picking up on
informntion which is already available and adding to it and by presentin,g
information which was not there beþre " (Gerot and Wignell: 1994: 103).

The information in the first line of a paragraph provides the themes of the second line,

the second provides themes of the third, the third to the fourth and so forth. This has

been used to measure whether or not the teacher trainees (informants) answer the

questions of their thesis extracts or essays (text coherence). This measurement deals

wíth discourse competence or what Bachman (1990: 87) called "textual competence" .
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Table I : Goof of the Informants'

/Vpoken language is essential.Inconsistency in using capital ìetters at fhe
beginning of a sentence

4/that's riqhU. etc
llt'sl, lthey'rel, /doesn't/; lyesl, lOkay/,Con versational Register:

contractions. colloquials

3
It is lyou know for sure very veryl
difficult; lCommunícation in oral form
or byl spoken language is easier lhan
/cnmmuniqfion in/ flre mitte¡ one-

Redundancy

a

in te rprate I for' interprett ; I lþ s I
for 'lives'; lmeanl fo¡'meâns';
lpossesl for'possess';
lpronouncìationl lor
'pronunciation'

You did not sent the form
Communication essentialJ She not
do it.
I have been accustomcd to
speaking English.

c1. SAe lorow spoken language
c2. Therearefwokind ; onekinds
c3. There is speaker
c4. By presenting the idea, the writer

can rcvise the mistakes (instead of
his/her mistakes).

c5 They directly can speak English

d. ltorml lor'langtage'; lusing
otoan of snecchl for 'sneakins'

â.

b1.
b2.

b3.

b. in Auxiliary system:
1. Tense misplacement
2. Ber'does/do/did missing

3. Inconsistency in per:fect use

c. in Inflections:
1. Subj- verb agreement
2. PluraVsingularforms
3. Artide missing
4. Inconsistency in using noun modifiers;

articles, a/the or possessive pronouns

5. Misplacement of adverb

B. Local goof:
a. in Spelling

d. in Lexical Choice

I

Spoken language very impor{ant.
We use to communicatc with
others.

Spoken language is essential.
Often used in communication.
Essential for communication.
People use in daily activities.
Because we ca¡¡ speak English.

g1. English use many countries.
92. '\ile can say everything we want'

(instead of 'We canr say we want
everathing')

93. So, it just use to make our
spcabng is clear.

h. We are familiar with speak
English.

i. The spcakeris here. They speak
English

j. English is usedto International
language

lc So, I can speak English. Therrcfore,
I learn it

l. It can be meant
m. Spoken language is important than

written lanpuase

Is essential.a.
b.
c.

d.

e.

f.

A. Global goof:
in Syntax
â. Surrogatesubjectmissing
b. Simple Prrdicate missing
c. Object pronoun rnissing

d. Subjectpronounmissing

e. Subject or object missing

f. Main or Sub clause missing

g. Misorderud parts:
1. SubJectandobjectpermuted
2. Misordering in subordinate

constructions

3. Passiveorde¡but activeform

in Inflections:
h. Misformation of gerunds after preposition
i. Inconsistency in using pronouns

k Misplacement of Signposting or
conjunction

l. Misusing surrogate subjects
m. Comparison markers missing

j. Misusingprepositlons

Label
Numbers

Sample of GoofGoof Types

Adapted from'. The Gooficon: a repair mnnual Íor English (Burt and Kiparsky: 1972).
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c. Academic register (genre) avoids conversational register (see goof 4 on page 113)

or what Fabb and Durant noted as;

contractions like "there's", "it's", "they've" etc. These can be replaced with:
"thgre is", "it is", "they have" etc,

informøl colloquialisms like "naff", "OK", "maybe" etc. These can be

replaced with other more form.al terms; "unsuccessful", "acceptable",
"perhaps",
exclamations like "How awful the line is !" , "What a bad poem this is !" These

can be remaved altogether, or replaced with statements such as " In my view this
is not a good poem" (Fabb and Durant: 1993:74).

Such criteria have been used to measure how far the teacher trainees apply the

register of academic writing

Given the above criteria and the data of the teacher traineest theses, I shall now

deal with some extracts from parts of theses written by the teacher trainees

graduated in 199211994. Each extract is labelled in numbers and letters which

refer to the classification of goofs that can be seen in table I on page 113.

a. Text Cohesion The sentences in Extract 1 (see Appendix One on page 238)

are grammaticaþ cohesive because they do not contain any global goofs. This can be

seen in the lines (10 and ll) "In Indonesia, people like to learn more than one

Ianguage in order to be able to reach their goals" (see Extract 1: line 11). In this line,

the pronoun "their" referring to "people" indicates that it is grammatically cohesive.

However, Extract 1 shows four local goofs in subject-verb agreement or omission or

failure to use an auxiliary in formation of negative, such as in the phrase "a learner

need not a special inborn talenf' (see 2b2 on page 113). Such a phrase should read "4
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learner does not need a special inborn talent". There is also the misspelled word

"Philípine" (see 2a ) which should be spelt "Phiþ)¡únes".

Further, the lines "For example, people here (see 2d) Iearn English to get good

positions in their jobs". Students (see 2d) in universities need to understand English

to improve their knowledge". The reference of the words "here" and "students" ts

vague, and the vagueness results from the fact that the word "here" might refer to

"Indonesia", and the word "students" might refer to those from "Indonesia", or from

"the Philippines" oÍ "in the world'. Therefore, some readers might consider the above

line ambiguous. Similar problems of grammatical competence are also reflected in the

other thesis exffacts.

For example, Extract 2 (see Appendix One on page 238) contains a local goof, the

word "siglzf' fot "pglggptiel!" or "insi€lh!", and the global one, such as the word "it"

for "thig" in the line "It does not mean" (see 1l) which should read 'This_decl-_ug!

!Mao". Further, Extract 4 (see Appendix One) also contains a local goof in subject-

verb agreement. For instance, the phrase "environment give" which should read

'eryusu!0er$_glve" (also see the first line of the second paragraph).

b. Information Packagins: text coherence The thesis extracts show that most of

the teacher trainees do not directly answer the questions of the topics in the thesis. In

the introduction to their theses, they mostly discuss why it is necessary to write about

thesis limitation and thesis problems or define the words "problenf', and "Iimitation".

These, however, are not the questions of their theses.
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For instance, Extract 2 (see Appendix One on page 238) shows that the teacher

trainee (1993194) in defining the title does not spell out which tenns are defined.

Besides, her line; "It does not mean that all of the terms will be defined, but just some

concerning the topic" is ambiguous because "the term.s" does not clearly relate to "the

topic". The extract consists of separated ideas which do not clearly relate to the

question of the sub-chapteÍ"1.2. the scope of the study"

Similarly, in Extract 3 (see Appendix One on page 238) the teacher trainee (1992194)

fails to show the exact limiøtions of the problem dealt with. As can be seen in this

extract, the trainee only describes why the research problems are important and what is

meant by a problem. The sub-chapter "l.2.2. delimitation" inExtract 3 is supposed to

define the thesis problems. However, the discussion, which consists of two paragraphs,

does not do this. The two paragraphs only deal with the importance and definition of

the thesis problems not their limitations.

Again, Extract 4 (see Appendix One on page 239) is not concemed with the trainee's

ideas of the difference between male and female learners. Rather, it is only a review of

others' ideas without showing how these ideas support his thesis. There are other

examples of this in different trainees' work suggesting that the teacher trainees' theses

tend to be to some extent a mere collection of others' ideas, such as the first paragraph

of Extract I (see Appendix One)
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Extract 2 contains redundant words, such as those in the lines '? is necessary to delimit

the scope of the study in order to avoid misunderstanding and dffirent sight betvveen the

writer and the readers about the subject matter discussed. The things that must be explained

about are as follows"(see 3 on page 113). These lines could be condensed as "The

scoDe of the studv is as follows".

Similarly, Extract 3 also contains redundant words to describe the problems of study in

a long sentence which could be condensed to "The problems of the s

follows". This however, still does not directly answer the question of the sub-chapter

"1.2.2 The Limitation of the problem"

Thus far, none of the thesis extracts describe the scope and problems of their studies.

This also happens in the theses of other teacher trainees who graduated in 1992193.

There is a tendency to overstate the definitions and the importânce of the topics of sub-

chapters and to lose the control of showing what is described under the topics of sub-

chapters, such as what the "problems" are in the introduction. Therefore, I think the

thesis extracts regarding the scope and problems of study show that the teacher

trainees do not answer the question of the sub-topics of their theses.

Given this, I believe that overstating the definitions and the importance of particular

topics may be one of the teacher trainees' strategies in negotiating meaning through

academic writing. This indicates that their communicative competence: discourse

competence includes overstating definitions or writing redundant words.
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Although this communication strategy of overstating definitions might not be

appropriate in English speaking countries, the teacher trainees may reflect on this

strategy to write up their theses. This results from the fact that the former teacher

trainees' theses are the only accepted paradigm of academic writing in the FKIP, the

University of Jember. Given this, I shall now deal with the informants' essays

The informants' essays are analysed based on their goof types, such as errors in

syntax, inflections, spelling, auxiliary system, and lexical choice. This has been

used to measure how the teacher trainees construct grammatically correct

sentences and their relationship between sentences to convey meanÅng (text

cohesion).

Information packaging using theme and rheme has also been used to measure

whether or not the informants' essays answer the question (text coherence). The

extent to which control of text coherence and cohesion is achieved can be seen in

Table 2 (see the following page).

Further, control of redundancy and writing register have been used to measure

the teacher trainees' strategies of expressing their ideas when writing in English

and how they apply the writing register throughout their essay texts (also see

page 114).
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Message content and norm control (text cohesíon and coherence) are supposed to

explain to what extent the informants' academic writing reveals a control of the

cohesive and coherent textual features of English.

Table 2 : scale of the informants'

(Adapted from FSI Language-Profïciency Ratlng Scale (Higgs and Ctifford : 1982: 63)

In this regard,I have analysed each of the informants' essays (see Appendix Two on

pages 239- 253\ according to its goof types as mentioned above and attempted to

show the revision of one of the analysed essays (see page 167 - 169). The symbols

used for labelling the lines of the essays relate to Table I : Goof Types of rhe

Informants' Essays, on page 113.

UnintelligibleNoneUnable to write a paraeraph0

1

mmv slobal smf.s
Unacceptable due toNot answering the

question
Able to write a paragraph

Acccptable though
sometimes not cohesive
andconsistingofa few

elobal eoofs

)
Answering the question

with ideas only
Able to write a paragraph; to

describe the essay topic

3 Understandable to ENS
though

not fully cohesive and
consisting of many local

goofs

Answering the question,
a¡guments, evidence,

conclusion

Able to write an essay; to
discuss (to argue for or

against)

Nearly equivalent to
educated ENS with only

occasional soofs

Covering all the message
content

Able to write an essay; to
discuss (to argue for or

asainstl

4

Cornpetence equivalent
to English Native

Speakers @NS) with out
any aoofs

Covering all the message
content

Able to write an essay ; to
discuss (to argue for and

against)

5

Academic quality: text
cohcsion, coherence etc

Answering the question,
arguments, evidence,

conclusion ctc
Task accomplished

outcomes
Writing
Level

Norm ControlMessage ContentFrdLevel
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I have analysed the informants' essays in two aspects, that is text cohesion and

information packaging (text coherence), and the symbols that follow the lines below

relate to table I on page 113. I have also made some comments on the informants'

goofs (see page 140), and I shall now deal with text cohesion, as follows:

a. Text Cohesion

Essav 1: This essay consists of many local goofs and global goofs, and thus this

reduces its texn¡al cohesion. Examples for local goofs include the phrase "the speaker

wanf' (see 2c1 line 14) which should read "the_speake1-luants", the misspelling of

"mean" for the word "¡0caas" (see 2a line 2) and the word "form" for the word

"langua€ls" (see 2d lines 3). Regarding global goofs, we note that subject and object

are permuted in the line "It is very dffirent between communication in written form

and communication" (see 1g1 line 6) which presumably means "s¡Dken _la.nguaggjs

different from the written form". Further, there is inconsistency in using pronouns, as in

the pronoun "they" instead of "s/he" as the antecedent of the îoun "The listener" in

"The listener can ask directly to the speaker if they do not understand what the

speaker wanf' (see Li lines 13 - 14).

Essay 2: This essay contains local goofs that include the word "to clear" and the

phrase "olt communication" (see 2d line 2) which should be "1a-çlarfy" and "eur

message". The word "to transfer"(see 2d line 5) and the phrase "mnke a little bit

conflicf'( see 2d line 3) should be "Ie-express" and "çausc-misundcrstanding". Global

goofs of the essay affecting text cohesion include the lines "So, try to mnke clear our

pronounciation" (see ld line 6) of which the subject is missing. Further the line "so, it
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just use to mnke our speaking is clear and understandable" (see 1g3 line 4) which

should be in passive voice, and the possessive pronouns "our" and "my" in "Spoken

language is very important for us in order to transfer my idea to another" (see li line

5) are not treated differently. They also include inconsistency in using pronouns, for

example using"her" instead of "their" in"some people are not perfect with all of her

body invalid'(see li line 10)

Essav 3: This essay contains one local goof, such as "other country"(see 2c2line

6) which should be " other countries". In addition to the local goof, the essay text also

contains many global goofs, such as the line "It is quite impossible we communicate

with other countries for example from England, African do not use Engliså" (see le

tine 7 - 8) shows that the subject "we" for the phrase "do not u.ç¿" is missing. Further

examples are the preposition "to" fot "as" in the second line of the essay text (see lj

line 2), and the independent pronoun "others" in the phrase "others people"(see Li line

6) which should read "ethe1peopþ". Further, the string "is easily using" (see 1g1 line

7) should be replaced with "is_easy_byl¡sin€i".

Essav 4: This essay contains many local and global goofs which violate text

cohesion and may reduce its readability. Examples for local goofs are the statement

"the writer posses"(see 2ar 2cl line 9) which should be "the writer possesse )"

and the omission of indefinite article 'þ" for the singular form of the nouns "reader"

(see 2c3 tine 6) and "phenomenon" (see 2c3 line 8). Further the phrase "Let have a

look at the evidences" (see 2d line 4) which only means "Eot_cxa¡gpþ". The essay text

also contains global goofs, sush as Lhe line "to commttnicate orally with thousands
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people sometimes will be m.ore effective and fficient in the form of written language

through writing in newspaper or nut9azine"(see 1m line 4- 6'). The word "than" in this

sentence is missing, and the prepositional phrase "in accordance_to')(see lj tine 16)

should be "in accordance with". Besides, the degree of comparison, such as "mnre

effective and fficienf' (see 1c line 18) does not have the function word "than" to

show what is compared to what.

Essav 5: Text cohesion in Essay 5 is reduced mostþ by local goofs, for example in

the words "they life" (see 2d line 12) for "theul¡ies"; "their dialect"(see 2c2 tine 12)

for "theildialects", and the phrase "daily activity" (see 2c2line 13) should read "da:ly

activities". Further examples are the superfluous preposition "abouf in the phrase "we

can learn and master about their language" (see lj line 15), and the phrase "number

one of' (see 2d line 4) for "the_bcsl_of'. The essay also contains a few global goofs,

such as the phrase "it can be meant thaf' (see 1l line 6) which should be "this means

Iha!" and the incomplete clause "Because all of them can speak using English

Ianguage" (see lf line 7) which should read "Ilthis is possible

English"

Essay 6: Text cohesion of Essay 6 is affected by many local goofs. For example, in

the second line of the first paragraph, the phrases "speaker try" (see 2c2line 3) and

"the listener try" (see2c2 tine 3) should be "sBeakerclqy" and "lisüqnqs-try". Further

are the noun clauses "what being expressed' (see 2b2 line 4) and "what being

imagined' ( see 2b2 line 10) in which the copula "is" is missing. Other local goofs are

the misspcllcd words -"interprate" (scc 2a linc 9) and "interpratation" (scc 2a linc 10)
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for "inletplgt" and "inlerptglatien", and the adverbs "directly" and "iusf' tn "directly

can asl(' (see 2c5 line 6) and "just can interpref' (see 2c5 line 9) which should be

"çA4_dilqçtly_êsk", and "çA¡!-jUSl_1n!gIpIe!". The global goofs can be seen in the fact

that the present participle "comparing with" (see 1g3 line ll - 12) as the reduced

passive voice should be "çenqpargd_yith" (see the first and the last lines of the second

paragraph).

Essay 7: Text cohesion of Essay 7 is to some extent affected by a number of local

goofs, for example, "someone wanf' (see 2cl line 3) for "son0cen9_l¡/ants". Further,

the misspelled word "instanf' (see 2a line 5) for the phrase "for instance if we want to

speak. we might use a telephone". Similarly, we note the misplacement of the adverb

"fastly" (see 2c5 line 4), which should be the adjective "fas!er" or more appropriately

"better". The indefinite article of the phrase "Iong distance"(see 2c3line 6) is missing,

and the adjective phrase "the cheap¿sl" should read "the_ea$ies!". The verb phrases

"have brain" and "have maltth" (see 2d line 9) are inappropriate substitutes for the

verbs "(to) think" and "(to) speak" (see the last line). The only global goof is the

misplacement of surrogate subject"if in"it is very reasonable statemenf'(see 1l line

1) which should be "this"

Essav 8: This essay consists of one paragraph of seven lines with local goofs in

three different lines and four global goofs in four lines. Examples for local goofs are

the phrase "someone or everyone use" (see 2c1 line 3) which should read "someone or

everyone uses", and the phrase "In the other form" (see 2d line 6) which is used

instead of "In other words". The definite article "the"- is not necessary to rcfcr to thc
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general sense of language in"the language" (see 2c4 line 3). The global goofs are the

possessive pronoun "his" to refer to the personal pronoun "they", the subject of the

fifth line (see li line 6), and the subject in "is a means as communication that used

human being"( see le line 3) is missing (also see the second line). The copula "i.ç" and

the prepositíon "by" for the passive voice in the phrase "communication that used

human being" (see 1g3 line 2 - 3) are missing, and "to expressing his or her idea"

should read "to express his or he " (see th line 4).

Essav 9 This essay contains cohesive ties between some sentences, such as the

first and the second one. However, it still shows many local goofs and some global

ones. Examples for local goofs are the phrase "our idea" (see 2c2 line 16) which

should be "oul-idgæ"; "our facial expression" (see 2c2 line 14) for "our facial

expressions";"ottrr tone" (see2c2line 14) for "our_leIlgg"; and also"our respecf' (see

2c2line 18) which should be "our respects". Further, the word "unrejectable" (see 2d

line 3) which is supposed to mean "It is inevitable to meet someone". The word

"conversate" (see 2d line 8) for the verb "s¡)eak"; and also the phrase "If so" (see 2d

line 20) which means "If¡gçcss¿ry", and the phrase "the one we conversate with" (see

2d line 18) should read "someone with whom ". The global goofs include the

Line "Especially when it is very important thing, then a spoken language will be more

helpful and successful to use" (see 1l line 16 - 17) which is not clear with reference to

the word "if' rnd to the question of who uses spoken language.

Essav L0 This essay consists of many local and global goofs, and this affects its text

cohesion. The local goofs include the phrase "In tlte short wortl' (see 2d line 5) instead
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of "In_shol!", and the word "too" (see 2d line 12) which should be "vs{y". Examples

for global goofs are the ßne "Since everyone has the dffirent opinion about the

importance of thaf'(see lf line I - 2) of which the main clause is missing. The

misordered lTne"If there is someone to be interviewed by the reporter sometimes I got

dfficulty" (see 1g2 line 11). This line might be turned into "When interviewedJ

sometimes have difficulties" or 'lt t am intervlewø. I so

difficulties". Further, the subject and auxiliary tn "I think important too for other to

speakwell" (see ld and lb line 7) are missing.

Essay 11 This essay consists of many local goofs that affect its text cohesion.

Examples are the line "language need' (see 2c1 line 3) which should be "lanegaep

needs", and the word "life" for "þe" (see 2a tine 1). Further, the phrase "produce

vocal symbols through theír speech sounds" (see 2d tine 7) should be the verb

"spak", andthe adverbs "jusf'and "gi[" in"just can communicate" and"still can

communicate" (see 2c5 line 10) should be placed after the auxiliary veÍb "can" in

"can-þs!" and "çan-s1ill" (see the second paragraph). The essay also contains global

goofs, such as the missing main clause in "Because without using spoken language

they still can communicate with their gesture language or body language')(see lf

lines 10 -11). Again, the subjectof "doesn't always true" (see 1e line 12) is missing.

Essav 12 This essay contains local goofs in the line "by showing the maving of our

body or by giving the sign to answer other person's question"(see2d,line 4) which

should be "by using body langu ". Further, the line "Another side

that tells the spoken language is essential for conunutúcation is thaf' ( see 2d line 8)
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should be rewritten with the conjunctive adjunct "Qulhe_o1hel trAnd". The essay also

contains a number of global goofs, and this affects its overall text cohesion. For

instance, "whether it is with foreigner or with own friends we speak each other" (see

1g2, lines 2 - 3) should read "whether we speak with our own friends or foreigners".

Further, the line "It doesn't mean"(see la line 3) should be "This_decs_nol_n0ean".

Essay L3 This essay contains many local goofs which affect its text cohesion.

Examples include the word "to converse" (see 2d line 3) for "s¡).eak"; "hearing" foÍ

"listgningi" and the definite article "the" iî, say, "the._pegpþ" (see 2c4 line 6). The

incorrect past tense form, in the ßne "The dfficulty rised' (see 2b1 line 6) should be

replaced with the form "f,ises". The essay also contains one global goof: the subject

"If' of the clause "It also means that etc"(sæ,1l line I - 2) should be the demonstrative

pronoun "This"

Essav 14 This essay contains many local goofs and four global goofs, and this

certainly violates its overall text cohesion. Local goofs are the phrases "two kind' (see

2c2line 8) which should be "!wo_kinds"; "in our life" (see 2c2 line 17) should be "in

our lives", and the words "connecf' (see 2d tine 2) should be replaced with

"çgnq¡qunþaÉe"; "communication" (see 2d line 9) should read "languagp", and "one

person to other person" (see 2d line 3) should read "e4e_ane1hel". The phrase "the

people" (see 2c4 line 11) should be "peopþ" with indefinite reference. The global

goofs are found in the hnes "Language is the instrument of connecting of people to

other people" and "As the social humanísm we can't to avoid from social life in our

surrounding"(see lj lines I - 2 and,4¡ where the prepositions "of' and "from" are
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misplaced. Furthermore, the subject of the phrase "can speak with spoken language"

(see le line 15) is missing.

Essav 15 In this essay, local goofs include the phrase "ot¿r idea" (see 2c2line 8)

which should be "ou¡jdcas", and "other language" (see 2c2line 4) which should be

"olhcdanguagcs". The essay contains many global goofs including "Spoken language

is used in communication am.ong people in the world' (see lj line 1 - 2) where the

prepositions "ifi" and "from" are misplaced. The surrogate subject is missing n "By

listening to the speaking will be easier to understand than gesture or body language"

(see la line 7).

Essav L6 Although this essay contains only one local goof in the phrase "the

utterance from mauth" (see 2d line 4) which should be the gerund "sl)eakio€I", it

exhibits many global goofs. Examples are the missing subjects of the line "Having

spoken language use to communicate of people to others so that they could be able to

understand each other that they søy" (see le lines 1 - 3) and the predicate "rLtn out

language" (see le line 6). The word "than" is missing in "m.ore effectively by the

utterance from m.outh" (see lm line 6), and the phrase "is conclude" (see 1g3 lines 5

and 6) should be "1a__çanyey". Some words are misordered in the sentence "Using

language someone could understand that they say to avoid misunderstanding each

other" (see 1gl lines 6 and 7). This could be reconstructed as "Uging--spekeg

avoid misunderstanding" .
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Essav 17 This essay consists of many local goofs, such as in the Iine "every person

use language" (see 2c1 line 4) which is not grammatical in subject-verb agreement and

should read "every person uses ". The plural meaning tn "daily activity" (see

2c2line 3) and "their idea" (see 2c2line 9) should be expressed as "da!y__ætivÍies"

and "their ideas". The word "be" is missing in the sentence "we wiII easy to

communicate with other people" (see 2b2line 6), the misspelleÃ "dump" for "dunûb"

(see 2a line 7), and the phrase "also can use " (see 2c5 line 7) should read "çan ¿!so".

Further, inconsistency in using noun modifiers, such as the definite article "the" in the

phrase "understand the language" (see 2c4 line 5). The essay contains global goofs

that include misplacing the signposting ",ro" for the conjunction "and" in ",ro they need

to speak each other by using language" (see lk line 3). A number of words in the

sentence "the importance is they can communicate each other, but the best way is

communicate use language or spoken language" (see le line 9) are missing.

Essav L8 This essay contains many local goofs, such as "the written one have to

gef' (see 2c1 line 7) which lacks proper subject-verb agreement. rrHasrr rather than

"have" is required here. The phrase "the humnn being" (see 2d line 2) should be

"human beings" or "people". Further the expression; "the tool" (see 2d line 8) should

read "arneans";"have the relationship" (see 2d line 2) should read "to communicate"

Verb agreement is missing in the phrase "is going to get an information from the

others fastly " (see 2b1 line 6). The global goofs include use of the conjunction "and"

in "And the appropriate one is spoken way" (see lk line 4) as the conjunctive adjunct

or signposting which should be "In_Additien" or "Mgreeyer". The surrogate subject

"It" is misplaced in"It means that they must use the language in the need of their own
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4).

life"(see 1l line 2 - 3).Further, the preposition "for" is used instead of "to" in "the

spoken language will give a chance directþ for the man who take a conversation" (see

lj tine 5).

Essav 19 In this essay, local goofs include the missing indefinite article "an" in

"important role" (see 2c3 line 6) and the phrase "in oLff daily life" (see 2c2line 4)

which should read "in our daily lives". The only global goof of the essay is the missing

comparison marker "more" in "speaking is commonly used than writingtt (see lm line

Essav 20 This essay contains many local goofs. Examples are the phrase "our

concepf' (see 2c2line 4) which should read "oul_çençep1g". Similarly, "our way" (see

2c2 line 5) should be "out-¡uays" and "in mnking our interaction socialization

succeed' (see 2d line 7) should read "in making our intera " or "to

make successful socialisation". The wotd "combincing" (see 2a line 4) could be

"eolnbiuing" or "çenvincing" rnd"In the other words" (see 2d tine 10) should read "In

other words". The only global goof of the essay is that the surrogate subject "it" should

be "this" in"It means that sometimes in our life mntters, the way of speaking promises

the solution, the way out of troubles" (see 1l line 9).

Essav 21 This essay contains a number of local and global goofs that affect text

cohesion. The local goofs are the word "tourísfs" (see 2d line 8) which should be

".gverseag", and errors in using the article in "the means of communication" (see 2c4

line 1) which should bc "a mcans of communic ". The global goofs include the
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choice of the surrogate subject "it" instead of "this" in "!1¡ can make our lcnowledge and

our thinking broaden and increase" (see 1l line 10). They also include wrong word

order in subordinate constructions in "1 do not lmow what should I do ?" (see 1g2 line

5) which should read "I do not know what I should do" or "I do not know what to

do".

Essav 22 The Local goofs in this essay include the phrases "get relationship" (see

2d line 1) for "çonûmunicale"; and "As I lmow everything" (see 2d line 7) for "Sg_far

as I know". The global goofs are, for example, misplacing the preposition "fre¡t" in"to

combine (from) dffirent ideas" (see lj tine 2) and using "among" instead of

"be1w.een" in "lhere is understanding annng a speaker and his/her partner" (see lj

line 3). Further, the main verb of the sentence "everything will be clearly with

language" (see lb line 4) is missing.

Essav 23 There are many local goofs in the essay which have a negative effect on

text cohesion. They include lack of agreement in "as a wonutn who live" (see 2c1 line

1) which should be "as a woman who lives" , aîd "our idea" (see 2c2line 5) instead of

"eur-jdeas". Further, the phrases "have communication" (see 2d line 2) for

"çenqnquulçate" and "In comnTr¿nicating" (see 2d tine 3) for "Iu_çgn0n0uniça,tien". The

essay text also contains global goofs, such as in the sentence "Moreover if we can

speak and use another language"(see lf line 6) where the main clause is missing. They

also include using the preposition "with" instead of "from" in the sentence "we can also

get some inform"ation that are dffirent with ours"(see lj tine 8).
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Essav 24 A number of local goofs in this essay negatively affect text cohesion.

They include the missing article in "they create language" (see 2c3 line 5), and the

phrase "make a communication" (see 2d line 3) which should read "cg¡trnuuicaÉe".

The essay also contains one global goof in the sentence "The first time, people

communicate with hand signal, but it is not essential"(see lj tine 4). Here, the

preposition "with" should be replaced by'þ".

Essav 25 A number of local goofs in this essay have a negative effect on text

cohesion. They include the phrase"ot¿r study language"(see 2d line 3) which should

be "ourlanguagc_study", and the words "ourself' (see 2a tine 2) aÍrd "less" (see 2d

line 5) which should be "ou$elyes" and "pge!" ("uol¿s-good"). Further, the phrase

"lack of useful anymare" (see 2d line 6) should be "useþss" ("ug!¿S_useful"), and the

word"sends" in"Speaking also sends us to understand others" (see 2d line 6) should

be "helps". The essay text also contains global goofs, such as the surrogate subject "it"

in "It means that speaking or spoken language wiII help us to mnke communication

and make everything easy" (see 1l lines I - 10). It is not clear whether "if' refers to a

previous idea or an object, such as speaking or discussion. The word "if' should be

replaced by "this" if it refers to a previous idea.

Essay 26 This essay only consists of two lines with many local goofs affecting text

cohesion. These include the sentence "the role of spoken language dominate" (see 2cl

lines 4) which should read "the role of spoken la ". The phrrse "our

daily life" (see 2c2line 3) should be "ouldaislrvcg", and the misspelled word "th.atl'

(sce 2a line 4) or "than". The essay does not contain any global goofs.
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Essav 27 This essay contains many local goofs and one global goof. The local

goofs include the phrases "our idea" (see 2c2line 4 or 9) and "certain symbol" (see

2c2ljlne 5) which should be "ouddeas" and "çertaiu-sJ¿mbols", and "one's else" (see

2d line 4) for the word "o.thcÍs". Further, the phrase "to say the leasf' (see 2d line 10)

for "in_shel!", aîd "than others" (see 2d line 3) for "wilh-elhelg". The phrase "not

accustomed' (see 2d line 9) should read "d!lficub". The global goof is using the

preposition "with" instead of "to" in "whenever we want to talk with someone" (see lj

line 7).

Essay 28 This essay contains some local goofs including "someone else

understand' (see 2c1 line 4) which should read "someone else unders ", and

"among someone and someone else" (see 2d lines 5 and 6) which should be rephrased

as "between two people". The essay does not contain any global goofs.

Essav 29 This essay contains many local and global goofs that negatively affect text

cohesion. The local goofs include the word "need;" (see 2d line 2) for "icþ¿s" and "on

the contrary" (see 2d line 3) for "on the other hand". The global goofs include misuse

of the surrogate subject "i/' instead of "1his" in "It proves the facts in our daily life"

(see 1l line 2) and "And" as a signposting marker instead of conjunction in "And it

needs spoken language" (see lk line 3). The object pronoun is missing in"others will

respect ours by saying in spoken language, too or in wrinen context or etc" (see lc

line 4)
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Essav 30 This essay contains some local and global goofs that might negatively

affect text cohesion. Local goofs include the misplacement of the adverb "also" in the

phrase "also can save the time" (see 2c5 line 12) which should be "çan-alse". The

global goofs include the missing comparison marker "than" in "It is influenced by the

situation that support communicating by spoken language is more important because

all of things come from speaking and listening" (see lm line 6). The subject pronoun

of the sentence "Actually in this communication can be done orally or written, or

maybe by gesture" (see ld line 2) is missing.

Essav 31 This essay does not contain any local goofs, but it contains many global

goofs in six sentences. This has a very negative effect on text cohesion. Examples are

the main clause of the subordinate clause "Because it is the only way to communicate

each other"(see lf lines 4 and 5) and that of the subordinate clause "Becan¿se we are

human being"(see lf line 2) ue missing.

Essav 32 This essay consists of three sentences in eight lines and some local and

global goofs that might negatively affect text cohesion. The local goofs include the

phrase "the application on i/' (see 2d line 5) which should be "ils-applicatioq" and "i.ç

free like place, time, and grammntical"(see 2d lines 5 and 6) which might read "is

free from grammatical rules". Further, the phrase "to applied' (see 2b2line 5) should

be "!o ie_appligd". The global goofs include the missing comparison marker "than" in

"I myself is quite agree on that statement because spoken language is more effective

to express the idea or message compare with other system like wrinen form' (see lm
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lines L and 3). The subject and predicate of the main clause appear to be missing in

"spoken language if there are some mistakes directþ we change il"(see 1e line 4).

Essav 33 This essay contains many local goofs and some global goofs that

negatively affect text cohesion. The local goofs include the line "he/she need our help"

(see 2c1. line 6) which should read "s/he¡eedg_eul_¡eþ", and the phrase "we may make

a conversation or vice versa"(see 2d line 7) might read "we may speak to each oftd'.

The word "stored' (see 2d line 3) might be "lca¡ncd" and the misspell?Å, "teacher's"

(see 2a line 8) should read "leagheË". The global goofs include inconsistency in using

pronouns and misplacement of the conjunction in "And he cannot only write down our

idea but also we have do it in spoken language in another chance" (see lk and li

tines 4 - 5).

Essav 34 This essay consists of five sentences in six lines and contains a number of

local and global goofs. The local goofs include the word "communicating" (see 2d line

3) for "communication". The sentence "We should be able to express the language

(we have) as clearly as possible or understandable for someone else" (see 2d lines 3

and 4) should read "'. The global goofs

include the incorrect prepositions "fof' and "as" in "Language is very important for

our life as ameans as communicationfor other people" (see 1j line 1), and the verb in

the sub-clause "Becantse if we don'f' (see l.f tine 5) is missing. The essay contains

some contractions "it's" for "it is" and "don'f' for "do not"
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Essav 35 This essay contains some local goofs and many global goofs that

negatively affect text cohesion. The local goofs include the word "other" (see 2c2 line

7) for ".e!hCIS". The global goofs include the sentônce "when they hold a meeting, their

nxeeting in solving problem always use languagø" (see 1g1 line 8) which should read

a

language

Essav 36 This essay only consists of four sentences in six lines with many local

goofs. For instance, "one of important parf' (see 2c2line 2) should be "lhgjnqportan!

parts". Similarly, the noun "mistake" in "mnking mistake" (see 2c2line 6) should be

"mistakes" or "a mistake". The essay contains global goofs, such as inconsistency in

using the pronouns, "we" and "my" in "We agree with the statement. In my mind' (see

li line 1).

Essav 37 This essay consists of only three sentences in four lines with many local

goofs. For example, the phrase "it depend' (see 2c1 line 4) should read "i!_del).ends",

and the sentence "Of course I agree with that statement but not always" (see 2d line 1)

should read "I agree to some exþ

communication". Further, misplacement of the adverb "also" in the phrase "also can

write" (see 2c5 line 3) which should be "çaû ¿lse_yn1g", and "letter" (see 2c4 line 3)

should be "a letter" or "letters". The essay text contains global goofs, such as the

missing subject pronoun in"We know that if want communicate with someone we don't

just speali'(see ld lines 1 and 2).
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Essay 38 This essay consists of many local goofs including the phrase "their idea"

(see 2c2line 2) which should be "thcujdgas", and the misspelled word "then" (see 2a

line 5) which should be "than". It also includes inconsistency in using articles in the

phrase "the idea" (see 2c4line 4) which should be "anjdca" and the misuse of the

definite article "the" to refer to a general sense in "the spoken language" (see 2c4 line

tl) which should be "spoksnlangluagp". The essay text also contains global goofs, such

as the gerund form following the preposition "of'h"of written" should be "ef_t¡vritin€1"

in" I myself often get dfficulties in sharing my idea in the term of written" (see th line

8). The phrase "the mnn who easy to say" (see Lb tine 9) could be rephrased as "the

man who easily says".

Essav 39 This essay consists of only four sentences in eight lines and contains some

local and global goofs. The local goofs include the phrase "the other" (see 2c2line 3)

and "elemenf'(see 2c3 line 5) which should be "lbe_glherg" and "an_ele!0ent". The

global goofs are for example the missing predicate in '1o the second advantages using

a certain language we can Imow the culture or the nationality of the others from

Ianguage he she use"(see lb lines 6- 8)". They also include the incorrect preposition

"with", misforming the gerund of the verb "speaH' and misplacing the conjunction

"and' in "And with speak with others using language we use, we can lotow everything

from others" (see lj, th, lk lines 3- 5).

Essav 40 This essay only contains one local goof, but it exhibits some global goofs

wlriclr lrave a negative effect on text cohesion. The local gouf is thc wurd "other" (see
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2d line 8) which should be "o.thefs". The global goofs include a missing subject

pronoun in the sentence "Dffirent countries have dffirent language can connect

together by using a world spoken language in this case, English, Franc, Chinese eîc,

their connection can be in meeting of UNO, Region etc" (see ld tine 6).

Essav 41 This essay consists of nine sentences in seven lines and contains a number

of local and global goofs. The local goofs include the phrase "It reflecf' (see 2c1 line

2) which should be "It reflects", and the phrase "our mind and others" (see 2d line 2)

should be "outjdgæ". The misplacement of tense "can understood' (see 2bl line 5)

should be "çan-undgrs!ane1". Global goofs are, for instance, the use of "if instead of

"this" in "It will help us to get others ideas"(ll). The main clause of the sub-clause

"Because it will bring our ideas to the listener" (see 1f lines I and 2) is missing.

Essav 42 This essay contains a number of local goofs that include the phrase "that

can speak by their mauth and spoken language for the normnl language people" (see

2d line 7) which should begin "wha.l¿nrìglspçAk". The adverb "ttsually" in"usually is

used'(see 2c5 line 6) which should be shifted to read "thaûs_usua[y_usgd". The essay

text also contains global goofs, such as a passive order but an active form in "The

spoken language is very easy to understand by another people and easy to

comprehend' (see 1g3 line 9).

Essav 43 This essay consists of some local goofs that include the phrase "the

agent's"(see 2d line 3) which should be "É9__S¡)eakeI3", and the phrase

"communicates more than ways of communicating, for instance, written and signed'
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(see 2d lines 2 and 3) which should be "jnvolves body langua ".

The essay contains global goofs such as the misuse of the preposition "becantse of' ln

"becantse of he/she can repeat or use other words/ sentences if the listener cannot

understand what the agent means" (see lj line 7). The comparison is missing in "It is

also easier for the listener to get the idea of /the agenf' (see lm line 6).

Essav 44 This essay contains local goofs including the line "We express idea" (see

2c2line 7) which should read "We express (our) ideæ", and the sentence "A baby, in a

ftrst time is to listen, then to speak (see 2d line 5) which should read " First. a baby

listens. and then learns to speak". The verb "give" (see 2d line 3) should be replaced by

"use", and the phrase "to support our ideas" (see 2d line 4) should be "!o-çlarÉ]L!ur

ideas".

Essav 45 This essay contains many local goofs including the phrase "every people"

(see 2c2 tine 2) which should read "cyely-bod)L ", aîd the phrase "teacherlglll' (see

2c3r 2cl tine 11) which should read " a teacher talks". The sentence "People will be

easy to transfer their ideas" (see 2d line 4) might read "People will easily tra

ideas", and the notJn "response" (see 2a line 6) should be the verb "respend". The

phrase 'field of life, e.g. in trading life, school, at home, at the mnrket, etc" (see 2d

line 10) should be "daily activities. such a ". The

essay contains several global goofs including the phrase "As a rett¿rn" (see lk line 5)

which should be "Qnlhe-elhcf trand". The predicate of "dump people though they use

gesture as a means of communication" (see Lb line 4) is missing.
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Essav 46 This essay consists of five sentences with one local and one global goof

that have a negative effect on text cohesion. The local goof is the word "the tongue"

(see 2d line 1) which should be 'a means of communication'. The global goof is the

missing main clause in "communicating for the first time through speaking" (see lf

lines 1 and 2).

Essav 47 This essay consists of many local goofs including the sentence "Because

the mnn need environment, and the mnn ís social people" (see lf line 7) which should

read "Man needs company b ". "There are nutny advantages

which we can get" (see 2d line 3) should read "we can get many adva ". The

phrase "a lot of friend' (see Zc2line 5) should be "êlol__o.L_friendg", arrd "the mnn"

(see 2c4 tine 6) should be "nnan" (in general). The essay text contains global goofs that

include misusing the redundant preposition "abouf' in "We can encourage the culture

of another country, we can understand about the condition of another country" (see lj

line 4).

Essav 48 This essay consists of only one sentence in 4 lines without any local goofs

but contains some global goofs. Examples are an apparent inconsistency in pronoun

use in "I extremely açree with this statement because we can check in the troubles to

use language to the spoken" (see li line 2). The object of the phrase "communicate

with" is missing in "I can correct it, as well as I can do, and communicate with the

spoken language is the reality form of my aim in studying language itself' (see Le

tine 4).
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Essav 49 This essay contains several local goofs including the phrase "daily

activity"(see 2c2line 3) which should read "daily_açtivitles", arrd the phrase ')ust

can communicate"(see 2c5 line 3) which should be "çarì jus[lQ!q!0un1çaú9". It also

includes the incorrect use of the noun modifier "Olh.er" in "others people" (see 2c4

line 8) which should be "ethclpeepþ". The essay contains several global goofs

including the sentence "by the way, language is very essential for our live because

by language we can understand what informntion happen in the world' (see lk tine

7) which should be rephrased by replacing"becauss" with "ard".

Essav 50 This essay consists of three lines with four local goofs and one global

goof that violate text cohesion. The four local goofs include "showed' (see 2d line 2)

for "gxplessed" and "in my opinion" (see 2d line 4) for "I_ihink" (see 2d). The phrase

"is how to mnke the listener understand what the speaker said' (see 2b1 line 5)

contains the verb "said'that should read "says"

Given the analysis results on text cohesion, the tcacher trainees' goofs may reflect

"redundøncy reduction or simpffication becøuse no informøtion is lost" in some

local goofs (Larsen-Freeman and Long: 1991: 59). Examples include the local

goofs, "the speaker want" (2c1 line 14 in Essay l), "their dialect" (ZcZLne 12 in Essay

5), and "someone want" (2c1 line 3 in Essay 7). These goofs still convey the

information included in "the speaker or someone wants" and "their dialects" since the

words 'sonleone' and'speaker' already signal singularity, and the word'their' signals

plurality
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Some teacher trainees' goofs may be 'communicøtion based' (Larsen-Freeman

and Long: 1991: 59) and reflect their communication strategies in using the

target language. For example, some local goofs , "Body language can mnke a little bit

conflict" (see Essay 2 Ine 3) or "Many tourist students are interested in Bahasa

Indonesia" (see Essay 2l Ine 7) show that the informants have developed their

communication strategies (for further discussion on a related point see Bialystok

1990). These strategies enable them to negotiate meaning with other interlocutors,

such as by "making up new words in order to communicate a desired concepf', the

correct terms in these cases being "cause misunderstanding" for Essay 2 line 3 or

"overseas students" for Essay 2l llrre 7 (Larsen- Freeman and Long: 1991: 127). Such

communication strategies may include redundant words and expressions in their

essays as follows:

1. The line "becantse as we Imow that some of people is no perfect with all of her

body invalid" could be rephrased as "because some people might be disabled"

(Essay 2 line 10 ).

2. The lines "In the world, English is used to ínternational language communication

Each communication with other country using English. So, it is not too dfficult

for me to communicate with other countries" could be rephrased as "English is an

international language. and I can speak English" (in Essay 3lines 3 and 4).
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3. The line "by facilitating our communication in spoken language, there'll be a lot

of missing interpretation or even misunderstanding as the listener gets only

partially the entire spoken information" can be rewritten as "in spoken languagoJ

listener might misunderstand the message" (Essay 4lines 10- 15)

4. The line "I am in line with the statement saying" should read "I_aglge", and the

line "there is something unclear dealing with the idea being talked abouf' could

mean "the idea is not clear" (see Essay 6lines 1, 4-5).

5. The sentence "if we want to speak with someone in long distance it is mare

ffictive if we phone him/her, of course using telephone it means we use spoken

language than we send him/her a letter etc" could be rephrased as "Speaking-on

the phone is more effective than sending a letter", and the very cumbersome last

sentence "we can say using spoken language is the cheapest one because we have

mauth and brain as the source of idea, to express what we want to say" could be

rephrased as "Spoken language is " (see Essay 7

lines 5- 10) .

6. The expressions in "Someone or everyone use the language to expressing his or

her idea. In the form of book, essay writing, novels, paper for discussion or

seminar and literary work. They express his idea through the language" colld be

rephrased as "Everyone uses writte " (see Essay

S lines 3- 6)
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7. The lines ;

a) "we usually meet one at least we get familiar with. In this case, û spoken language
must be used to conversate. In brief, when, where and howeyer we úre, we often get
involved in the interaction with others, and a spoken language is used for this need'
and b) "I¡we have aface-to-face conversation, we are aided by our facial expression,
body movement, tone or other situational circumstances that can help us do correctly,
convincingly and appropriately convey our idea" (see Essay 19 lines 7- 10,
13 - ls)

could be rephrased less redundantly as "we use spoken lang

with our friends" (a) and "When speaking. we als

our ideas" (b).

8. The lines; "But I can't be easily deny it that spoken language is important too,

especially for certain occasion for example when I meet a foreigner and want to talk to

him, In the short word, I can say in my opinion, it is important - not very- whenever I

need if' could be rephrased as "Spoken language is als

communicate with. say- a foreigner" (see Essay L0lines 2- 4).

9. The expressions in "We have to speak. Then other reasons that I can teII you here are

that because sometimes we want to know the culture of others, the family or other

information that we want We always speak with them" could be rephrased as "Wç

speak with other people because we want to know their cultures" (see Essay 12

lines 5- 8).

10. The line "From two communication spoken communication is essential communication

because in spoken communication the people can act or respond the statement directly"
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could be rephrased as "Spoken language is for direct communication"

(see Essay 14lines 9- 12).

1 1. The expressions in "I-anguage is a means of communicútion" , " So, it is impossible for

us to comnxunicate without language" aîd "We talk to other using language everyday"

could be rephrased as "Language is a means o

activities" (see Essay 15lines 2- 4).

12. The expressions in "they could be able to understand each other that they say"

and "Using language someone could understand that they say to avoid

misunderstanding each other" could be both rephrased as "they could underst

each other" (see Essay 16 lines 2-3r 6- 7)

13. The sentence "dump people also can use a body mavement to convey their idea

the importance is they can communicate each other, but the best way is

communicate use language or spoken language" could be rephrased as "In

communication. spoken language is better than body language" (see Essay 17

lines 7- 9).

14. The lines "As we know that there are two ways in communicating our ideas one through

speaking and the other one through writing. Furthermore, in oL¿r daily life, speaking is

commonly used than writing" could be shortened to "In our daily lives. spe

more commonly used than writing" (see Essay 19lines 2- 3).
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15. The sentence "we can say that the strategy and díplomncy in anticipating our

matters relatedto the public/someone's else is the key to get success" (see line 10)

could also be rephrased as "communication strateg

problems" (see Essay 20line 10).

16. The sentence "By communicating with other people from other countries it can

make our lcnowledge and our thinking broaden and increas¿" could be rephrased

as "ço¡on0uoicalin€L¡¡¡ith other peo " (see Essav 21

lines 9- L0).

17. The lines; '7 believe that everything will be clearly with language"; "If someone

want to explain his/her hear, they must get language for element of basic"; and "I

will do that if there is someone not agree to realize what I mean" could be

rephrased as '

use it" (see Essay 22lines 3- 6).

18. The line"get some inform.ation that are dffirent with ours" (see line 8) should be

"obtain some different information" (see Essay 23 line 8)

19. The sentence "Language is very important for communication, or we can say that

language is the main mean of communication" could be rephrased as "lan€luagpjs

important for communication" (see Essay 24line 1)
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20. The phrase "can make a communication with others by using words" could be

shortened to "can communicate with others" (see Essay 23 lines 2- 3) .

21. The sentence "Using language as a mean of communication is very essential

because it can mnke everybody get our idea clearly" can be reduced to "Language

is essential for expressing ideas clearly" (Essay 23 lines 4- 5).

22. T\ehnes"For spoken language itself, language has essential roles, in our daily

life, the role of spoken language dominate more that sixry per cenf'which could

be rephrased as '

more than sixty per cent of our communication" (see Essay 26lines 2- 4).

23. The sentence; "As we Imow that whenever we want to express our idea or to

communicate with one's else, it is enough for me to express it in certain symbol

which can be understood by both the speakers and the listeners" which could be

rephrased as "when speaking. I us " (see

Essay 2T lines 3- 6)

24. The sentence "We are as humnn being, so in our daily life we always live with

others, and in communicating with them we need loves, one of them is language"

which could be rephrased as "People need a language to communicate with one

another" (see Essay 35lines 1- 2).
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25. The sentence "It is also easier for the listener to get the idea of the agent because

of he/she can repeat or use other words/sentences if the listener cannot

understand what the agent means" could be rephrased as "the speaker can repeat

hislher words if his/her listeners do not understand them" (see Essay 43 lines

s- 7).

Although many redundant words as described above still convey comprehensible

information, they may stray away from the main point and thus they have a negative

effect on text coherence ( for a related point of analysis, see page L48).

As regards types of conversational register in the informants' essays, I have found that

most the informants do not use any contractions and colloquial words. Only twenty

(21) of the fifty (50) informants use conversational register in their essays (see table 3

on the following page)

However, most of the informants experience great difficulties in organising their ideas

as reflected in their global goofs as discussed before. Their strategies to communicate

in writing are hampered by their efforts to paraphrase and explain their ideas about a

particular concept. This may lead them to write redundant words and expressions that

might negatively affect text coherence in their essays.

Since they tend to write redundant words and expressions that would be more

acceptable in conversations, the development of the informants' English language
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communicative competence tends to apply to conversational register rather than the

register of academic writing.

Table 3: Conversational in the Informants'

Thus, the teacher trainees' redundant words and expressions merely reflect their

communication strategies through, for instance'word coinage' (for example see Larsen-

Freeman and Long: 1991: I27) and repetition. This may be acceptable in conversations

since the information is more easily understood. However, their redundant words may

violate the register of academic writing since redundancy in words might negatively

affect the development of information in the essays. Given this, I shall now examine

text coherence.

b. Information Packaging: Text Coherence

Essav 1 This essay does not show the answer of the essay question as to whether

spoken language is essential for communication (see the flrst sentence). For example,

1the collooulal word "v¿s"21. Essav 49
7.8the contractions "cant f' . " Deoole's"20. Essav 47

9fhe contmction "cantft19. Essv 40
2the contractlon " c a n t f t18. Essav 39
3the contraction "il's"17, Essav 38
2the contmction "dontf'76. Essv 37
3the contractlon s "can' f, ' - 

Kdid n' l't15. Essav 35

1.10the contracflon r'itt s". 13won t lt'14. Dssav 31

10the contraction "does ntf'13. Essav 30
4fhe contmction "Thnlt( "12. Essv ?*5

2.3the contr:actlons "can'î' : "dontftI l. Essv 24
1the collooúal words"You see"10 Essav 21

15the contracfon "don'f'9. Essav 15

1the contraction " c an t î'8. Essav 14
1,6the contraction "doesntt". the collooulal wo¡l"it is risht"Essav 137

3the contmction s3doesntf'6. Essv 12
5- l0the contr:action s " c an' f '. " Ls n' f ' a.nd, "d oe s n' f '5. Essav 11

jthe contraction " can'f,'4. Essav 10

1.9the contraction "ìt's" . tihe colloqu¡al wotd "v¿st'3. Essav 8
7fhe confmctlon "if'stt2. Essav 6
1.11.17the conlmction s t' f ' il" - " The re' If t - t t the re' st ll. llssav 4

LinesTvnes of Conversational ReelsterAcademic Writine Texts
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the first and the second sentences of the frst paragraph do not show any links bet\ /een

ideas. The shared information (theme) of the flrst sentence is "spoken language" , aÍrd

its new information (rheme) "is essential for communication" . The new information of

the second sentence '1' has no relation with either the shared information or the new

informntion of the first sentence. In addition, the shared information of the third

sentence 'communication' does not show any links between ideas with the new

information 'I løow that language is a means of communication' of the second

sentence. Thus, the lines of the first paragraph are vague in terms of meaning

organisation. The informant's arguments deal with communication in general rather

than spoken language (see the first and second paragraphs)

Essay 2 This essay is supposed to answer the question of the essay topic, but the

ideas about spoken language are not well organised, and many sentences are not well

constructed. For instance, the shared knowledge (theme) "spoken language" and the

new information (rheme) "is essential for communication" in the first line are not well

discussed in subsequent sentences. This is due to the fact that the theme "beware

sometimes bocly tanguage" has no logical links with the essay question. Whilst

answering the question, the essay also addresses the topic of body language. This

violates the fact that the essay question is about spoken language, not body language,

The second paragraph deals with the importance of pronunciation in spoken language.

But statements such as "Spoken language is very important for us" and ",So, try to

mnke clear our pronunciation" do not clearly show the relation between spoken

language and pronunciation. Moreover, the essay does not show why spoken language

is not "too" (very) e.ssential in the first sentence - "Spoken language is not too essential
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for communication" (see the second paragraph). The sentence "Spoken language is

essential for everyone who perfect and have all parts of his body" (see the last line of

the essay) contradicts the idea expressed in the flrst paragraph. This affects the

coherence of the essay text.

Essav 3 Because of the various global goofs, text coherence of Essay 3 is poor.

We also note that the essay content is not an answer to the question of the essay topic.

The essay only describes the English language, not spoken language, and its

information is packaged in jumbled ideas. For instance, the theme "In the world,

English" is supposed to refer to "spoken language" without showing what kind of

English, spoken or written (see line 1 and 2). Further, the theme "Communication with

other countryfies)" and the rheme "using (uses) English" do not add anything to the

previous information. The topic in the first sentence "spoken language" does not hang

together with the topic "English" in the second sentence. Other information about

communication does not show a clear link to the previous topics of the flrst and second

sentences. Further, the essay text does not show why communicating with people from

another country is not difficult (see the third and the fourth lines), Thus, the

information of essay 3 is not well developed.

Essav 4 This essay only partially succeeds in answering the essay question, as its

information is insufficiently packaged. For instance, the importance of written language

is poorly described in the hne "to communicate orally with thousands of people,

sometimes will be-more effective and fficient in the form of written language through

writing on newspaper and m.agazine". In this passage, the information showing the

difference between spoken language and written language is ambiguous. Other vague
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statoments can be seen in the first line and the last line in essay 4 which does not show

the justification of the proposition that spoken language is essential for communication.

The first line shows agreement with the proposition, but the second line describes

disapproval, such as "I agree with the statement But I 'll not agree if we think that

spoken language is the only essential one for communication" .It can be observed that

the discussion in the essay is one- sided since it fails to provide a balanced discussion of

both sides of language, spoken and written, as an essential means of communication.

Writæn language is poorly accounted for, and the arguments in support of writing are

nullified by equally powerful arguments against it. This affects the coherence of the

essay text.

Essav 5 Some ideas in the essay do not directly answer the essay topic as can be

seen in the first and second lines of the first paragraph. The essay refers to English

language and culture which are not the question of the essay topic (see also the last

lines of the second paragraph). The informant fails to develop her ideas.

Essav 6 This essay addresses the principal issues arising out of the essay topic,

e. g. when arguing that the listener can interpret what the speaker means, which is

more difficult in written language. However, the essay text does not develop the ideas

of the essay topic. As can be seen in the first paragraph, the second line does not show

the reason of approving the statement of the essay topic . The theme "In having a

conversation, then speaker" does not directly refer to the previous information, that is

spoken language. Rather, it refers to speaking ability, and thus the first line does not

hang together with the second line; for example, the word "then" might relate to the
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word "speaker" which is not available in the previous line. The second paragraph

compares spoken language with written language, but it does not show whether or not

the comparison is used as an example to support ideas. The second paragraph ends

with the conclusion referring to spoken language as against written language before

clearly showing the basis of such comparison. Thus, the organisation of ideas and the

construction of paragraphs in the above essay would seem to violate text coherence.

Essay 7 This essay is not properþ organised. It conveys the impression of jumbled

ideas which are not separated into different paragraphs, and there is a lack of

signposting by means of "of course" and similar devices.

Essav I This essay does not fully develop ideas about spoken language. For

instance, the second line deals with language as a means of communication, but it does

not discuss whether spoken language or language in general. The rheme "is a means a",

communication" in the second line is hanging because of missing the surrogate subject

"it' in its theme "We lçtow thaf'. In conclusion I feel that the question of the essay

topic has been misunderstood. Most of the arguments in Essay 8 only deal with

language in a broader sense, not spoken language (see the whole text from the second

line).

Essav 9 This essay shows the question of the essay topic, but its concluding

statements are missing. Besides, the essay does not relate to the controlling idea that

supports the unity of argumentation. Yet, Essay 9 is quite well organised in the sense

that the informant could clarify his arguments by using numerical signposting, such as,
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firstly, secondly and so on. Thus, Essay 9 meets the criterion of text coherence on the

whole.

Essay 10 This essay is intended to discuss spoken language, but fails to stick to this

topic. For instance, the theme of the importance of spoken language in the first two

paragraphs is not further developed, and the last paragraph deals with written language

only. This has a negative effect on the coherence of the essay.

Essav L1 This essay does not directly answer the question of the essay topic. For

example, in the first paragraph the essay starts with 'people in a society' but not with

'spoken language'. The topic of spoken language is not well developed in the

subsequent text.

Essav 12 This essay does not answer the question of the essay topic because it is a

comment on rather than a discussion of spoken language. The arguments about spoke.n

language are not well organised, and the first paragraph does not hang together well.

The themes "As I lqrcw" (line 2), "It doesn't mean" (line 3), "Then other reasons"

(line 5) do not refer to the information given previously in each line. For example, the

theme "The other reasons" does not refer to the previous information "We have to

speall' (line 5) which does not contain any reasons at all. The informant's ideas in the

second paragraph are difficult to follow because they contain numerous goofs. The

general vagueness of statements and the lack of organisation of ideas have a negative

effect on the coherence of the essay.
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Essav 13 The answer to this essay question is informally expressed in the first line,

in the phrase "It is righf' (read "I_aeire.e"), but the remarks about the speaking ability

do not have any connection with the ideas expressed in the second line. The theme

"spoken language" and the rheme "essential for communication" in the first line are

not developed in the second line. The second line contains information unrelated to the

previous information. Generally speaking, the information on spoken language in the

essay text is poorly packaged. Thus the lines '7r also means that speaking ability must be

grasped by the people in order to be able to converse with others. The people wiII get the idea

conveyed by hearing his/her utterance" could be reduced to "This means that peoplm

be able to speak and communicate with others", Further, the lines "The dfficulty rised as

the people doesn't have the capability to express hislher idea in appropriate language. The

receptor will get misinterpretútion to what the other said. The terrible situation will exist if

there is no understanding between them" should read "People will misunderstand each

other if they cannot express their ideas".

Essav 14 This essay does not answer the question of the essay topic because the

topic spoken language is not properly developed. Rather, its writer discusses

humanism, the definition of language, the two kinds of communication and the

importance of spoken communication.

Essav 15 This essay does not properly answer the question of the essay topic

because the phrase "this statemenf' rcfers to the previous statement which is missing

(see line 1). The theme "langLtage" does not refer to the theme "spoken langlrage",

and the rheme "is used in communication amonç people in the world' (see lines 2 and

3) should precede the first line. The ideas about spoken language are not well
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organised trr"By lístening to the speakingwillbe easier to understand than gesture or

body language". This line should read "Understanding by li

is easier than by reading body language". Lack of organisation certainly has a negative

effect on text coherence.

Essav L6 This essay does not properly answer the question about spoken language.

This is because the arguments in the second line are not developed in the third line

which only describes how people use their language. Examples are the line "Having

spoken language use to communicate of people to others" which should be "Peeple

use sooken lansuage to communicate with each other" (see lines 1 - 3). Such lack of

structure certainly has a negative effect on text coherence

Essay L7 This essay does not show the development of ideas about spoken

language although the first line answers the essay question.. The second and third lines

of the first paragraph take up the information in the first line. The theme "people" ìn

the second line does not refer to either the themes "l' aîd "spoken-Ianguage" or the

rhemes "do agree thaf' and "is essential for communication" in the first line. Further,

the themes - "in daily activity" and "every person"- in the third line refer to the

argument in the second line rather than the controlling idea in the first line. Likewise,

the theme, "we" , in the last line of the paragraph does not have any relation to either

the themes - "in daily activity" and "every person" or the rheme "use language to

express his idea to convey meaning" . The second paragraph contains some ideas about

dumb people which are not discussed in the first paragraph. The theme "dumb people"

does not refer to any themes and rhemes in the first paragraph, Thus, the icleas about
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spoken language are not properly developed and organised because the information of

every line is not well packaged. This certainly has a negative effect on the overall text

coherence

Essav 18 The first line in this essay answers the question about spoken language,

but the themes "In everyday life" artd "hLtman being" (see line 2) do not refer to the

theme "spoken language", and the rheme "is essential for communication" (see line 1)

is not adequately developed. The themes "it" and "they" in the second line only refer to

the idea about human beings rather than about spoken language for communication. On

the positive side, the rheme "is spoken way" (see line 4) refers to the shared

information "spoken language" (see line 1) which is the controlling idea of the essay.

Further, the ideas about spoken language is available in the rheme "will give chance

directly for the mnn who take a conversation" (see line 5), and the theme "the man"

(see line 6) develops the rheme "the mnn who take a conversation" (line 5). The

comparison between spoken language and written language is made, but the arguments

are not fully developed (see lines 6 - 8). The essay does not give any evidence to

support written language, and the information about spoken language is not well

packaged. For example, the phrase "In life the hum"an being, everyday" (see lines 1

and 2) should read "In everyday life. human ", and the lines "the spoken

language will give a chance directly for the man who take a conversation. The man is

going to get an information from the others fastly" can be reduced to "nqan_çan_lse

spoken language to get information". Text coherence, as a consequence, is far from

optimal.
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Essav 19 This essay answers the question of the essay topic (see line 1), but it does

not contain any arguments about spoken language. Rather, the essay argues that there

are two kinds of language use (see line 2), spoken language and written language.

However, the essay initiatly emphasises speaking (see lines 2 - 3) but concludes with

the importance of spoken language. The theme "as we løow that there" and the rheme

"are two ways in communicating ideas" (see line 2) do not relate to the previous

theme "I do agree with the statement that says spoken language" and rheme "is

essential". The theme "in our daily life, speaking" does not properly relate to spoken

language because it only refers to the way of communicating ideas (see lines 2 - 4).

This certainly has a negative effect on overall text coherence.

Essav 20 This essay does not succeed in answering the question of the essay topic

(see line 1). Its ideas are difficult to follow, e.g. "our spoken language reflects our way

of thinking, the capacity of our knowledge etc" (see line 5). This line regards spoken

language as a way of thinking rather than as a means to express ideas, which is not

proper. The information of the essay is not properly packaged. For instance, the

combination of "not only" and "but also" does not reflect parallelism in "we aim not

only to give understanding of our idea but also our spoken language". By this I mean

that the verb phrase "to give un:derstanding" that follows "not only" is not parallel with

the noun phrase "our spoken language" that follows "btû also".

Essav 2L The themes "yottr" and "language" in this essay do not refer to the

previous information of the theme "T' and the rheme "do agree" (see lines | - 2) which

has a negative effect on text coherence.
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Essav 22 This essay does not develop ideas about spoken language, and its

information is not well packaged, for example the sentence "there is someone not

agree" could be rephrased as "there is someone wh ". This has a

negative effect on text coherence.

Essav 23 This essay does not contain ideas about spoken language, and thus does

not answer the question of the essay topic. Further, the theme "as û womanz" does not

relate to the theme "spoken language" and the rheme "is essential for communication"

(see line 1). Rather, the second sentence (see lines 1 - 2) refers to some new

information about the role of women in communication, and this has a negative effect

on text coherence.

Essav 24 This essay does not answer the question about spoken language. It

addresses unconnected issues, e.g. it refers to language in general including the

importance of language in communication (see line 1), people in communication (see

line 3) and the history of how people communicate with one another (in lines 3 and

4). The theme "we" does not refer to either the theme "language" or the rheme "is very

important for communication" (see line 1). Text coherence is thus diminished.

Essav 25 This essay does not answer the question about spoken language. Rather,

it contains unconnected ideas about the speaking skill in language learning (see line 1)

These can also be seen in the informant's discussion of the purpose of study (see line

2) and her judgements about language skills. The essay contains two ideas "I want to
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learn how to speak English" and "English is useful if wffi"

that are redundantþ expressed in the following lines;

"As we lçtow, actually if we ask ourself about the purpose of our study language, of
course, we will say I want to be able to speak in English" (see lines 2 and 3) and in
"That's true, because however we are good in writing, listening and reading, but we
are less in speaking it will be lack of useful anymare"(see lines 4- 6)

Thus, the information about spoken language is not properþ developed, and this has a

negative effect on text coherence.

Essav 26 This essay does not properly answer to the question about spoken

language. Rather, the essay only describes language as a means of communication. This

negatively affects text coherence.

Essay 27 This essay answers the question about spoken language, but its

information is not well packaged. For example, the first and the second sentences of

the first paragraph only show the informants' agreement that spoken language is

essential for communication. The example about difficulties to communicate with dumb

and deaf people (see lines 6 - 10) does not support the argument about spoken

language. This has a negative effect on text coherence

Essav 28 This essay does not answer the question about spoken language. For

example, the first and second sentences (see line 1) do not develop the writer's ideas.

The theme "By language we" (see lines 1 and 2) does not refer to the previous

information of spoken language. Besides, the themes and rhemes of the fourth and fifth

sentences (see lines 3- 6) only deal with language use for communication but not with
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spoken language. The essay text does not provide arguments that spoken language is

essential for communication. This has a negative effect on text coherence

Essav 29 This essay does not fully answer the question about spoken language. For

instance, the theme "We" îÍtd the rheme "have to express our needs to others" do not

refer to the previous information regarding spoken language (see lines 1 and 2). The

theme "On the contary others" does not refer to both the theme "And if' and the

rheme "needs spoken lønguage" (see line 2). The example in the essay illustrates the

understanding of different cultures, rather than spoken language in the sentence

"Another example of the importance of spoken language is proved by transmitting it

to other people of another culture so that we can understand other cultures" (see lines

I - 10). Thus, the ideas about spoken language are not well developed, and this

negatively affects text coherence

Essav 30 This essay does not answer the question about spoken language because

it deals with language in general. For example, the first sentence refers to the definition

of language (see line 1), and the second sentence reads "Actually in this

communication can be done orally or written, or m.aybe by gesture" (see lines 1 and

2) in which the theme "Actually in this communication" does not relate to the first

sentence. Further, the theme "All of forms of communication" does not clearly relate to

the rheme "can be done orally or written or maybe by gesture". Therefore, Essay 30

does not deal with the information supporting the importance of spoken language. This

has a negative effect on text coherence.
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Essav 31 This essay does not answer the question about spoken language. For

instance, the second sentence "It's impossible for us to speakwrittenly" does not show

the difference between spoken language and written language. The information about

spoken language is not well packaged in sentences. Note the repetition of the surrogate

subject "if' (see all the lines), and the theme "if' as the subject of the first sentence

which does not give any information about what is something "very essential for

humnn being" (see line 1). Further, all the lines in the essay merely deal with a single

idea "Spoken language is e ". This certainly has a very

negative effect on text coherence.

Essav 32 This essay partially answers the question about spoken language (see line

L), but spends too much time on the comparison between spoken language and written

language. Moreover, the information about spoken language is not well packaged, and

this has a negative effect on text coherence.

Essav 33 This essay partially answers the question about spoken language, but the

ideas in the essay text do not show why spoken language is essential for

communication (see line 2). The theme "the idea of the language" does not refer to

either the theme and rheme of the first sentence, or those of the second sentence, and

the text does not provide a clear conclusion, although some examples of spoken

language use are presented (see lines 7 and 8). The overall text coherence is

unsatisfactory.
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Essav 34 This essay does not answer the question about spoken language. Besides,

the information is not well packaged (see lines 1 - 5), which has a negative effect on

text coherence.

Essay 35 This essay does not answer the question about spoken language. Rather,

it deals with human beings, daily life, love and language, although the concluding

sentences refer to spoken language (see the whole lines of Essay 35). This has a

negative effect on text coherence.

Essav 36 This essay to some extent answers the question about spoken language,

but it does not show why spoken language is essential for communication. The first

paragraph is not well structured as can be seen from the passage "We agree with the

statement. In my mind, spoken language is one of important part in communication"

(see line 1). The first sentence contains the phrase "the statemenf' which refers to

unavailable information. The theme "In my mind' does not hang together with the

theme "we" and the rheme "agree with the statemenf'. This violates text coherence

Essav 37 This essay to some extent answers the question of the essay topic, but

does not show what the first sentence refers to (see line 1). The essay does not show

clearly why the informant agrees or disagrees that spoken language is essential for

communication. For example, the informant argues that spoken language is not the

only medium, and that written language and body language are also essential for

communication. She does not define the notion of "situation" on which according to

her spoken language depends. This certainly has a negative effect on text coherence.
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Essav 38 This essay to some extent answers the question about spoken language. It

is pointed out, for instance, that spoken language is used for sharing ideas, and that

people speak their language before they wriæ. However, these ideas are not well

developed because the essay ends with a point which does not relate to spoken

language (see the last line). Besides, the essay contains redundant expressions as in

"But for the wrinen language we need to think over of what we are going to write. I

rnyself often get dfficulties in sharing my idea in the term of written once lny friend

says to me" (see lines 6 - 8) which could be rephrased as "I think writing is d

expressing ideas". This certainly has a negative effect on overall text coherence.

Essav 39 This essay to some extent answers the question about spoken language.

However, the information given in the last lines does not refer to spoken language as

stated in the previous lines (see lines 4 and 5). Rather, it describes language in general

and its importance to the informant's interest in nationality and culture. Besides, some

expressions are redundant in "Spoken language is essentialfor communication. I agree

with this statement because without language we can't communicate with other and

transfer our ideas to the other" (see lines 1- 3) which could be rephrased as "l¿glge

that spoken language is essential for communication".Thus the essay does not answer

the essay question in detail.

Essav 40 This essay does not properly answer the question about spoken language

(see line 1). The essay only contains two different ideas - language and world peace

(see lines 1 and 2) which do not directly relate to spoken language. These two ideas

might contribute to the ambiguity of the essay content, and negatively affects text

coherence.
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Essay 4L This essay does not provide a clear answer to the question about spoken

language. It contains redundant expressions for a single idea "Spoken language is

essential for communication" in "Because ít will bring our ideas to the listener. It

reflect our mind and others'. It is as means to communicate with others. So it plays an

important role in communícation" (see lines 1 - 4). The writer only defines spoken

language without showing any arguments and evidence why it is essential for

communication, and thus fails to achieve proper text coherence.

Essay 42 This essay partially answers the question about spoken language but

contains irrelevant ideas about body language (see line 6). It contains an idea "Spken

language is easy to understand" which is redundantly expressed in "The spoken

language is very easy to understand by another people, so spoken language is very

easy learnt and easy to comprehend' (see lines 8 and 9). Hence, spoken language is

defined rather than analysed as a means of how to express ideas (see line 8). This has a

negative effect on text coherence.

Essay 43 This essay to some extent answers the question about spoken language

(see line 1), and provides some pertinent illustrations of spoken language use.

However, global and local goofs affect the argument. For instance, the word "ntore"

(see line 8) is not properly used to show why and how spoken language is more

effective than written language.
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Essay 44 This essay partially answers the question about spoken language, but the

information is not well packaged. For example, the theme and rheme in "There are

several things that can be written" do not refer to the theme "Spoken English" and the

rheme "is essential for communication" (see line 1). The theme "So, we" and rheme

"have to share the message or ideas through spoken" do not relate to either the theme

"There" or the rheme "are several things that can be written" (see line 2 and,3). This

certainly has a negative effect on text coherence.

Essal'45 This essay answers the question about spoken language and shows that

spoken language involves a conversation between two or more speakers. It discusses

the sharing ideas in the first paragraph (see lines 1- 8). Besides, the concluding remarks

take up the main idea that spoken language is essential for communication. This gives a

positive effect on text coherence.

Essay 46 This essay does not answer the question about spoken language and fails

to give detailed information about its topic, spoken language (see lines 2 and,4). Only

a moderate amount of text coherence is achieved.

Essav 47 This essay answers the question about spoken language (see line 1), but it

provides insufficient information about its nature. It does not contain any concluding

remarks on spoken language and thus has a negative effect on text coherence.

Essay 48 This essay does not fully answer the question about spoken language. The

arguments are limited to the mechanics of spoken language and the writer does not
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develop his ideas about spoken language in communication. It contains an idea "I am

only interested in spoken language" which is redundantþ expressed in"I can correct it,

as well as I can do, and communicate with the spoken language is the reality form of

my aim in studying language itself' (see lines 2 - 4).This has a negative effect on text

coherence.

Essav 49 This essay answers the essay question in line 1, but the following lines do

not refer to spoken language. Rather, they deal with language in general, and the

information of the essay is not well packaged. For example, the themes "we" and

"Although we can communicate with our body movemenf' do not relate to the

previous information (see lines 4 - 8).The theme "we" is not shared with the previous

line, and the theme "Although we can communicate with our body movement" contains

new information which is not yet developed in the third sentence. This negatively

affects coherence.

Essav 50 This essay does not properly present relevant ideas about spoken

language. Whilst the first sentence shows that spoken language is essential for

expressing ideas, the second sentence does not relate to spoken language. Rather, it

deals with the importance of others' understanding. On the whole, the information in

the essay is not well packaged. Consider, for example, the lines "I do agree with this

statement because by spoken language, I can express my idea. What I want to say can

be showed by spoken language. Spoken language is a mean of communication is very

essential in this reason" (see lines l - 4). Text coherence has not been achieved here.
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Given that most of the informants' essays contain local and global goofs and that

the information packaging conveys a moderate amount of text coherence, I will

now attempt a revision of one of the essays as mentioned in the previous

discussion.

6. 1. 5. The Revision Model of the Teacher Trainees' Essays

I have idenúfied the many local and global goofs in the areas of syntax, inflections, and

lexical choice and the following is the revision of Essay 9 (see Appendix Two on

page242);

Spoken Language for Communication

Firstly, most of our communication takes place using spoken language.

It is unrejectable that an)¡time we meet someone especiallJt we arelamiliar with we will
For example, if we meet our acquaintances we

"Spoken language is very important to master
Spoken language is essential

for communication for some reasons.
for communication for several reasons.

c ommunic ation juslUþt re sp e c tin g him./her,

communication in order to demonstrate our
be automatically

automatically become
involved in the

involved in

showing our cordial attitudes
friendship

or maybe

and perhaps to discuss
ary) other thing
specific matters, such as

supermarket, movie or
supermarket, movie or

more important (business affairs)
our business.

anryhere,
anywhere else,

If we go to the beaches,
If we go to the beach,

we usually meet one at least we lamiliar with.
we usually meet our family or friends.
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In this case, a
In such situations,
people.

spoken language must be used to conversate.
spoken language is used to communicate with other

in the interaction
in communication

Secondly, spoken language is more effective than

Secondly, spoken language is more effective than

When

When speaking,

expression, body movements, tone

expressions

that can help
In this way,

Thirdly,
Thirdly, \üe can get some benefits from

In brief. when. where
In brief, whenever

n
For instance, vve can directly

with others, and s spoken language is usedfor this need.

with others, and spoken language is used for this.

we üre, wc often ggf
we are, we become

our respect to the one we

oul respect,

and however
and wherever

shows

show

involved
involved

available to-help clarify our idea
to clarify our ideas

If we have a face-to-face conversation, we are aided by
In a face to face conversation, we can, for instance, use

written one.

the written form.

we use a spoken language. there are still many-things (aids)
we can use other means of communication

our facial
our facial

or other situational circumstances
or gestures.

In contrasf we cannot use any additional aids for communication in written language,

and, we successful to use.

Therefore, I think spoken language is more effective than the written form

us do correctly, convincingl)¡ and appropriateb¡ convey our idea.

we can clearly express and convey our ideas.

using spoken language has some benefits.
using spoken language.
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with.

polite correction can be made. If we can use it appropriately , it is very useful to convince,
polite correction can be made. If we can use it appropriately, we can

persuade or bring about someone to an action we want".
persuade or introduce someone to an action we want.

Perhaps, for these reasons, I believe that spoken language is essential for communication

The result of the above repaired essay now reads as follows;

Spoken language is essential for communication for several reasons. Firsþ, most of our

communication takes place using spoken language. For example, if we meet our

acquaintances, we automatically become involved in communication in order to demonstrate

our friendship and perhaps to discuss specific matters, such as our business. If we go to

the beach, supermarket, movie or anywhere else, we usually meet our family or friends. In

such situations, spoken language is often used to communicate with other people. In brief,

whenever and wherever we are, we become involved in communication with others, and

spoken language is used for this.

Secondly, spoken language is more effective than the written form. When speaking, we can

use other means of communication to clarify our ideas. In a face to face conversation, we can,

for instance, use our facial expressions or gestures. In this lvay, we can clearly express and

convey our ideas. In contrast we cannot use any additional aids for communication in

written language. Therefore, I think spoken language is more effective than the writûen

form.

Thirdly, we can get some benefits from using spoken language. For instance, we can directly

show our respect, and if there is misunderstanding, fast and polite conection can be made. If
we can use it appropriately, we can persuade or introduce someone to an action we want.

Perhaps for these reasons, I believe that spoken language is essential for communication.

It is also important when
and if

there is misunderstanding. If so, a fast and
there is misunderstanding, fast and
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6.1.6. Summary

As noted in the previous discussion, the language content of EFL teacher training

courses was restricted to linguistic rather than communicative competence from 1984

to 1995. Teacher trainees were given the linguistic grammar for the skills of speaking,

listening, reading and writing. They were also given drama courses to develop their

linguistic presentation. This however failed to develop active participation in the target

language, English in such teacher training being mostly used in performing

decontextualised academic tasks, such as participating in guided classroom discussions

or writing theses.

The teacher trainees' essays require that English be used as a means of expressing their

writers' ideas in academic writing. By writing their theses in the target language, the

teacher trainees are expected to communicate their ideas effectively in English.

The extracts of the teacher trainees' theses show that their approach and writing styles

in discussing a particular topic are subject to a number of difficulties. They do not

directly discuss the points of sub-chapters. Rather, they tend to define rather than

discuss terms, such as "limitation", "objectives" oÍ "problems" and often fail to arrive

at the point of the discussion.

The level of the teacher trainees' academic writing can be seen in table 2: The rating

scale of the informants' essays (see page 119). It is noted that the informants' essays

are mostly written in one paragraph which contain numerous local and global goofs
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Thus, the writing level of the analysed essays to a large extent belongs to level 2; that

is, they are able to write a paragraph

The teacher trainees' essays to a large extent show particular difficulties with the

auxiliary system, subject- verb agreement (36 7o) and inconsistency in using noun

modifiers (20 7o) (see pages 113 and 172). Similarly, their essays contain many global

goofs, such as subject or object missing (26 Eo) and misusing prepositions (38 Vo) (see

le and lj on pages 11.3 and 172). This might result from lack of practice writing

exercises. The percentage of the informants' goofs in essay writing is represented in

Table 4 (see page 172).

As can be seen in t¿ble 4, a significant number of teacher trainees use conversational

registers, such as contractions, and many of them use redundant words. This reflects

their being used to using conversational spoken English rather than the more concise

written register

In developing their essays, the teacher trainees tend to stray away from the main idea

of their essay topics (for example see Essay 49 in Appendix One on page 253). As a

result, many of them do not answer the question of the essay topic (see table 4 on

page 172). Rather, they introduce a range of different ideas without showing the

relation of those ideas to the main topic. In the conclusion I shall make some

suggestions as to how the teacher trainees'writing skills can be improved
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Table 4 : of The Informants' Goofs in

48 Vo242. No answer

52 9o
4q"

24
2Answer the oue.stion bv di.scusion

1.
2.

Answer the question by direct stalement

78%
SO V"

42 Vo

39
t(
21

Lexical choice
Redundancy
Conversational reaister

7O Vo
'1,8 7o

38%
2O Vo

28 Vo

12 Vo

2Vo
1,4 Vo

8Vo
12 Vo

26 Va

18 Vo

8Vo
lO 7o

1,6 4o

I
7
4
6

13
9
4
5

8

5

9
t9
10
t4
6

Global eoofs
1. Syntax

la (Surrogate subject missing)
lb (Simple predicate missing)
lc (Object pronoun missing)
ld (Subjectpronounmissing)
le (Subject or object missing)
lf (I\4ain or zub clause missing)
lgl (Subject and object permuted)
1g2 (Misordering in suboldinate constructions)
1g3 @assive order but active form)

th (Misformation of gerunds after preposition)
li (nconsistencyinusingpronouns)
lj (Misusingprepositions)
lk (Misplacementofsignposting andconjunction)
1l (l\tfizusing surrogate zubjects)

lm lComoa¡ison ma¡kers missins)

2. in Inflecúions

26 Vø

36 Vo

46 Vo

16 Vo

2O Vo

76 Vo

lO Vo

89o
27o

13

5
4
1

18
23

8

10
8

1. Auxiliary sysæms:
2bl (fense misplacement)
2b2 @e /does/do/did missing)
2b3 (nconsistency in pedect use)

2. Inflections:
2cl (Subject- verb agreement)

2c2 @lural/singular forms)
2c3 (Article missing)
2c4 (Inconsistency inusiDg noun modifiers)
2c5 lMisnlacement of adverbs)

Local soofs
?Ã (Spelling)

PercentagcInformants
Nmber

Goof Types
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6.2, Interview data

Interview data were compiled during the fieldwork n 199411995. The organisation of

the interview was as follows;

Settings The interview was conducted in the places appointed by the

informants at the campus,

Participants 22 male and 25 female teacher trainees of the FKIP, the

University of Jember, Indonesia,

Ends The purpose of the interview was to talk about some socio-

psychological factors that might influence the informants'

strategies in teaching and learning activities,

Art Characteristics : The interviewees realised that they were perforrners (as a

result of the arrangement for recording equipment),

The nature of the interview was light, friendly and

humorous,

Insfruments Face to face speech, and the language used being

predominantly English although Bahasa Indonesia was

sometimes used,

Norms The interviewee should spontaneously answer the questions,

and this was applied through turn taking,

Genre Spontaneous interview

Key

(adapted from: Preston: 1989: pp 229- 230)
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The analysis of the inærview data is divided into two parts - content analysis and

strategy analysis. Content analysis deals with the informants' assessments of socio-

psychological factors, such as their expectations in learning English. Straægy analysis is

concerned with the informants' strategies for leaming communicative competence,

including their strategies when responding to the interview questions.

The content of the informants' assessments shows that their expectations about

learning English in the teacher training courses are to learn and improve their English,

especially how to speak English. In lisæning courses of English, they mostly expect to

understand what native speakers of English are saying.

However, they mostly complain about native speakers' pronunciation, dialects and

their ways of using English words. For example, they said that listening to the non-

native teachers speaking English was easier than listening to the native speakers of

English. In other words, they experienced difficulties in understanding what the native

speakers were talking about because they were not farniliar with their pronunciation

and dialects. Having such difficulties, they said that native speakers' pronunciation and

dialects were the most important things to consider in listening courses.

In reading courses, the informants mostly expected to understand reading texts of

English. When being asked about the benefits they got from reading courses, they said

that they learnt some techniques of reading, such as skimming and scanning.
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Regarding their difficulties in reading skills, most of the informants said that they had a

problem with the difficult words and main ideas in the text, and that the main ideas

were very important to consider when understanding English æxts.

In speaking courses, the informants mostþ expected to be able to speak English

fluently, and they believed that by being able to speak English, they could enlarge their

knowledge and get better jobs. Some of them said that they did not experience any

difficulties in speaking courses because they often got good marks in their speaking

exams, but some others said that they had difficulties in pronunciation and vocabulary.

When they were asked about what was the most important thing to consider when

speaking English, they said that pronunciation and vocabulary were very important to

consider in speaking.

In writing courses, the informants expected to be able to write in English. Many of

them said that they were not interested in writing because they experienced difficulties

in vocabulary and organising their ideas. Besides, some said that it was very difficult to

start writing even though they had already taken writing courses.

6.2.1. The socio-psychological factors affecting the teacher trainees

The socio-psychological factors; motivation, attitudes and mental blocks or 'input or

output filter' (Krashen: 1985: 103) influencing the informants' teaching and leaming

activities were found to be ;
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- Motivation In general, the informants said that they learnt English because the

target language is used inærnationally, such as in the world of business, politics,

culture, education and so forth.

In particular, they said that they entered the faculty of teacher lraining to study because

of theirparents', siblings'or teachers' advice; in other words due to others'initiatives,

not their own. Some of them even said that they were not interested in teaching.

Rather, they expected to get jobs in tourism, business or in other non-teaching areas

after they finished their studies.

In addition, some said that they wanted to become teachers of English because their

parents were teachers. This may mean that they are trying to emulate their parents, or

that their parents want them to become teachers

Therefore, I think the informants' motivation in leaming English is, to a large extent,

not 'integrative' in the sense that they learn English to adopt and use the target

language and its culture in daily activities. Rather, their motivation is 'instrumental',

that is, learning English for special pu{poses, such as, getting better jobs, higher

prestige, or better education.
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- Attitudes Social attitudes toward English learning are still a serious concern

in teacher training. For example, the informants often denied that there were negative

attitudes towards on the part of those not learning English. However, they finally

admitted that they still found some negative attitudes toward English speaking

practices, such as negative remarks - showing off, arrogant and so forth. In addition,

some of them said that it was hard to find cooperative fellow learners of English who

would practice speaking the target language. According to them, the participants of

English speaking groups tended either to dominate the talking, kept silent or spoke in

Bahasa Indonesia or their own first languages, that is Javanese and Maduranese.

However, they still believe that speaking English with their fellow learners of the same

cultural background is easier than speaking with the native speakers of the target

language.

In addition, the teacher trainees' attitudes toward language learning are mostly positive

rather than negative. This is supported by the informants' beliefs that learning a

language gives them more opportunities to communicate with other people from

different cultural backgrounds. In learning the target language, for example, the teacher

trainees mostly believed that they would get a lot of benefits in terms of being able to

use the tÃrgetlanguage, especially in speaking courses.

However, their positive attitudes are vulnerable to social environments. For example,

some of the interviewees said that they were not any longer interested in leaming

English. This is because they were worried about the future possibility of getting a job
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as a language teacher. This results in negative attitudes toward language learning, such

as being no longer interested in using or practising the target language skills.

Some teacher trainees' attitudes toward teacher training show that they chose the

English program in the faculty of teacher training because it provides a good

opportunity to learn simple English for speaking, and they were less interested in

learning other skills. Besides, they believed that they would get good marks easily.

Such attitudes toward teacher training do not promote optimal language learning.

- Mental blocks Most of the informants said that they were not very self confident in

speaking English because they felt that they lacked vocabularies. Some of them felt shy

about speaking the target language if their friends corrected their mistakes during their

conversations. Besides, they were reluctant to speak English with their senior fellow

teacher trainees because they thought that most of the senior trainees tended to

dominate the talking and not to listen to what they said.

The informants also said that it was hard to share ideas with the senior trainees who

spoke the target language faster than they could. Therefore, they just kept silent unless

they were required to speak. Some others said that they sometimes hesitaæd about

speaking and pronunciation for fear of making mistakes.

This means that making mistakes in speaking is regarded as a stumbling block for the

informants, preventing them from expressing their ideas in formal meetings, for

example in se,minars or group discussions. If they make mislakes in a seminar or a
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discussion, this certainly inhibits them from making further comments. Besides, they

might keep silent or feel insecure about being asked to give some comments on the

given topics.

6,2.2. The teacher traineest strategies for learning communicative

competence

The teacher trainees' strategies for learning communicative competence vary, and they

are highly dependent on their purpose in learning English. For instance, most of the

informants found that speaking courses were a good exercise for learning how to use

the target language. If they could speak the target language well, those who did not

like teaching would go into tourism agents or private companies rather than go to

schools.

However, many of the informants said that writing is not an important skill to

learn, and only a few of them learnt the target language through writing. Although

they had writing courses, most of them still said that they had difficulties in expressing

their ideas in academic writing.

Most of those informants who were interested in teaching said that as teachers they

would simplfy their words and speak more slowly and clearly if their students did not

understand what they were saying. However, some of them just used teaching media to

clarify what they were saying without changing their way of speaking the target

language. Some others just translated the target language into Bahasa Indonesia, so

that their students could understand what they were saying.
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The teacher trainees' opportunities for learning communicative competence are limited

when it comes to expressing themselves in English. This will be a problem in future

when they have to help their students express their ideas. For example, when

responding to the inærview questions, many teacher trainees just talked when it was

their turn to talk without checking whether or not they understood the questions. Such

mechanical responses do not reflect a high degree of communicative competence.

6.2.3. Summary

The results of the interview data show that most of the teacher trainees are not

interested in academic writing. Rather, they like to develop their communicative

competence in listening and speaking.

The teacher trainees' motivation is much more instrumental (learning the target

language for temporary needs) than integrative (learning to use the target language for

permanent needs). They learn English to get a job or better education (instrumental)

rather than to use it as a daily means of communication.

On the other hand, the teacher trainees' attitudes towards language learning and

teacher training are relatively positive in the sense that they feel they still get the

benefits of language courses. However, their attitudes towards living conditions on and

around campus are often negative (too noisy, restrictive rules, lack of books, poor

learning facilities). They like native speakers but are concerned about the non standard

varieties of English some of them speak, Attitucle.s about e,mployment prospects are
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frequently quite pessimistic. Communicative competence is subject to culu¡ral

sensitivities. Many Islamic students are unprepared to accept the cultural values of the

target language speakers and find reduced communication a way of avoiding

inærcultural conflicts.

In addiúon, their learning is vulnerable to the marking system in the teacher training. If

they get good marks in English tests, they will be highly motivated in learning the

target language. Conversely, if they get bad marks, they will be less motivated to leam

English.
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6. 3. Questionnaire Results

As outlined in the previous chapter all the questionnaire items measure the socio-

psychological factors that influence the teacher t¡ainees' communicative competence in

both receptive and productive skills. The measurement is based on ethnography of

communication (see chapter IV) and involves two types of questions, that is, the open-

ended and the 'invertedfunnel' sequenced ones (Trenholm:1986:243).

The analysis of the questionnaire results is based on the following steps;

1. classifying the questionnaire data included in the open-ended questions for reading

skills,

2. assigning open- ended answers to an appropriate category (see table 5 for method

of analysis for reading data on page 183).

3. categorising all the answers to the open-ended questions of reading skill based on

the types of problems reflected in the answers which in turn influence their attitudes

and motivation in reading skill,

4. labelling the options of the inverted funnel questions with letters - â, b, c - to

identify the largest and the smallest number of teacher trainees choosing these

options.

5. tabulating the questionnaire data (see table 6 on page 184) in order to identify the

frequency of choosing the options, so that the largest and the smallest number of

teacher trainees selecting the given options can be observed.
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The analysis of the open-ended questions on the reading skitl (step: 2) is based on

the following rating scale which can be seen in table 5.

Table 5 : Scale For Data of skitr

(For a related discussion, see Smith (1985: 13- 35) in "Reading WithoutNonsense ")

In the above rating scale (table 5), answer options are identified by using the labels a, b

and c. The same labels - â, b and c are also applied to identify the given options for

answering the inverted funnel sequenced questions in lisæning, speaking and writing

Other

Language

Meaningthe gist, main ideas, message of the
text or schema or prior lrrowledge of
the reader

the language, vocabulary, style of
writing etc

c. readins techniques etc

b.

a.(Item 8)

"What do you
consider to be very

important in
underst¿nding the

content of a reading
text?"

Top down

Bottom up

Interactive

ignore difficult words or phrases

open dictionaries to understand tìe
words or phrases in the text

guess the meaning or idea of the
sentences or paragraphs in the text

a.

b.

c.

(Item 7)
t'When reading, you
realise that you do

not understand
many words in the

paragraphs of a
text, but you still
understand some
others in the same
paragraphs. What
do vou do then?tt

Meaning problems

Language problems

Techniques problems

to understand the main ideas,
messages, information etc

to understand words, phrases, complex
sentences, idiomatic expressions etc

c. to practice reading techniques

b.

a(Item 6)

"What kind of
difficulties do you

have in reading the
English texts

written by native
speakers ?tt

Meaning based

Language based

Reading techniques
based

to get information, main ideas,
message etc

to enrich vocabulary, pronounce the
words correctly and understand the
style of a text.

to practice reading techniques; such as

scanning , skimmins etc
c.

a.

b.

(Item 5)

"Iilhat do you
expect to gain from

reading English
texts ?"

CateeorvAnswersOuestions
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skills (steps: 4 and 5). This can be seen in table 6 (frequency of having the same

category and choosing the options)

Table 6 : of the same and the

6335184932258351199Total number
of frequencv

0203090828Writins20
01020201013508Writins19

04014203Writins18

070101250808Writinqt7
020707020720MV/ritinst6
08010402112301Writins15

2604t208Speakingt4
0347Soeakinst3

050213t60608Soeakinst2
0703030501t90507Speakinq11

044501Soeakins10
01110210031805Soeakins9

041135ReadinsI
0102012210t4Readins7

01M014004Readine6

0605M35Readlne5

02440202Listenine4
0501063602ListeninsJ

02010801062l10Listenins2
050806240106Listening1

abcacbcabcba

SkillsItems OthersOptions

,4fçËut

Table 6 shows that most of the informants select the options a, b and c (more than

100 ticks) rather than giving alternative answers in the Other option.

The 'a' options having the highest frequency (see Questionnaires in Appendix

Three on pages 254- 262) are as follows:

Iæm Number in Questionnaire (tr{Q)

; to get information, main ideas, message etc05

Reacling skill); 35 informants
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08 the gist, main ideas, message of the text or

schema or prior knowledge of the reader

(Reading skill); 35 informants

20 write down all the words of the quotations and

acknowledge the source (Writing skill);

28 informants

The 'b' options having the highest frequency are:

INQ O2; the pronunciation of speakers (Listening skill); 21 informants

INQ 03; ask him/her to speak English more conectly (Listening skill);

36 informants

INQ 06; to understand words, phrases, complex sentences, idiomatic

expressions etc (Reading skill) ; 40 informants

INQ 09; your fluency (Speaking skill) ; 18 informants

INQ 10; sometimes (Speaking skill) ; 45 informants

INQ 15; an essay (Writing skill) ; 23 informants

INQ 161' how to organise ideas in paragraphs (Writing skill); 20 informants

INQ 18; write down others' ideas and argue against or for them (Writing

skill); 42 informants

INQ 191' agree or disagree with the idea and show the reasons why (Writing

skill);35 informants
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The 'c' options having the highest frequency are:

INQ 01; ability to understand what native speakers are saying (Listening

skill); 24 informants

INQ 04; listen to him /her carefully to get hislher message (Lisæning skill);

44 informants

INQ 07; guess the meaning or idea of the sentences or paragraphs in the text

(Reading skill); 22 informants

INQ 11; your body language and appropriate responses (Speaking skill);

19 informants

INQ 12; say your English words as clearly as you can (Speaking skill);

16 informants

INQ 131, avoid making the same mistakes by using other words or sentences

(Speaking skill); 47 informants

INQ 171' by defining what is meant by discussion papers (Writing skill);

25 informants

6.3.1. The teacher trainees' Receptive Skills

From the questionnaire results in the receptive skills of reading and listening, we can

see the teacher trainees' motivation ('global orientation'), difficulúes, communication

strategies and attitudes are as follows;
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In listening courses, the teacher trainees expect to gain the ability to understand what

natíve speakers are saying (Item I or INQ 01; Option c), and a major difficulty in

such courses is recognising the pronunciation of speakers ( Item 2 or INe 02;

Option b).

Further, their attitudes towards language users of the target language in listening

courses depend on whether or not the pronunciation of native speakers is easy to

understand.

When lisæning to their students' English words, the teacher trainees mostly ask them

to speak English more correctþ (Item 3 or INQ 03; Option b) if their students make

mistakes. This shows that the teacher trainees' strategies in negotiating meaning only

observe the grammatical accuracy rather than the appropriate way of using the target

language. Also, if their friends or students speak English slowly, the teacher trainees

make an effort to listen to them carefully (Item 4 or INQ 04; Option c). In other

words, the æacher trainees' social beliefs in using the target language are still positive.

In reading courses, the teacher trainees mostly expect to get some information

regarding the main ideas or message of a reading text (item 5 or INQ 05, option a).

Their difficulties in reading English texts, especially those written by native speakers,

are to understand written words, phrases, complex sentences, idiomatic expressions

and so on (item 6 or INQ 06, option b). In other words, they still have problems with
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the level of language used by native speakers as opposed to the level of meaning and

reading æchniques.

If they realise that they do not understand any words in the paragraphs of a text, they

will guess the meaning of sentences or paragraphs in the texts (item 7 or INQ 07,

option c). In understanding the content of a reading text, they think that the gist of the

text is very important (item 8 or INQ 0E, option a).

6.3.2, The Teacher Trainees' Productive Skills

The questionnaire results in the productive skills of speaking and writing show that the

teacher trainees expect to gain their fluency in speaking (item 9 or INQ 09, option b).

They sometimes talk to English native speakers (item 10 or rNe 10, option b), but

their opportunities to use the target language with native speakers are not great, and

perhaps their ability in initiating such conracr is lacking.

In addition, they believe that body language and appropriate responses are the most

important thing to consider when speaking English with native speakers (item 11 or

INQ 11' option c). They generally attempt to pronounce their words clearly when

speaking English (item 12 or INQ 12, option c). This means that their cognitive styles

in communication are linguistically based, that is, concerned with the clear and correct

pronunciation of words rather than with non-linguistically based factors, such as body

language. If they feel shy in speaking English, they just avoid making the same mistakes

by using simple words (item 13 or INQ 13, option c).
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Such avoidance of mistakes signifies their attitudes towards their mistakes in using the

target language. Further, if their students do not understand what they are saying, most

of them just keep on talking about their topics unless their students ask them a question

(item 14 or INQ 14, option b). This shows that their attitudes towards their students'

use of the target language depend on their students' initiatives in negotiation of

meaning.

In writing courses, the teacher trainees experience difficulties in writing their essays

(item 15 or INQ L5, option b), and their diffîculties involve how to organise their

ideas in paragraphs (item 16 or INQ 16, option b). This shows that the teacher

trainees' motivation in academic writing is only to practise rather than to use the target

language. Besides, their difficulties in organising their ideas signify their attitudes of

frustration towards academic writing. In addition, when writing their discussion papers,

they define the terms used in their topics or titles. They also defîne what is meant by

discussion papers (item 17 or INQ 17, option c). Their attitudes in defining their

writing topics, titles and the meaning of a discussion paper reflect the academic policy

of teacher training in academic writing.

In addition, when discussing others' ideas, the teacher trainees present their arguments

against or for those ideas (item 18 or INQ 18, option b). If they are given an idea, they

may agree or disagree with the given idea and show the reasons why (item 19 or INQ

19, option b). In other words, their attitudes towards others' ideas are both critical and

appreciative, and their cognitive styles in discussing the given idea in academic writing

are inquisitively critical.
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Further, if they quote some ideas supporting their arguments in academic writing, they

will write down all the words of the quotations and acknowledge the source (item 20

or INQ 20, option a). This shows that the teacher trainees' attitudes towards

inællectual property in academic writing are positive, that is, they acknowledge others'

ideas in their theses or essays.

6.3.3. Summary

Based on the results of the questionnaire analysis, the socio-psychological factors

influencing the teacher trainees' communicative competence in receptive and

productive skills are as follows;

Receotive skills : when listening to others or reading English texts, the teacher

trainees' expectation regarding the outcome of listening courses is to get the message

and improve their pronunciation. However, their attitudes towards language users of

the target language show that native speakers' pronunciation is difficult to understand,

and that their choices of words and styles of writing are also difficult to understand.

Productive skills : when speaking, the teacher trainees' global orientation in English

conversations is to develop their fluency in using the target language. Their initiatives

and opportunities to speak with native speakers are relatively low. However, their

attitudes toward their performance with native speakers as the members of the target

language are to some extent positive, especially with regard to using body language

ancl appropriate responses,
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Their attitudes toward their mistakes show that they use avoidance strategies, that is,

avoiding difficult words that cause their mistakes and monitoring the words to say

rather than the content of what to say. In addition their cognitive styles in

communication are linguistically based, such as trying to pronounce the English words

correctly and clearly.

The teacher t¡ainees' motivation in academic writing is only to practise using the

target language, and their experiences in academic writing are of writing their essays in

English. However, their difficulúes in organising their ideas still indicate their atrirudes

of frustration towards academic writing. Their cognitive styles in dealing with

discussing ideas in academic writing show an awareness of the importance of

considering both sides of an argument and acknowledging the ideas of others.
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6.4. Test Results

As outlined in Chapter IV, the iæms of the communicative competence test are based

on the ethnography of communication. Each iæm of the test consists of three options,

that is, two labelled a and b, and one labelled "Other". The steps of analysing the data

of the test results are as follows;

1. identifying the data of the test by referring to the item numbers, setting, speech acts

or ends and options.

2. labelling the options with letters - a and b - and with " Other"

3. tabulating the data in table 7 : Frequency of Selecting the Options (see page 193).

4. tabulating the expressions selected from the options; a and b in table 8: Rating

Scale of Expressions based on Ethnography of communication (see page 197)

5. tabulating the other expressions in table 9 and 10: Other expressions: Interference

or other errors and Achieving the English target (see pages 198 and 199).

6. tabulating other expressions in table 11: Rating scale of Speech acts: expressions

ofinterference and other errors (see page 203)

7. tabulating the expressions achieving the English target in table 12: Rating scale of

Speech acts: the expressions achieving the target language (see page 204).
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The results of the analysis (the steps; lr 2, 3) can be seen in table 5, as follows;

Table 7:

325t95 t06t7331382Total number of selectine the options and ofhers

0972280lAsking for
DeÌtnlsslon

In the classroom25

10o337A polite conversatioû
oænlng

In a meeting,
public places etc

u
0810 t0101240óInformingOn the train23

23 tol2402Responding to an
aooloøv

In a meeting))

2t080104t6Sharing feelings
about othe/s

condition

In a meeting2t
2a031005Showins svÍiDathvOn the train20

030216toMaking a polite
reouest

In a bank79

0606 t012314Responding to others
s¿vins soodbve

In the classroom, in
a meeting etc

18

2806021.4ApologisingIn the classroom, in
a meetins etc

1.7

0óL925Asking for
clarificåtion

In a meetingl6

03t21322Initiating a

conversation
on the train , buses

etc

On the train15

o5o50634Makins a reouestIn a meetins14

270508l0Askine for directionsln the street13

13012511Responding to
otheCs offer

In a friend's house1.2

M090136ClarificationOn the train1.1

1002015J04Responding to
a comnliment

In the skeet10

19020524Aooloeisi¡eln oublic olaces9

0815 t01012401Showing sympathyIn a meeting,
in the classroorn

etc

8

01100234Asking to be excusedIn a meeting ,

in the classroom
etc

1

270815Refruing an offerAt the cåfetaria6

0205014t01Asking for
information

(eliciting
infoÍnation)

At the Travel
Agency

5

18020113l6Elicitine informationAt public meetinss4

t710 t0214o7Offerins heloIn the street3

35030210GreetineIn the steet)
16t313ORIntroducins onaselfTn the sfe€t1

Adrieving the
English target

Interference/
Other errors
lNo expression

âbbàSpeech Actd EndsSettingItems
OthersOoûons

theof
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Table 7 shows that most informants select the given options, that is, option a (382), b

(331) and a b (11 informants), and the highest frequencies of presenting their

expressions vary with each item.

On the one hand, the teacher trainees mostly present their own expressions in Item 1,

that is 13 of them in the group of Interference/other errors and the other 16 are in

Achieving the English target. On the other hand, most of them (37 persons) select the

expression in the option a of iæm 24; and 33 of them select that in the option b of

item 10.

The following are the items having the highest frequency of the options; a and b, and

each is categorised in three groups, that is, Interference, Other enors and Achieving

the English target

Item 5 the highest frequency (41 informants) is in the option; b:

"Could you tell me, how far is the distance between

Adelaide with Sydney?"

InterþrenceCategory

Item 7 the highest frequency (34 informants) is in the option; 
^: 

"Oh,

sorry for disturbing you"

Category Other eruors

the highest frequency (24 informants) is in the option; b:Item I

"What's wrong v,ith ),ou ?"
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Category

Item 9

Category

Item L0

Category

Item 11

Category

Item L2

Category

Item 14

Category

Item 15

Category

Item L6

Category

Other errors

the highest frequency (24 informants) is in the option; a: "

Oh, excuse me, please"

Other errors

the highest frequency (33 informants) is in the option; b: "Oh,

thankyou,I am gladyou líke if'

Achievíng the English target

the highest frequency (36 informants) is in the option; a :

"Excuse me, is it empty 2"

Interference

the highest frequency (25 informants) is in the option; b :

"Thankyou, I would like a drinld'

Achieving the English tørget

the highest frequency (34 informants) is in the option; a :

"Please, could you move over a bit 2"

Achieving the English target

the highest frequency (22 nformants) is in the option; a; "Hi,

Is she your daughter ?"

Other errors

ttre highest frequency (25 informants) is in the option; a :

"Exct¿se me. Repeat please !"

Other errors
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Item 18

Category

Item 19

Category

Item 22

Item23

the highest frequency (23 informants) is in the option; b :

"Oh, no worries"

Other eruors

the highest frequency (29 informants) is in the option; a :

"Could you please tell me how much trnney I have ?

Interference

the highest frequency (24 informants) is in the option; b :

"Yes, please. Were ?

Interference

the highest frequency (24 informants) is in the option; b :

"Just walking"

Other errors

Category

Category

Iten24 the highest frequency (37 informants) is in the option; a : ",So

am T'

Category Other errors

Item 25 the highest frequency (28 informants) is in the option; b :

"Excuse me, I would like to go to the comfort room.

Category Other errors

For further details, the application of the above items can be seen in table 8 (step 4);

Rating Scale of Expressions Based on Ethnography of Communication, that is, Dell

Hymes' (1974: 56- 62) SPEAKING. The table (see page 197) is expected to show
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how most of the teacher trainees' expressions reflect their communicative competence

in using the target language (also see pages 199 - 202).

Table 8 : Scale of Based on of Communication

pelnnss-
lon

polites:poken

English
senousformalAsking for

pe[lrusslon
you and
your
lecturer

In the
class-

room

Excuse me, I
would like to
go to the
comfort room

25

convefs-
ation

friendlvspoken
English

senoùsinformalA polite
conversation
oDerunq

you and
som90lle

In
public
places

SoamI24

convers-
ation

friendlyspoken
Enelish

senousinformalInformingyou and

vour friend
On the
train

Just walking23

peffruss-

lon
friendlyspoken

English
senousformalResponding

to an
apology

you and
your fellow
member of
vour srouD

Ina
meetirg

Yes, please.
Where ?

22

request
for
inform-
ation

politespoken
English

senor¡sformalMaking
a polite

request

you and a
bank clerk

Ina
bank

Could you
please tell me
how much
money I
have ?

79

greetingsftiendlyspoken
English

senotl.sinformalResponding
to others
sayrng

soodbye

you and
your
Australian
ftiend

Ina
meeting

Oh, no
\ryomes

18

requestpolitespoken
Enelish

senousformalAsking for
clarification

you and
your teacher

Ina
meeting

Excuse me,
repeat please

t6

greetingsn¡despoken
English

senousinformalInitiating a
conversation

you and
an old
Íütn

On the
train

Hi, is she

your own
dauehter ?

15

requestpolitespoken
English

senousformalMaking a
request

you and
other parti-
ciDants

Ina
meeting

Please, could
you moYe
over a hit ?

t4

convers-
ation

friendlyspoken
English

seflol¡sinformalRespondilg
to other's
offer

you and
your
friend

Ina
friend's
house

Thank you, I
would like a

drink

12

convers-
ation

ûiendlyspoken
English

senousformalcla¡ificationyou and
an adult
forei oner

On the
train

Excuse me, is
it e¡rìpty ?

1t

convets-
ation

friendlyspoken
English

serlousinformalResponding
toa
compliment

you and
your
ftiend

In the
stre€t

Oh, thank
you, I am
glad you like
it

10

requestpolitespoken
English

seflousformalApologisingyou and
other
mnle

In
public
olaes

Oh, excuse
me, please

9

social
sympathy

rudespoken
English

senol¡sformalshowing
sympathy

you and
other
neoole

Ina
me€ting
etc

'What's

wrong with
vou?

8

an excusepolitespoken
English

senousformalasking to
be excused

you and
other
oeoole

Ina
meethg
etc

Oh, sony for
disturbing
vou

'7

convers-
ation

politespoken
English

senor¡sformalasking or
eliciting
information

a travel
agent and
you

Atthe
Travel
Agency

Could you
tell me how
far is the
distance
between
Adelaide
with Sydney?

5
GNIKAEPSExnrcssionsffems
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Nevertheless, most of the teacher trainees' other expressions achieve the English

target. In other words, only a few of their own expressions show Interference or other

errors. This can be seen in both table 9 and 10 below (Step 5);

Table 9: Other lnterference./other errors and the

26Tofal numbero8Total number for item 6

602Oh, thank you, but I am
tult

6

601I am sony, I don't drink
beer

5

601
âm...-......-.
No, I am sorry. I4

602Thanla. I am sorry, maybe
another time

3

6o1No, it is not)

626Oh, thanks (thank you)01
dislike it
It's nice, but I am aft¿id I1

18Total number02Total numlrer for item 4

402How many sisters and
brothers are there in
vour family ?

01May I ask what's the
number of yow family ?

2

4l6How riaty sisters and
brothers do you have
lin vour familvl?

0lHow many sisters and
brothers are in your family
?

1

l7Tofql nnmher10Total number for ltern 3

o3Excuse me, what can I do
for you ?

01
trouble ? Mav I helo vou ?

Excuse me, Are you in

377Hello, Can /Could/lVf ay
I help you ?

o1Hi, sir. It seems that you
are confusing. Can I help
vou?

f

303
for vou?
Excuse me, what can I help2

302
for somethins?
Hi, do/are you look(ing)I

35Tofal nmbero3Tofel number for item 2
203Fine, thanks01Where do vou come from ?2

232How do you do ?02I am...... and vou ?7

76Tofal nml¡er13Totel numher for item I

Hi, are you alright ? Can I
helo vou ?

2

15Hi, excuse me, I would like
to introduce myself. My
name ts........

9.

IIhello^ are vou busv ?8

I1Hello. who are vou ?7

11Hello, would you like to
talkwith me ? My name
Is.............

6.

14
I know vour name?
Hi, my name is.... CanIHello, what are you doing?5

13
mvself. Mv name i.s...

Hi, may I introduce1Hi, may I bother you for a
moment?

4.

I2
Ian
Hello, do you mind if...IHi, may we make a

conversation? Okay, let me
introduce myself, My name
ts. ----... -... --. ---. ---

3

74Hello, how do you do?
What's vourname?

IExcuse rne, would you
please soeak with me?

2

13Hi Iam1Hello, Can I introduce with
vou ?

1

IúemsNumber of
InfomanfsEnglish tapet

Adrieving theNumber of
Informanls

Interference/other ermñeNo
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Table 10: Other the

6.4.l.Interference

As defined in Chapær I (Key notions), interferenc¿ deals with the influence of a native-

language pattern or rule that causes an error or inappropriate form in the target

language. I shall now identify the types of interference manifested in teacher trainees'

effors in using English as the target language.

The types of interference in the teacher trainees' English expressions are as follows

27Total numl¡er08Total numbet for item 21

2103I am sonv for hea¡ins it5

z1oz
heâlthier smn
I am sorry, I hope he will be4

2101Have you broughthim to the
doctor?

3

2101I hope he'll be better
soon

01Oh, yes, whar is the matter ?)

2120I am sorry to hear that01Oh, really what the condition
no\¡r/

1

32Tofal numher03Total number for item 20
2001T amlosi.se âbout vou3

2001I am sony what happened to
vou

2

2032I ari sorry to hear thato1I am condole with vôu1

28Tof¡l numhe¡o6Tofrlnumberforitem 17
1.701I am sorrv for beins nv late5

1701
beins late
I beg yow pardon for my4

1'701I am sorrv of beins late3

111.2I am sorrv. I am late01F,xc¡rse me for mv heinq lafe2

771.6Oh, I am sorry for my
beins late

02Oh, I arn sorry because of late1

27Total number05Total number for item 13

1.303Excuse me, could you
show me the way to the
Þost office ?

4

1302Excuse me, can you
show me the best way to
go to the Þost office ?

02Excuse me, do you know the
nearest post office here ?

3

1302Excuse me, would you
mind telling me where
the post office is ?

02Excuse me, can you help me ?

How can I get the post office ?

2

1320Could/would you tell
where the post office is ?

01
me how to set the Dost office ?

Excuse me, would you give1

ItemsInformantsAchieving fhe Engllsh
tar.pet

InformantsInterference/Other erm¡sNo

(also see the previous discussions);
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Firstly, syntactical interference; such interference results from the syntactical

translation of, say, Bahasa Indonesia into English. The following are instances of

syntac ti c al inte rfe r enc e ;

a. "Could you tell
" Dapatkah anda memberitahu

ñê, how
saya, berapa

me how
saya berapa

?

? (Item 22, Option b)

far is the distance
jauh adalah jarak

between
antara

Adelaide
Adelaide

with
dengan

Sydney ?"
Sydney ?" (Item 5, Option b)

Ib. "Could you tell
" D apatkah anda memberitahu

have ?"
punya?" (Item 19, Option a).

much
banyak

money
uanS Saya

c "Yes please,

"Ya silahkan,
where
kemnna

The above expressions are selecæd by most of the teacher trainees, that is, 41

informants (item 5),29 informants (item 19) and 24 informants (item 22).

Secondly, lexical interference; such interference is due to the lexical translation of

native language vocabulary items into English that are inappropriate in the target

language contexts. The following are examples of lexical interference;

a. "Excuse me, is it emptv ? (Item 11, Option a).

The word "empty" is the translation of the word "kosong" which is commonly used to

refer to a free. se.at In othe-r worcls, the wonl "k¿,lnng" also means "fTee", hut F,nglish
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does not luse "empty" to refer to this situation. Therefore, such an expression would be

inappropriate in the target language contexts.

b. "Just Elþþg" (Item 23, Option b).

The word "walking" is the translation of the word "jalan-jalan" that is also commonly

used in response to the question about destination regardless of the context of

conversations. Such an expression is appropriate in the context of Bahasa Indonesia,

but it could be inappropriate in the target language contexts.

The number of teacher trainees selecting the above expressions forms the majority of

those selecting the given options, that is, 36 informants (Item 11) and 24 informants

(item 23). However, overall only 5 of the 25 items show interþrence.

6,4.2.Other Errors

Apart from interference, the teacher trainees made other types of errors when they

used the target language. Such errors involve cultural appropriateness in using the

target language expressions, such as the following expressions (also three categories of

expressions in the previous discussions);

a. "Oh, sorry for dísturbing you" (ltem 7, Option a); such an expression is not

appropriate for asking to be excused when sneezing in the target language culture.

b. "What's wrong with you?" (Item 8, Option b); such an expression is not

appropriate for showing sympathy in the target language culture.
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c. "Oh, excuse me, please" (Item 9, Option a); such an expression is not appropriate

for apologising. The expression should be "Oh, I am sorry" in the target language

culture.

d. "Hi, Is she your daughter?" (Item 15, Option a); such an expression is not

appropriate for initiating a conversation in the target language culture.

e. ".lo am l' (Item 24, Option a); such an expression is not appropriate for a polite

conversation opening when responding to someone saying "f 'am glad to see you" in

the target language culture.

f. "Oh, no worries" (Item 18, Option b); such an expression is not appropriate for

responding to others saying goodbye in the target language culture.

g. "Excuse me. Repeat please" (Item 16, Option a); such an expression is not

appropriate for asking for clarification in the target language culture.

h. "Excuse me. I would like to Bo to the comfort room" (Item 25, Option b); such an

expression is not appropriate for asking for permission in the target language

culture.

Further details of inappropriate expressions (speech acts) resulting from intcrference

and other errors can be seen in table 1l (Rating Scale of Speech Acts: Expressions of

interference and other errors) (Stcp 6; see page 203).
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Table 11: Rating Scale of Speech Acts: Expressions of interference and other errors

not acceptablenot appropriatefeasiblepossibleasking for
pelmlsslon

Excuse me, I
would like to go to
the comfortroom

bta

not acceptablenot appropriatefeasiblepossiblea polite
conversation
oDenms

SoamIa24
not acceptablenot approoriatefeasiblemssihleinforminsJust walkinsb23

¡ot acceptablenot appropriatefeasiblepossibleresponding to
an aoolosv

Yes, please.

Where ?

b22

not acceptablonot appropriatefeasiblepossiblemaking a
polite request

Could you please
tell me how much
monev I have ?

a19

not acceptablenot appropriatefeasiblepossibleresponding to
others saying
soodbve

Oh, no worriesb18

not acceptablenot appropriatefeæiblepossibleasking for
cla¡ification

Excuse me.
Reoeat olease !

a76

not acceptablenot appropriatefeasiblepossibleinitiating a
conversation

Hi, Is she your
daushter ?

â15

not acceptablenot apProPriatefeasiblepossibleclarificarionExcuse me. Is it
emotv ?

a11

not acceptablonot appropriatefeasiblepossibleApologisingOh, excuse me,
olease

a9

not acceptablenot appropriatefeasiblepossibleshowing
svmnalhv

'What's wrong
with vou ?

b8

not acceptablenot appropriatefeasiblepossibleasking to be
exrosed

Oh, sony for
di.sturbins vou

a7

no1 accaptablenot appropriatenot fea.siblepossibleeliciting
infornration

Could you tell me
how far is the
distanc€ between
Adelaide witlr
Svdnev ?

b5

AcceptabilityAppropriatenessFeasibilityPossibilitySpeech ActsExprrcssions of
Interferencc and

Other ernom

OptionsItems

6. 4.3. Achieving the English Target

In addition to interference and other errors, many teacher ffainees' expressions achieve

the English target, and most of the expressions are taken from other expressions as can

be seen in table 12 (Step 7 and see page 204);
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Table 12: Scale of Acts: the the

acceptableappropriatefeasiblepossibleSharing
feelings about
othcr's
condition

I hope he'll be better soon21b

acceptableappropriatefeasiblepossibleSharing
feelings about
other's
condition

I am sony to hear that2la

acceptableappropriatefeasiblepossibleShowing
svmoathv

I am sorry to hear that20

acceotableaoorooriatefeasiblepossibleApoloeisinsI am sorrv. I am later7b

acceptableapproprialefeasiblepossibleApologisingOh, I am sony for my being
lale

17a

acceptableappropriatefe¿siblepossibleAsking for
clarification

I beg your pardon16

acceptableappropria¡efeasiblepossibleAsking for
ditrections

Excuse me, could you show
me the way to the post office
,)

13d

acceptableaprpropriatefeasiblepossibleAsking for
di¡ections

Excuse me, can you show rre
the best way to lhe post
offiæ ?

13c

acceptableappropriatefeasiblepossibleAsking for
directions

Excuse me, would you mind
telling me where the post
offiæ i.s ?

13b

acceptableappropriatefeasiblepossibleAsking for
directions

Could you tell me where the
post office is ?

13a

acceptableappropriatefeasiblepossiblemaking a

request

Please, Could

youmove over

a bit?

Option at4

acceptableappropria¡efeasiblepossible

other's offer

responding toThank you, I
would like a

drink

Optior bt2

acceptableappropriatefeasiblepossibleresponding to

a compliment

Oh, thank you. I
am glad you

like it

Option b10

acceÞtableaDDroDriatefeasiblepossibleApolosisinsOh, I am sorrv9

acceptableappropriatefeasiblepossibleShowing
sympathy

Oh, bless you rnÂte8

acceptableappropriatefeasiblepossibleAsking to be
excused

Excuse me7

acceptableappropriatefessiblepossibleRefrxing an

offer
Oh, thanks (thank you)6

acceptableappropriatefeasiblepossibleAsking for
information
(eliciting
informationl

Could you tell me how far (it
is) from Adelaide to Sydney
?

5

acceptableappropriatefeasiblepossible
information
ElicitingHow many sisters and

brothers are there in your
familv ?

4b

acceptableappropÛatefeasiblepossible
information
ElicitingHow many sisters and

brothers do you have (in your
familv ) ?

4a
acceDtableaDDloDriatefeasiblerns.sibleOfferins helnHello. can I helo vou ?3
acceptableaDDroDrratefeasibleDossibleGreetingFine, thanks2b
acceptableaDDroDriatefeasibleoossibleGreetineHow do vou do ?2a

accePtableappropriatefeasiblepossibleIntroducing
oneselfvour name ?

Hi, my name is... Can I know1e

acceptableappropriatefeasiblepossible
oneself
IntroducingHi, may I introduce myself.

Mv name is .......
1d

acceptableappropriatefeasiblepossible
oneseH
IntroducingHello, do you mind if ...., I

arn
1c

acceptableappropriatefeasiblepossible
oneself
IntroducingHello, How do you do?

'What's vour name ?

1b

acceptableappropriatefeasiblepossiblelntroducing
oneself

Hi Iamla
AccentabilltvAnnronrlafe¡msFasibilltvPossibilitvSpeech ActsOotions/Othcr EmressionsIfem s
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6.4,4. Summary

In the test results, it can be seen that the teacher trainees mostly selected the

expressions of the options in 16 items, and some others presented their own

expressions in 9 items.

The teacher trainees' choices of expressions, including those selected from the options,

are divided into three categories, that is, Interference, Other errors and Achieving the

English target. The expressions showing interference and other errors are available for

13 items, and those achieving the English target are presented for 12 items.

Most of the expressions achieving the English target (in 12 items) are the teacher

trainees' expressions (9 items), whereas the expressions in the other 3 items are

selecæd from the given options (see table 7 and, 12 on pages 193 and 204). This

means that the teacher trainees failed to achieve the English target in the other 13

items, where they selected the expressions involving interference and other errors.

Therefore, the teacher trainees' expressions in using the tar5et language are

appropriate in particular speech acts only since their expressions in most speech âcts to

a large extent show interference and other errors.
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6.5. Classroom Observation Data

As also discussed in chapter 6, classroom observation was also conducted during the

research fieldwork as can be seen in the following constnrct based on ethnography of

communication;

Topic what play should be used for drama activities,

Setting classroom activities at the FKIP, the University of Jember in

March 1995,

Participants three groups of 12 from the teacher trainees

participating in drama course,

Pl : Chairman of the group

P2 : Secretary

P3 : Members

Ends/Function making a decision about the appropriate play used for

drama activities,

Pl starts the discussion by explaining the purpose of

the discussion; what and how to discuss,

P2 writes down the topics of discussion,

P3 asks and answers questions and gives comments

formal and serious

Act Sequence

Instrument spoken English

Norms

Key

- Every member should present his/her ideas and

gives comments,

- The selected play should be the result of the

members' agreement

Group discussions.Genre

(Adaptcd fro¡tt Saville-Troikc: 1982: p¡r. 154-165)
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As noted in the above construct, there were three groups of 12 participating in the

classroom discussion. Al1 the members of the groups had to speak in the target

language, and their utterances were recorded. In this way, I have labelled and identified

the recorded utterances into speech acts as follows;

Group 1: Drama discussion

The chairman of the group asked his members to ask a question.

Member I "How many actress or actors relate in the drama and then once again I ask you
about could you tell me the outline and the setting of the drama ?"
(Speech act 1)

Chairman "Actually in this script play have 19 ac¡ors. I would to more limit this script
play becomes 10 persons to fulfil our members. Maybe one of you have the
question ?" (Speech act 2)

Members (Silent)

Chairman "Okay, thanks, as setting, lighting, of course I will try to make a perfect in
drama, after I know and then I understand about the description, and then I'll
try to make the situation near like in Indian. I'll try and then about sound effect,
of course, I want to make the sound effect like the situation and then setting in
the drama"(Speech act 3)

Member 2

4)
"As we know that we need costumes. So, what do you think ? (Speech act

Secretary "Of course, we can hnd the costumes for the actors" (Speech act 5)

Chairman "Our member ten person, yes ? So we will more limit, What's eh 'peran utama'

eh ya "the main actor, then we must follow the scription" (Speech act 6)

Member 3 "I eh about my judgement to make our acting or act eh, ya perfectly according
to my judgement to get the chance as much as possible to determine about the

script play, or about your member so after doing that" (Speech act 7)

(The discussion continued until the class was dismissed)
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Members (Silent)

(The chairman continued his explanation until the class was dismissed)

Group 3 Drama discussion

The chairman introduced a play to his members

Chairman

Group2 : Dramadiscussion

The chairman introduced and explained about a play to his members

Chairman

Member I

Chairman

"I think I'd like ro read". (Speech act 8) He read : "Mr Jones goes ro

an office". Then, he translated "Jadi tuan Jones datang ke kantor". He
explained "Anda nanti mengatakan my name is Charles Jones, I come
from Cardiff. I saw an advertisement in the newspaper that Charles Jones,

Monday 4 O'clock". He translated "Jadi anda mengatakan dari Cardiff
dan lihat iklan su¡at kabar bahwa iklan itu berisi begini".

'1Me cannot think actually about what the topic is. We should have time. Of
course eh here. I want some ideas from our friends how to make it or
maybe you have an idea what the topic of drama that we will make. Okay, I
think from my friend have idea but the topic of (intemrpted) yes please"

(Speech act 9)

"About the script as Pak eh Eko told us last we,ek before making a script, we
must determine about the characters. about the (interrupted) yes"
(Speech act 10)

"and as I have ideas last time about t¡e what the drama from our own as you
know the story about Ande - Ande Lumut we call what the traditional drama we
have but about the dialogue on the content of the dialogue as we should what I
mean what we have I mean modern time. You know that er for instance in
Ande- Ande Lumut we have the actor or a good actor one. Ande- Ande Lumut
itself and then for the prologue and it is just for instance, Ande- Ande Lumut
like read newspapers, like read Al Qur'an, he is the moslem, he likes to have
fun bike or he likes to er to show what Baja hitam, film in TV and so on. It does
not the follow and then we er I come to the drama itself. We must choose one
by one from our member who's suitable to this actor like who's Mbok Rondo
Dadapan, Ande- Ande Lumut and the others, well, maybe there's some ideas,

please" ! (Speech act 11)

'tsor our group the title of the drama itself, Ande- Ande Lumut ?"
(Speech 

^ctl2)

Member 2
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Chairman "Oh, no, it's my opinion, so you can choose the topic, er, er freely, and then of
course in the end we conclude which topic is the best. eh, it's just an example of
my opinion. We can have the modern drama or the traditional drama, but the
dialogue like Ande-Ande Lumut, we of course express in modern expression.
Depends on our friends if they agree with your opinion. I agree too. This is very
special, but remember, though we use Ande- Ande Lumut we cannot use

Javanese but we must speak in English". (Speech act 13)

Member 3 "Eh, plesetannya just what is er the alur ceritanya gitu not in speaking"
(Speech 

^ctl4)
Chairman "Maybe, about what ? your alur cerita. Keep silent and keep silent eh maybe

Ande-Ande Lumut not eat some food for a long time, Never talking".
(Speech act 15)

(The discussion continued until the class was dismissed).

As can be seen in the above identification, group I, 2 and 3 consist of 15 speech acts

which mostly reflect interference. They aÍe not adequately feasible, possible,

appropriate and acceptable in the target language rules of communicative competence

because they do not achieve the English target of communicative competence. For

example, Speech act 1 is to some extent syntactically feasible, but it is not semantically

feasible, for example as regards what the phrase "relate in the dramn" means.

Further, the utterances of most of the group members reflect interference. These

utterances are, for example, "I would to more limit this script play about 10 persons to

fulfil our members" (speech act 2). Besides, utterances like, '7 will try to mnke a

perfect in drama, after I know and then I understand about the description, and then

I'll try to make the situation near like Indian" (speech act 3) also reflect interference

Such utterances are semantically pointless and difficult to understand.
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Group 2, which involves only one English speech act (Speech act 8) does not use the

target language as the means of communication. Rather, they use Bahasa Indonesia for

translating the target language used in their script play. Besides, the members of the

group are passive, and they mostly keep silent during the discussion.

Group 3 consists of 5 speech acts, that is Speech act 9 - 15. The members of the group

are quite active in the sense of asking questions, and they use the target language most

of the time.

However, the chairman dominates the talking (see speech acts 9, 11 and L3 on pages

208 and 209), and his utterances are long-winded and to some extent pointless (see

speech act 11 on page 208). Besides, he uses the word "friend' instead of you to

address the members of the group. For example, "Okay, I think from my friend have

idea but the topic of (interuupted) yes please" which sounds too formal in this context.

To say "Okay. have you got m " (see speech act 9) would be more

appropriate.

Furthermore, the participants in group three also use Bahasa Indonesia to negotiate

what they mean with the other members of the group. For example, speech act 15

consists of a combination of English and Bahasa Indonesia (see group 3 on page 208)

The results of classroom observation show that the teacher trainees, as the members of

the groups, tend to be passive participants ur using the target language even though
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they might have their own ideas about the topics of the discussions (see all the groups

on pages 207 - 209). For example, they speak and answer the questions when the

chairpersons of the groups call them by names to get their responses (see group 1

and 3 on pages 2O7 and,208). Therefore, the chairpersons dominate the talking when

they discuss the kind of plays they like and explain about what they should do to act in

their selected plays.

In sum, the teacher trainees use the targgt language for expressing themselves, such as

presenting their ideas, asking and answering questions. However, they do not use it for

negotiating meaning, such as explaining what they mean when other participants do not

exactly understand them. Rather, they use their native languages when they negotiate

what they actually mean. In other words, the target language is not the only means of

conveying and negoúating meaning in the discussions.
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CHAPTER Vtr

DISCUSSION

7. 1. The development of Communicative Competence in EFL Teacher Training

When EFL practitioners and teachers at either secondary or tertiary levels adopt the

communicative approach of language teaching, they should be determined to develop

communicative competence as the goal of such a language teaching approach. Indeed,

if this is not done, the communicative approach might not achieve the desired

outcomes, since EFL students' cognitive styles, e.g. in Indonesia, rely on their

teacher's help and promote their passiveness. This cert¿inly violates the goal of the

communicative approach which is to promote students' active participation in clasroom

activities.

Referring to the results of data analysis in Chapter VI, I conclude that EFL teaching in

the teacher training programme of the FKIP has not yet met the goal of the

communicative approach, that is, developing the teacher trainees' communicative

competence in using the target language. Furthermore, the teacher trainees' inadequate

communicative competence, especially in speaking and writing skills, reflects lack of

using the target language as a means of communication.

For instance, the teacher trainees experience difficulties in understanding native

speakers' messages (see questionnaire analysis on pages 182 - 191). They believe
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that native speakers' pronunciation and dialects are difficult to understand. This is

because they are not familiar with the target language native speakers' pronunciation

and dialects, such as the American and Australian ones. Moreover, they are not used to

applying their English vocabulary in their daily communication because they seldom get

opportunities to use the target language. Besides, their difficulties in understanding

native speakers' messages may result from failures to use their prior knowledge about

particular words or phrases when guessing these messages (see receptive skills on

pages 186 - 188). Therefore, I think, their failure to understand native speakers'

messages to a large extent reflects insufficient linguistic proficiency and this has a

negative effect on their communicative competence.

In fact, it could be said that their few encounters with native speakers increase rather

than reduce their difficulties in speaking skills due to the problems experienced (see the

analysis of interview and questionnaire on pages 173 - 191). For this reason, the

teacher trainees, I think, need considerable practice in using the target language in both

speaking and listening skills. They should have more opportunity to develop their own

strategies by practising their lisûening and speaking skills in actual communication

without relying on their teacher trainers' guidance.

In addition, the teacher trainees' communicative competence in academic writing is to

a large extent undeveloped in the aspects of text cohesion, academic register arìd

information packaging (see the analysis of documentary data on pages 103 - 172).

This is also supported by some oral evidence showing that they are mostþ not

interested, in academic writing (scc intcrvicw data on pages 173 - 181). They also
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complain about problems in organising their own ideas despite having completed essay

writing courses (also see questionnaire analysis on pages lS2 - lgl).

These findings show that the development of communicative competence in EFL

teacher training requires opportunities to use the target language as well as learning

syntactical and lexical aspects of the target language ('discourse competence').

Without such opportunities for language use, the development of communicative

competence in the target language might not be feasible in EFL contexts. This is

because 'discourse competence' or 'textual competence' is an integral part of

communicative competence (see Bachman: 1990: 87; or see page 112).

A further factor is that most EFL teacher trainees at the FKIP admit that they use the

target language because they want, or are asked, to practise their English rather than

using it to communicate what they really want to say. Consequentþ, they tend to

monitor each other's word use, gralnmar and pronunciation and correct each other's

mistakes during their conversations. Since their motivation is only to practise, not to

communicate what they want to say, the possibility of being mentally blocked -- being

shy or less confident in speaking -- is undoubtedly great.

Conversely, if the message is of primary importance, they might only think of how to

make others understand them without being shy or lacking in confidence. Besides, if

the EFL teacher trainees are given an English speaking environment where it is

impossible for them to use their native languages, their efforts to speak in the target

language carn' real weight. On this point, their efforts are not only to practise their
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English but also to use the target language in real communication. This would, I think,

greatly assist the development of communicative competence in using the target

language.

However, such an English speaking environment is hard to find in EFL contexts like

Indonesia, where EFL teacher trainees rely heavily on their native languages (see the

results of classroom observation on pages 206 - 211). This hinders their use of the

target language (see interference and other errors on pages 199 - 201). For example,

they might use English expressions which are grammaticalþ correct, but inappropriate

in the target language culture.

Similarly, they might use native language syntactical rules or directly translate lexical

iæms of their native languages into the target language regardless of whether or not

they are grammatically correct and appropriate in the target language. They may also

employ native language rules of communicative competence whilst using the target

language. For example, they may say "our member ten person, yes?" for "we_hAyelgn

members. don't we?" (see speech act 6 page 207), ot they may use "friends" instead

of "you" in "I want some ideas from our friends" for "l¡eedJoutjdeas" (see speech

act 9 page 208). It is this situation of using the target language with the rules of native

language which also affects the development of English language communicative

competence in EFL contexts.
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Bearing this in mind, the EFL teacher trainers in the FKIP need to clearly exemplify the

notion of communicative competence to their teacher trainees as well as provide their

teacher trainees with increased opportunities for using the target language.

7, 2. EFL Teacher Trainees' Academic Writing

As also noted in previous discussions (see Chapter V and VI), the EFL teacher training

(the FKIP) attempts to provide the development of communicative competence in

academic writing; students are given essay and thesis writing courses and expected to

express themselves in English. A thesis in the FKIP is expected to reflect the teacher

trainees' ability to convey their research fîndings in English. By describing their

research findings in English, the teacher trainees are expected to communicaæ with

both the native and non-native readers of English. This, therefore, shows that the

institution actually attempts to provide the development of communicative

competence.

However, this attempt at developing communicative competence has not solved the

problems of the teacher trainees' linguistic competence. Thus, the teacher trainees'

essays include many global and local goofs that violaæ text cohesion and coherence

(see page 172), and they must attempt to cope with deficiencies in grammatical and

discourse competence in organising their ideas.

The thesis in the FKIP is based on the result of the teacher trainees' research using

mostly quantitative methods, that is, using statistics for data analysis. They almost

ngver use qualitative methods, such as ethnography of communication. For example,
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they rarely carry out research on the development of communicative competence at

secondary schools, where most research for theses is conducted.

Moreover, writing a thesis in the institution involves giving the teacher trainees an

experience in academic writing, not an opportunity to communicate with readers of

English. For this reason, the tainees' theses are certainly different from those written

overseas since writing theses in the institution is only to give them an academic

experience. Thus, the institution has its own rules of academic writing which may differ

from those in English- speaking countries.

As regards the style of academic writing, most of the teacher training graduates' theses

develop their arguments in a similar manner. For example, they do not come straight to

the point in limiting their topics, but rather before describing the limitation of their

topics, they show what limitation is, and why limitation is necessary (see the analysis

of thesis extracts on pages ll4- ll7).

Besides, they mostly use a lot of redundant words (see page 117), thereby losing

control of the expression of their ideas. This tendency to verboseness may be due to

their feeling that if they write only a few sentences, it is insufficient even though those

sentences already express their ideas. They may even think is it desirable to use as

many words as possible to express their ideas since communication also requires

redundancy "to overcorne practical communication problerøs" (Fiske: 1990: l2).
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In addition, the teacher ffainees' essays in Chapter vI (on pages 120 and 140) show

that they often ignore the differences between the conversational register and the

register of academic writing. Many of them use contractions, such as, "can't, don't,

isn't etc". This reflects a greater command of informal, spoken language, and perhaps a

greater interest in this area. This is supported by the results of interview data analysis

showing that most teacher trainees are interested in speaking rather than writing, often

expressing the view that speaking is easier than writing.

In short, the teacher t¡ainees need to learn and distinguish the register of academic

writing from the conversational register. In this way, they may be able to avoid

conversational register whilst writing their essays or theses.

7.3. EFL Teacher Trainees' Communicative Competence in Teaching
and Learning Strategies

As previously noted, EFL teacher trainees' communicative competence is the result of

formal practice, not of informal use of the target language in real communication

settings. Moreover, it would seem that a signifîcant number of teacher trainees in the

FKIP are not primarily concerned with developing their English language

communicative competence in teaching and learning strategies. Rather, their concern is

how to get a better job after completing their studies, Also, some of them say they

study English in the FKIP because of others' will, e.g. their parents, sisters, relatives

and so forth (see page 176).
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In æaching practice, the EFL teacher t¡ainees are required to help their students

develop their communicative competence. They should also develop their teaching

strategies by teaching their students how to use the target language in real

communication. However, the results of data analysis show that the EFL teacher

trainees fail to negotiate meaning with their students in using the target language (see

the analysis of questionnaire data on pages t82 - l9l). For example, they say that

they just keep on speaking if their students do not understand their points in discussion.

Some others say that they ask their students to speak more correctly if they make

mistakes when speaking English. Such examples prove that the teacher trainees often

fail to enter into meaningful communication with their students. The teacher trainees

furthermore often do not observe whether their teaching materials are meaningful to

their students, but rather they tend to make such judgements themselves. For this

reason, it would seem the concept of communicative competence in the FKIP is

concerned with how to design materials which are desirable and meaningful to teachers

of English rather than how to make them meaningful to their students.

In learning strategies, EFL teacher trainees are expected to be highly motivated, self

confident and active in using the target language to develop their communicative

competence. However, the results of data analysis show that the teacher trainees

undergo 'mental blocks', such as feeling shy or uncomfortable when their senior fellow

trainees correct their mistakes during their conversations. Some say that it is hard to

find cooperative participants in group discussions. They avoid making mistakes during

the conversations by 'playing safe' and not using problematic words. On this point, it is

hard for them to develon the.ir lerrnins -stratesies in informal settinos sincp. the.-¡ ¡ln nnr
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learn from their mistakes. This is seriously problematic in EFL contexts, such as in the

FKIP, where EFL teacher trainees are reluctant to use their English in informal

settings. They are used to monitoring the grammatical structure of their utterances

before they speak. Consequently, they also become sensitive to the structure of other

interlocutors' speech acts. Such sensitivity of monitoring the form of others' speech

acts makes mistakes more transparent to the interlocutors involved. Such

oversensitivity to mistakes might reduce rather than promote their self confidence using

the target language.

7.4. Some Socio-Psychological Factors Influencing EFL Teacher
Trainees' Communicative Competence

Given the results of the analyses of inærview and questionnaire data (see pages 173 -

191), I shall now discuss some socio-psychological factors that might influence the

teacher trainees' communicative competence. In the analysis of interview data, there

are at least four socio-psychological factors to consider: motivation, attitudes, social

distance and mental blocks.

7.4.1. The teacher Trainees' Motivation

As already noted in the previous discussion, the teacher trainees' motivation in leaming

the target language ts instrumental rather than integrative (see page 176). Their

motivation in leaming the target language results from the expectation of finding a job

easily or gaining higher education qualifications and associated prestige (instrumental.

mativation). Such absence of interest in learning for its own sake makes students more

vuinerable when clitticulties occur.
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Besides, they might study teacher training only because they want to be able to speak

English, regardless of whether or not they will become teachers. This is supported by

some teacher trainees' responses during the inærview. They say that they no longer

need to become teachers because of some indications that new English teachers are no

longer needed. For this reason, they say that they want to work for tourism agencies or

hotels as, say, guides or guest receptionists and so forth.

Another interesting point in relation to such instrumental motivation is the power of a

culture or a tradition to influence the teacher trainees who mostly come from rural

areas. Such a tradition is that English learners from rural areas tend to imitate their

parents. This shows that they rely on others' initiatives, such as those of their parents

or relatives rather than their own. For example, if their parents are teachers, they might

be interested in teaching.

Such a tradition of relying on others' initiatives might also be manifested in the

classroom, where the teacher trainees tend to follow others' instructions (see

classroom observation data on pages 206 - 211). For example, the teacher trainees

use the target language in the presence, but not in the absence of their lecturer. If their

lecturer is absent, they use their native languages. Similady, in group discussions, the

group members tend to keep silent waiting for their chairman's initiatives and they

might also use their first language to negotiate what they mean (see pages 207 - 209).
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In sum, such a predominance of instrumental motivation, I úink, hinders

communicative classroom activities in using the target language, and this is not suitable

for the application of the communicative approach.

In addition, the use of the target language should primarily reflect their learning needs.

On this point, it is ttre teacher trainees themselves, not their trainers, who should realise

the need for using the target language. The trainees would then be far better motivated

to speak in the target language.

7. 4. 2. The teacher Trainees' Attitudes

There are at least three aspects of attitudes to consider in identifying the teacher

trainees' socio-psychological problems. The three aspects are the attitudes towards

language learning, teacher training and native speakers of the target language.

As also stated in Chapter VI (see page 177), the teacher trainees' attitudes towards

language learning are to a large extent positive in the sense that they hope to get the

benefits from language courses. They still believe that they might enlarge their

knowledge and get the benefit from it by learning the target language.

On the other hand, their attitudes towards teacher training are to some extent negative

in the sense that they do not always feel that their learning needs are met. For example,

some are concerned that the institution does not provide enough books of reference for

their theses. Nevertheless, some other students show positive responses to the existing

facilities in the institutions.
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In addition, their attitudes towards native speakers of the target language are to a large

extent negative in the sense that native speakers have different accents, dialects and

cultures. They believe that speaking Engüsh with non-native speakers with the same

cultural background is much easier than speaking with the native speakers of English.

Such negative attitudes hinder the development of the teacher trainees' communicative

competence in using the target language. Besides, they might find difficulties in

expressing themselves in the context of the target language culture.

7.4.3.Social Distance

In the interview results, social distance is one of social factors influencing the EFL

æacher trainees' communicative competence in using the target language. For instance,

the teacher trainees say that it is hard to find cooperative participants in using the

target language unless they are requested to speak English in the classroom. This leads

to the fact that the teacher trainees seldom use ttreir English with their friends, who are

the only available participants to practise their English outside the classroom. Since

they seldom speak English, social distance in practising English increases although they

often communicate with their friends using their first languages. Therefore, I think

social distance results from lack of contact with not only native speakers, but also

fellow non-native participants in using the target language. So, social distance might

influence the EFL teacher trainees' communicative competence.

7.4.4. The Teacher Trainees'Mental blocks

Considering the result of interview data analysis, the psychological factors influencing

the teacher trainees' communicative competence can be grouped under the term mental
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blocks, such as being shy, less confident and so forth. On this point, the teacher

trainees still experience such mental blocks. For example, they feel shy and lack

confidence when they are asked to participate in classroom discussions. This is

supported by the fact that they mostly keep silent in drama discussions. This, I think,

results from the fact that the teacher trainees might not be accustomed to expressing

themselves orally, or they might rarely get an opportunity to speak when they join a

meeting or seminar.

Referring to the results of the classroom observation, the teacher trainees are more

compliant than critical in responding to others' ideas. For example, they just follow

what their chairman says during the drama discussion. Such attitudes might be a sign of

feeling insecure so that they are reluctant to present their own ideas.

Moreover, if I look at the results of the inærview data, the teacher trainees are not

sufficientþ forthcoming with their senior fellow learners in using the target language.

This shows two alternatives, that is, either they regard their senior trainees as more

knowledgeable than they are, or they feel insecure with their senior learners' negative

attitudes towards their being junior. The above psychological factors, such as feeling

shy, insecure and less confident definitely hinder the development of the teacher

trainees' communicative competence.

7.4.5. Summary

The development of communicative competence in the teacher training programme of

the FKIP is hinde-red bv the lack of usins the tarçet lanorraoe âs q rneqnc nÊ
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communication. This results from insufficient linguistic proficiency that hinders their

strategies to communicate with native speakers of the target language. Therefore, the

teacher trainees in the institution should have more opportunity to develop their own

strategies by practising not only their speaking but also their academic writing. Besides,

the teacher trainees tend to use their own native languages to negotiaæ meaning.

The teacher training program of the institution attempts to foster the development of

communicaúve competence in academic writing, such as writing theses in English. By

writing their theses in English, the teacher trainees are expected to get an experience.

This, however, does not involve an opportunity to communicate with readers of

English.

The teacher trainees' learning strategies promote sensitivity in monitoring the form of

other interlocutors' speech acts. Their motivation is 'instrumental': learning English for

temporary needs, and it is often based on others' initiatives rather than their own

inclinations. The teacher trainees' attitudes towards English learning are positive in the

sense that they hope to get benefits from their course. 'social distance' includes

difficulties to find cooperative participants in using the target language unless they are

required to speak English in the classroom. This shows that the development of their

communicative competence depends much on formal education rather than their own

informal learning of the target language.
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CHAPTER VIII

CONCLUSION

Given the empirical evidence of EFL teacher trainees' communicative competence, I

finally arrive at some conclusions dealing with EFL teacher trainees' communicative

competence. These are as follows;

1. the development of EFL teacher trainees' communicative competence of English

language is focused on speaking rather than writing skills.

2. F,FL teacher trainees' communicative competence in academic writing does not, to a

large extent, control the cohesion and coherence.

3. EFL teacher t¡ainees in formal teaching and learning activities employ strategies

interference promoting rather than the use of the target language rules.

4. the development of EFL teacher trainees' communicative competence can be

observed if it tolerates their first language rules in using the target language.

5. The socio-psychological factors which negatively influence EFL teacher trainees'

communicative competence result from lack of learning facilites, lack of job

opportunities and of practice of using the target language rather than teaching

methods or learning tasks.
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6. the target language rules of communicative competence in EFL contexts cannot

develop satisfactorily unless EFL teacher trainees are exposed to English speaking

envronments.

Finally, I believe that EFL teacher trainees need to be informed with what is the goal of

the communicative approach of language teaching as they are not familiar with what is

meant by the development of English language communicative competence. Their

knowledge about what is meant by communicative competence and its relation to EFL

contexts determines the practicality of the communicative approach of language

teaching itself .

EFL teacher trainees should be well informed about what and how to teach and treat

their students in accordance with the communicative approach of language æaching.

They should recognise the importance of writing skills to develop their communicative

competence, as they tend to promote speaking skills as the only reflection of

communicative competence.

8. 1. Recommendations to alleviatc EFL teacher traineest ignorance
in academic writing

As regards alleviating EFL teacher trainees' problems of their English language

communicative competence in academic writing, I would like to recommend that the

EFL teacher training;
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a. introduce more practical and learnable exercises for the EFL teacher trainees, so

that they are enabled to develop their communicative competence in academic

writing.

b. provide more feedback in the areas of textual cohesion and coherence, so that they

can reduce their errors in grammar.

c. provide more feedback as to how to organise their ideas, so that they can leam how

to start writing and develop their ideas.

d. understand the EFL teacher trainees' leaming needs and provide reasons why they

should practise their academic wriúng.

e. provide editorial assistance for the teacher trainees' theses by organising an editorial

team under the supervision of experienced teachers of native or near-native

qualification of English.

f. provide an English journal for the teacher trainees' best anicles under the editorial

supervision of experienced teachers of native or near-native qualification of English.

g' carry out further research on EFL teacher trainees' communicative competence in

academic writing.
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8.2. Recommendations for developing EFL teacher trainees' communicative
competence

Regarding the development of EFL teacher trainees' communicative competence, I

also recommend that the EFL teacher training promote the EFL teacher trainees'

learning strategies to maintain their positive attitudes towards language learning, e.g.

by providing a Self Access Centre (SAC) and Computer Assisted Language Learning

(CALL). The institution should also;

a. provide more opportunities for the EFL teacher trainees to develop their

communication strategies, such as by reducing the class size.

b. elicit the EFL teacher trainees' involvement in presenting their own initiatives

regarding the use of the target language by holding English tutorial sessions for

each course of teacher training.

provide an environment that enables teacher trainees to use English outside the

classroom, e.g. by holding conversations with native speakers of English or by

enabling them to participate in the discussion with inærnational teachers of English

through an E-mail program, such as TESL-L (the E-mail network for ESL

teachers' communication).

c
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I also recommend that the EFL teacher training carry out further research on the

relationship between EFL teacher trainees' communicative competence and EFL

contexts.
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Appendix One: Extracts of Teacher Trainees' Theses

Extract 1: Introduction
"Dulay, Burt, and Krashen in "Language Two" have stâted that learning
a foreign language can be exciting and productive or painful and useless,

one's efforts can end in the acquisition of native-like fluency or a stumbling
repertoire of sentences soon forgotten. The difference often lies in how one
goes about learning the new language and how àteàcher goes about teaching
it. To be successful, a llearner needl(2b2) not a special inborn talent, for
learning languages leamers and teachers simply need to it right (1982:3)

A billion people in the world speak more than one language fluently. In
/Philipine/ (2a), many people must speak more than one language if they
are to engage fully in their community's social affairs (1982: 9). In Indonesia
people like to learn more than one language in order to be able to reach ttreir
goals. For example, /people herel(2d) leam English to get good positions in
their jobs, /Students(2d) in universities need to understand English to
improve their knowledge as alnost all of scientific books are written in English.
So the proficiency of a foreign language is not an extra need but it is an

essential one". (taken from the teacher trainee's thesis of 1992193)

Extract 2: Introduction
"l.2.The Scope of The Study
lltis necessar? to delimit/(3) the scope of the study /in order to avoid
misunderstanding and different /sighl(2d) between the writer and the
readers about the subject matter discussed. The things that must be

explained aboul(3) are as follows:

1.2.1. The limitation of The Title
There are some terms in the title of the thesis that need to be delimited
in order to get mutual understanding between the writer and the readers.

/It does not mean/(lI) that all of the tenns will be defined, but just some

concerning the topic". (Teacher trainee's thesis: 1992193)

Extract 3: Introduction
"1.2.2. The Limitation of The Problem
The limitation of the research problem is /very inportant so as to avoid the
broad problem areas. This also helps the writer to focus the investigation on

the specified problem/(3).
/Problem means questions or difhculty propounded for or in need of solution.
Further, it can be defined as the gap between the expectancy and the reality.
This research is conducted hoping that it can solve the disharrnony between
the two. The problem of this study is divided into two sections/(3):
l.2.3.The main Problem
The main problem can be stated as follows:
Does the language effor correction influence the writing ability of the Third
veer A1 Strrdents of SMA Neseri Genfens ?
J -* - -- -Þ-

1.2.3.2. The specific Problems (taken from a trainee's thesis:1992l4)"

1

5

1

5

-10

15

1

5

-10
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Extract 4: Introduction
" /According to Sawrey, language skills of gids are superior than of boys/(lc).
The language superiority of girls is due to an earlier phsychological mafuraúon.
This superiority is persistently throughout life (1969:435). Furthermore Sandra

Witelson f,rnds the evidence that the fundamental differences between boys and
girls are caused by nervous system in the brain. The differences are not. in all parts

of the brain but just in the middle part of it that has relationship with language

ability (Jim Supangkat, 1989: 86).

On the other hand, those who believe that /environment give/(2c2) much
contribution to the development of language skill claim that girls's language
superiority is influenced by their culture and experiences. Supporting this idea

Sorenson conveys, "...(quotation)..."
(Taken from a trainee's thesis (1993194)

I

5

-10

5

-5

-10

-15

Appendix Two: Data of Teacher Trainees' Essays

Essay 1: Spoken Language for Communication
"Spoken language is essential for communication. I know that language is a

lmeanl(2a\ of communication. Communication itself can be written /fonn(2d)
and oral lforml Qd). For oral communication, of coutse we must /say everything

we want(2d) by using /our organs of speech(2d) ; in this case the existence of
spoken language is very essential.

/It is very different between communication in written form and communication/(1g1).
In /oral form/(2d), /for me myself/(2d), /communication in oral form or by
spoken language/(3) is easier than /communication in/ written. V/hy? /because

I have been accustomed(2b3) to /have(lh) /conversation /(2d) with others.

besides, oral communication does not need a hard thinking in organizing the idea

we want to say/(lg2). We just speak /everything we wanV (1g2).

In addition, /communication by using/ (3) /spoken language is easier to understand

by listeners(1g3). /The listener can ask directly to the speaker if they do not
understand what /the speaker wanl(li, 2c1). /b/(5)esides, /there is interaction
between speaker and listener if they communicate by using spoken

language/(1g1)." (written by male informant 22:1994)

Essay 2: Spoken Language for Communication
"Actually spoken language is essential for communication but sometimes we
need body language lto cleul?d) /our communication/(2d). /Beware(4) sometimes

body language can /make a little bit conflict{2d) /so, it just use to make our
speaking is clear and understandable/(1g3).
Spoken language is very important for us in order /to transfer(2d) my idea to

another/(le, 1i). /So, try to make clear our pronounciation/ (1d) while
/ou¡ make conversation with another person who has different language with
us/( 1i).
Fina[!, spoken language is not /too(2d) essential for communication because

/as we know that/(3) /some of people is no perfect with all of her body invalid/(1i).
õ - - .. -I -.- i--- ---- -- :- ---^-.:^t f^- ^--^-.^-^ ,--.L^ -^¿^^.llala aJ\ ,^-l L^-.^ùu ùlruÁçu r¿ülëu¿lËrt rù çùùçrrlrdl rur çvçlJUrrç rwuu PerrçLU\au.r 2s) /¿ilru ldvç

all part of his body/(3)."(written by female informant 47: 1994)

1

1

10
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Essay 3: Spoken Language for Communication
"I agree that spoken language is essential for communication. In the wodd,
English is used ltol(lÐ International language communication. Æach
communication with other country using English(lb). /So it is not too
difficult for me to communicate with other countries/(1k' 3). Therefore
English is the most essential in the world for communicating/(1k). /In
my opinion communicate with /others people/(li) of /other countryl(2c2)
is easily using Englisb/(1gl). /It is quite impossible we communicate with
other countries for example from England" African do not use English/(1e)"

( written by male informant 23t 1994).

Essay 4: Spoken Language for Communication
"In fact, I do agree with the stâtement. But /I'1V(4) not agree if we think that

spoken language is the only essential one for communication. As we know that,
in certain condition, written language is more essential than the spoken one.

/Let have a look at the evidencesl(2d); lto communicate orally with thousands

people sometimes will be more effective and efficient in the form of written
language through writing in newspaper or magazine/(1m). Here, ireaderl(2c3)
will have a chance to maximally comprehend the writer's idea about particular

/phenomenon/(2c3). Also by writing l¡hel(2c4) idea in written language /the

writer posses l(2a,2cl) an opportunity to /make revision(2d) if he /finds a
failure or mistake(2d) in his writing later. On the other hand, /by facilitating
our communication(3) in spoken language, /there'lU(4) be /a lot of missing

interpretation or even/(3) misunderstânding /as the listener gets only partially
the entire spoken information/(3). /IVe know that in fact, to speak our idea up,

will need more effort(3). /Besides it can be done every time, especially for
thousands people/(3). So, I do believe that /to say/(3) spoken language is not
the only essential for communication is right /in accordance to/(li) the

fact that /there's/(4) still /written language which is more essential (more

effective and efficient)l(1.c)}'(written by male informant 3:1994)

Essay 5: Spoken Language for Communication
"Spoken language is essential for communication, especially if we use English
language. It is very useful because as we know English language is the basic
language that is needed as/the/ (2c4) tool of communication between lshel(2c4\
countries. English is /number one of(2d) language that is used in the

trade world. /Suppose(2d) we can speak English language fluently, /it can be

meant/(lI) that we can speak with many people around the world. /Because

all of them can speak using English language/(1f). Besides, we can have

more /opportunity jobl(2c2) concerning with our ability in /mastery(lh)
English language,
If we can speak Ênglish language lasl(2d) /native speakerl(2c2). It can be

said that /we also learnt about another culture/(2b1). We can know how
/they life/(2d), their ldialectl(2c2), their /environmen/Qc2) and the way or
style they are doing in daily lactivitylQc?). /And then/(2), we can compare
between /tleir culturelØc2) and ours, so /we can learn and master about
their language(1j), but we /don't/(4) need to imitate ther lculínel(2c2),
especially for the bad thing" (written by female informant 47: 1994)

-1

5

5

-1

-10

-15

-1

-10

5

-15
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Essay 6 : Spoken Language for Communication
"I /am in line with the statement saying/(2d) that spoken language is essential

for communication. In /having a conversation/(2d), then /speaker/(2c2) try to
convey the idea to /the listenerl(2c2) and vice versa /the listener try I Qcz) to receive

/ what being(2b2) expressed by the speaker. If /there is something unclear dealing
with the idea being talked aboul(lgl, 3); tle listener or receptor /directly can

aslc/(2cS) some questions at the same time.
Comparing with written language, lit'sl(4) quite difficult if there is something
unclear about the idea or concept stated in the written language. The receptor

/just can iîterpratel(zcS,2a) it as much as possible: but once in a while the

/interpratation/(2a) is far from /what being imagined(2b2) by the writer. So I
must say tlat spoken language is important for communication /comparing

with/(lg3) written language" (written by female informantr 1994)

1

5

-10

Essay 7 : Spoken Language for Communication
"Spoken language is essential for communication. /It is very reasonable

statement/(11). Firstþ, we know that almost all communication is done

orally. We can understand what /someone want/(2cl) to say if he/she

speaks. Besides that using spoken language is more /fastly/(2c5) than
using written language. For /instant/(2a) if we want to speak with
someone in /long distance/(2c3) it is more effective if we phone him/her,

/of course using telephone it means we use spoken language/(3) than we
send him/her a letter etc, Finally, we can say that using spoken language
is /the cheapest one/(2d), because we /have mouth and brain/(2d) as the

source of idea/(3), to express what we want to say" (written by female
informantt 1994)

1

-5

-10

Essay 8: Spoken Language for Communication
"lYes,l(4) I agree with the statement "spoken language is essential for - 1

communication". We l¡now that /is a means as communication that used

human being/(le, lj, 1g3). /Someone or everyone use/(2cl) /the languagel(2c4)
/to expressing his or her idea/(lh). /In the form of book, essay writing,
novels, paper for discussion or seminar and literary work/(le). /They - 5
express his idea through the language/ (1i). /In the other form(2d),
language is used for performing drama and it is used for the teacher
to explain some information and to communicate with /his student(2c2).
So, /it's true /(4) that language is essential for communication" - 9
(written by female informantz 1994)
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Essay 9: Spoken Language for Communication
"Spoken language is very important to master for communication for some - 1

reasons. Firstly, most of our conìmunication takes place using spoken language,

It is /unrejectable/ (2d) that anytime we meet /someone especially we are familiar
witM(2d) we will /be automatically involved./(2c5) in the communication
just for respecting him/her, showing our cordial attitudes or maybe any other - 5
thing more important (business affairs). If we go to the /beachesl (2c2),

supermarket, movie or anywhere, we usually meet /one at least we get familia¡
with/(2d). In this case, a spoken language must be used /to conversate/(2d). In
brief, /when, where and however we arel(3), we often get involved in the

interaction with others, /and a spoken language is used for this need/ (3). -10

Secondly, spoken language is more effective /than written one/ (2c3). V/hen
we use a spoken language, l¡here arc still many things (aids) available to help
clarify our idea(lc). If /we have a face-ûo-face conversation l(2d), we are aided
by /our facial expression/ (2c2), body movement, ltonel(2c2) or other situational
circumstances that can help us /do correctly, convincingly and appropriaæly/(3) -15

convey lour ideal(2c2). Æspecially when it is very important thing, then a spoken
language will be more helpful and successful to use/ (11).

Thirdly, using spoken language has some benefits, It shows /our respect/(2c2)to the

one we conversate witM(2d). /It is also importânt when there is misunderstanding(11).
/If so/(2d), a fast and polite correction can be made. If we can use it appropriately, - 20
it is very useful to convince, persuade or bring about someone to an action we

want" (written by male informant: 1994)

Essay 10: Spoken Language for Communication
"I think spoken language is not /too/(2d) essential for communication. /Since
everyone has the different opinion about the importance of thal(lf). But I
lcan'tl(4) /be easily deny it that spoken language is important too/(lg3),
/especially for certain occasion for example/(3) when I imeet a foreigner and

want to/(3) talk to him. /In the short word/(2d), /I can say in my opinion,
it is importântl(2d) - /not very- whenever I need itl(3).
/Ilowever, I think important too for other to speak welU(ld, 1b). /Because by
speaking well the listener will get the clear infonnation/idea what the speaker

means/(lÐ. /For example in the real situation when I listen to the radio/(lf).
/If there is someone to be interviewed by the reporter sometimes I got

diff,rculty/ (1g2). So, /I can conclude - for me only- as I prefer to be the passive

user in English(3)- /the spoken language is not /too/(2d) imporønt. lHowever
I think the written language is very important to me(lk)"
(written by male informantl 1994)

5

-1

-10
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Essay 11: Spoken Language for Communication
"As long as the people lllfel(2a) in the society, they need something to send a
message to others, /Since they can /produce vocal symbols(2d), tbey send a

message through Íhelanguagel?cÐ. lAndl?d) this /language need/ (2c1) to
be spoken in order to communicate with other people. /So the spoken language

is necessary and an important thing for communicationl Qc4).
/But sometimes, because of something that we I (3) can'tl(4) avoid, there are some
people who /can'U(4) /produce vocal symbols through their speech sounds/(?.d).
They /just can communicatel(2cí) with other people through gesture language.

In this case, spoken language /isn't/(4) an important thing for communication.
/Because without using spoken language they /still can communicate(2cS) with
their gesture language or body language(lQ. So, the spoken language is essential
for communication /doesn't always true(le). We have to see the condition of
someone first". (written by female informant 1994)

Essay 12: Spoken Language for Communication
"/Spoken language is essential for communication ? It is good I think/(4). As
we know that in communication, /whether it is with foreigner or with own
friends we speak each other/(lg?). llt doesn't mean/(la) /by showing the

moving of our body or by giving the sign to answer other person's question/(2d).
'We 

/have to/(3) speak. /Then other reasons that I can tell you here are thal(3)
because sometimes we want to know the culture of others, /the family or other
information that we wanl(3). ÆVe always speak with them/(3).
/Another side that ælls the spoken language is essential for communication is
thatlØd) /we will know the performance of someone has/(lg2). /It is related
with his/her ability to express his/her idea in the real conversation/(11).
(Written by male informant 1994)

Essay 13: Spoken Language for Communication
"/It is right(4) that spoken language is essential for communication. /It also
means that speaking ability must be grasped by the people(lI) in order to be

able /to converse(2d) with others. /The people will get the idea conveyed
by hearing his/her utterance/ (2c4,2d). Without /the presence of itl(2d), there

/won' t/(4) be communication.
/The difficulty rised(2bl) as /the people doesn't /have the capability to express

his/her idea /(1i) in appropriate language. /The receptor(2d) will /get
misinterpretation(2d) /to what the other said/(2d). The terrible situation will
exist if there is no understanding between them, So, /we can conclude that/(3)
communication without good spoken language /won't/(4) run well".
(written by female informant 1994)

1

1

5

-5

-10

-10

-1

5

-10
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Essay 14: Spoken Language for Communication
"/As the social humanism we can't to avoid from social life in our
surrounding/(1j). Therefore, we muslto connec(2d) between /one
person to other person/(2d).
Language is the instrument of connecting of people to other people,
/because language according to Oxford Dictionary is system of the
symbol among relationship with other people or the other countries/ (1j).
So, /in this case/(3),language is /the essential thing/(2d) in our
communication. There are /two kindl(2c2) of communication written
and spoken /communication/(2d). /From two communication/(3) spoken
communication is essential /communication/(3) because /in spoken
communication/(3) /the peoplel(2c4) can /act or respond the statement(2d)
directly. /In social life the spoken communication very important
because it is impossible for us to written when they communicate with
other people/(li) /in social life/(3). /Moreover, in international connection
it is important can speak with spoken communication fluently to finish the
problem of the international problem/(1e). From the explanation above, we
can conclude that spoken communication is important in /our lifel(2c2),,.
(written by male informant 1994)

1

5

-10

-15

Essay 1.5: Spoken Language for Communication
"I do agree with this stâtement, /Spoken language is used in communication
among people in the world/ (1j). Language is a means of communication,
So, it is impossible for us to communicate without language. /TVe talk to
other using language everyday/(1c). Although we have /other languagel(2c2)
such as body language or gesture to communicate, /spoken language is the
most essential in communication/(1c). /By lisæning to the speaking will be
easier to understand than gesture or body language/(1a). Beside that we can
express lolr ideal(2c2),las clear as we can/(2cS)". (Written by female
informant 1994)

Essay 16: Spoken Language for Communication
"Spoken language is essential for communication. /Ilaving spoken language
use to communicate of people to others so that they could be able ûo understand
each other that they say/ (1e). People use language by /the utterance from
mouth/(2d) /is conclude a meaning, but comparing by the gestue of body is
conclude a meaning also are more effectively by the utterance from mouth
especially run out language/(1e, 193, 1m). /IJsing language someone could
understand that they say to avoid misunderstanding each other/ (lg1),'.
(Written by male informant 1994)

1

5

-1

5
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Essay 17 : Spoken Language for Communication
"Indeed, I do agree that spoken language is essential for communication. - 1

People live in /community/ (2c3) /so they need to speak each other by using
language/(1k), to convey what they mean. In /daily activityl(2c2) levery
person use language/Qcl\ fo express his idea, /to convey this mea¡ling/(3).
So if we /understand the language/(2c4) well /we will easy to communicate - 5
with other peoplel Qb2).

/b/esides (5) that ldlumplQa) people /also can use/(2c5) a body movement
to convey ltheir ideal(2c2) lthe importance is they can communicate each

other, but the best way is communicate use language or spoken language/(1e)".

(Written by female informant 1994) -10

Essay L8 : Spoken Language for Communication
"Spoken language is essential for communication. In life /the human - 1

being/(2d), everyday, /have the relationship(2d) with others. /It means

that they must use the language in the need of their own life/(ll). /And
the appropriate one is spoken way/(lk). Furthermore, /the spoken language

will give a chance directly for the man who take a conversation/(1j). The - 5
man /is going to get an infonnation from the others fastly/(2b1). It is different
wittr written language. /The written one have to get/(2clr 2d) much time to
comprehend. So, it is not practical as /the tooV(2d) of communication".
(Written by male informant 1994)

Essay 19 : Spoken Language for Communication
" I do agree with the statement that /says/(3) spoken language is essential.
/As we know that there are two ways in communicating our ideas /one
through speaking and the other one through writing/(2d). Furthermore,
/in our daily life/(2c2), /speaking is commonly used than writing(lm).
/I do agree with the stâtement that says spoken language is essentiaV(3).
In brief, I lsaylQd) that spoken language has /imporønt role/(2c3) in
communication". (written by male informant 1994)

-1

5

Essay 20 : Spoken Language for Communication
"/It is absolutely correct/(4). In /making communication/(2d), /we /aim not
only to give understanding of(2d) /our idea/ (2c2) lblt"also(2d) our spoken
language /has the role/(3) in /persuading someone else's opinion/(2d), in
/combincing/Qa) low conceptl(2c2), /in a¡guing our statement/(3). Moreover,
our spoken language reflects lov wayl(2c2) of thinking, /the capacity of our
knowledge, the degree of our intelectual and our personalityl(2d).
In addition, our spoken language takes a part / in making our interaction,
socialization success/(2d). /It means that sometimes in our life matters,
the way of speaking promises the solution, the way out of troubles/(11). /In
the other words/(2d) we can say that the srategy and diplomacy in anticipating
orrr matfers related to the prrhlic/someone's eìse is the, kev fo get success(2d)".
(Written by male informant 1994\

-1

5

-10
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Essay 21 : Spoken Language for Communication
"lI do agreel(4). /You see/(4) that language is /tle means of communicartonl(2c4),
so we can communicate with others, We can interact with others by using
language, especially international language and national language that are
English and Indonesian. Actually, I want to study abroad but / I do not know
what should Ido?l(lg2). /I like to study the language above all English(lj).
/I want to know the other foreign country culture and how is important their
language/(1g2). Many /tourists(2d) students are interested in studying
/Indonesia(2d) culture. By communicating with other people from other
countries /it can make our knowledge and our thinking broaden and

increase/(11)" (Written by male informant 1994)

-1

5

-10

Essay 22 : Spoken Language for Communication
"I think spoken language is so importantto lgetrelationship(2d),
especially /to combine from different ideas/(lj), so that lthere arc
understanding among speaker and his/her partner/(1j). I believe that
/everything will be clearly with language(1b). If /someone want/(2cl)
to explain his/her lhearl(2a), they must /get language for element of
basic/(lg2). /I will do that if there is someone not agree to realize what
Imeanl(lg2). /As I know everything/(2d), spoken language is essential

for communication", (\ilritten by male informant 1994)

Essay 24 : Spoken Language for Communication
"I-anguage is very important for communication, /or we can say that
language is the main mean of communication/(3). We lcan'tl( )
/make a communication(2d) with /other/(2a) if we /don't/(4) /have
languagel(2c3). /The first time, people communicate with hand signal,
but it is not essentiaU(1j). So /they create language/(2c3) which is
very essential to communicate vvith others".
(Written by male informant 1994\

1

Essay 23 : Spoken Language for Communication
"Spoken language is essential for communication, /As a woman who live/(2cl)
in /the societyl(2c4) it is important to /have communication/(2d) with people
around us, /In communicatingl(2d\ we try to make other people understand
what we are talking about. Using language as a mean of communication is very
essential because it can make everybody get /our idea l(2c2) clearly.
/\{oreover if we can speak and use another language/(1f). We will be able to
communicate with people from another country. By this communication /we
can also get some infonnation that are different with ours(lj). Finally we can
enlarge our lrrowledge by using spoken language as a means of communication"
(written by female informant 1994)

-5

1

-5

9

1

5
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Essay 25 : Spoken Language for Communication
"/Speaking is one of /important pastl(2c2) of /learning language/(2d). - 1

/As we know, actuâlly/(3) if we ask /ourself/(2a) about the purpose of
/our study language(2d), of course, /we will say I want to be able to
speak in English/(1i). Æhat's truel(4),because however we are good
in writing, listening and reading, but we are /less(2d) in speaking it - 5
will be /lack of useful anymore/(2d). Speaking also /sends(2d) us to
understand others, because by speaking we can share ideas and
/may be make a discussion with another/(1e). /It means that speaking
or spoken language will help us to make communication and make

everything easy/(ll)". (written by female informant 1994\ -10

Essay 26 : Spoken Language for CommunicatÍon
"Language as a meâns of communication has both written llangtagelQd)
and spoken llanguagel(2d). Æor spoken language itself, language(2d) has

essential roles, in /our daily life/(2c2\, /the role of spoken language

domin atel(2c 1 ) more / thatl (2a) sixty per cen t".
(written by male informant 1994')

-1

-4

Essay 27 : Spoken Language for Communication
"Spoken language is essential for communication. I agree /with the - 1

opinion since I think(2d) spoken language is the most essential language
for communication /than others/(2d). As we know that whenever we want
to express lour ideal(2c2) or to communicate with /one's else(2d), /it is
enough for me tol(2d) express it in /certâin symboV(2c2) which can be - 5
understood by both /the speakers and the listeners(2c4).
Then, /whenever we want to talk with someone/(lj) then one whom we talk
is dumb, or deaf, surely we will have so many difficulties in expressing
lov ideal(2c2) since it is /not accustomed/ (2d) for us to express loluu. ideal(2c?)
with body movement. /To say the least/(2d), spoken language is essential for -10

communication". (written by female informant 1994)

Essay 28 : Spoken Language for Communication
"Spoken language is essential for communication. How fa¡ would you agree
with this statement ? By language we can /make a communication(2d)
with otlers by using the words. We can express our ideas in order that
/someone else understandl(2cl) what we want. The most importânt thing
of llangtagel(2c3) is the language used for making relationship /among
someone and someone else/(2d) because someone cannot live alone in
this world without someone else". (written by male informant 1994\

1

5
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Essay 29 : Spoken Language for Communication
"Spoken language is essential for communication. /It proves the facts in - 1

our daily life(ll). We have to express our /needs/(2d) to others. /And it needs
spoken language(1k). /On the contrary/(2d), /others will respect ours by
saying in spoken language, too or in written context or etcl(lc). /Spoken
language also uses to express the messages of teachers to the students, - 5
to express the burden of our heart to others and etcl(li). In other words,
spoken language is important.
/Another examples of the important of spoken language is proved by
transmitting it to otìer people of another culture so that we can understand
other cultures and their habits/(li). By knowing /their culture/(2c2\,we -10
can get many friends from other countries".
(written by female informant 1994¡

Essay 30 : Spoken Language for Communication
"Language is a means of communication. /Actually in this communication - 1

can be done by orally or written, or may be by gesture/(1d). /All of forms
of communication(2d) are important but /one of them get the most
importanl(1c), /It is influenced by the situation that support communicating
by spoken language is more important because all of things come from - 5
speaking and listening(1m). We cannot write and read without speaking and
listening first.
/Spoken language, on the other hand, is more essenúal for communication
based on the relationship between speaker and listener/(1k). In spoken
language if the listener /doesn't/(4) understand well what the speaker means, -10
he can ask him directly to repeat it. Spoken language/ also can save the
timel(2cS). /It is contrary to the written language that spend a lot of time
to write first(lj)". (written by male informant 1994\

Essay 31 : Spoken Language for Communication
"/It is very essential for human being to speak each other/(ll). /It's impossible - 1

for us to speak writtenlyl(Ll,4).lBecause we are human being(lf). So, /it is
very possible to speak each other, to communicate each other/(lt).
/As a human being, a spoken language is very very irnportanl(3). /Because it
is the only way to communicate each other/(lf). - 5
/So, it is very imporrant/(3)". (written by female informant 1994\

Essay 32 : Spoken Language for Communication
"/I myself is quite agree on that stâtement because spoken language is
more effective to express the idea or message compare with other system
like writæn form(lm). and /spoken language if there are some
mistakes directly we change il(le). /Spoken language is not diffrcult
Ito appliedl(2b2) because /the application on itl(2d) /is free tike place,
time, and grammaticaV(2d). /Furttrermore spoken language sometimes
was claimed by a group of people is not necessary using structure in other
rrrn¡zl¡ rl.n ô-^1.^- :i^^lf ^^-'.-l^-^+^-¡ ^^^l- ^¿l--.. -.- r - -...vYv¡uù u¡v ùPvÄvr¡ rrùv¡¡ wilr urruurùkulrl çdltr rrultil ¡lltu uulllllll.lllrL;alc/(I(l,r'-
(written by male informant 1994)

-1

-5
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Essay 33 : Spoken Language for Communication
"Spoken language is essential for communication. Many /experts(2d)
generally /remark like this/(2d). /Not because of the expert but I agree
with the statemenl(1e). /The idea of the language must be /stored/(2d)
as it is a kind of communication. /And he cannot only write down
our idea but also we have do it in spoken language in another chance/(lk,
1i). For instânce, if we meet a foreigner and /he/she need our help / (2c1)
/we may make a conversation or vice versa/(2d). Furthemrore, we are
læacher'sl(2a) to be we have to /learn speaking in making the students

understand our ideas/(2d)". (written by female informant 1994)

-1

Essay 34 : Spoken Language for Communication
"/Language is very important for our life as a means as communication for - 1

other people/(lj). /It's/(a) used for expressing /our ide4 feeling etclþc2).
In /communicaringl(2d), /IVe should be able to express the language (we have)
as clearly as possible or understandable for someone else/(2d). /Because if we
don'l(lÐ, it will make someone misunderstanding. So, spoken language is - 5
very essential", (Written by male informant 1994)

Essay 35 : Spoken Language for Communication
" /ìVe are as human being, so in our daily life we always live with others, - 1

and in communicating with them we need loves, one of them is language/(1c).
We lcan'tl(4) communicate /if we didn't/(4, 2b1) have language. /TVhen we
meet someone else, we want to know about something so we use language
to ask them/(li). - 5
lBvery country/all countries in the world in joining with others always use
language/(2c1) to communicate with lotheilQc2) for example /when they hold
a meeting, their meeting in solving problem always use language/(1g1). So,
I ttìink that spoken language is very essential".
(Written by female informant 1994)

Essay 36 : Spoken Language for Communication
"/TVe agree with the statement. In my mind(li), spoken language - 1

is /one of important partl(2c2) in communication. It is very essential for
communication to co[xnunicate or interact with others, we need spoken
language not written language.

Spoken language is leasierl(2a) /to do if we often practice our language(2d) - 5
without being afraid of /making misøke/(2c2)".
(Written by male informant 1994)

Essay 37 : Spoken Language for Communication
"/Of course I agree with that statement but not always /(2d). /lVe know - 1

that if want communicate with someone we /don'l(4) just speak/(ld). We /also
can write/(2cí) lletterl(2c4), /express what we want to communicate with
our body expression, with symbol etcl(2d). So /it depend /(2cl) on situationl'. - 4
(written by female informant 1994)

5
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Essay 38 : Spoken Language for Communication
"I do agree with that statement that spoken language is essential for - 1

communication, People share /their ideal(2c2) by spoken language.

Before they can write down anything they use spoken language. ilt's/(a)
easier to share /the idealpc4) by using /the spoken languagel(2c4)
Ithen/(2a\ writing, We never need to think so much of what we a¡e - 5
going to say. But for the written language we need to think over of
what we are going to write. / I myself often get difficulties in
sharing my idea in the tenn of written(lh) /once my friend says

to me "how could it be, that you are /the man who easy to say/(lb)
anything get difficulties to share your idea for the written language -10

then I say that the fact(lb) (written by male informant 1994)

Essay 39 : Spoken Language for Communication
"Spoken language is essential for communication, I agree with this
ståtement because without language we lcan'ü(4) communicate with
lo¡herl@a) and transfer our ideas to /the otherlþc2). /And with speak
with others using language we use, we can }rrow everything from
others/(lj, th, 1k). \ile know that language is /element/(2c3) of the
nations, /so the second advantages using a cerlain language we can
know the culture or the nationality of the others from language

he/she use/(lb)". (written by female informant 1994)

Essay 40 : Spoken Language for Communication
"Language is always used by human being as a means of communication.
Æspecially spoken language, nowadays it is very essential to use in this
modern eral(ll). /Spoken language as a means to bring peace in the
world/(lb). /Different countries have different language can connect
together by using a world spoken language in this case, English, Franc,
Chinese etc, their connection can be in meeting of UNO, Region etc/(ld).
We can imagine what will happen without language, it is difficult for
nation/people in the world to communicate or interact with /other/(2d).
So we conclude that we lcan'tl(4) live in our surrounding or in the wodd
without language. lllnde,ed (5), /we can communicate in written language
but it is less perfect without spoken language because by spoken language
we can understand what other people intent, desire, etc/(11)".
(written by male informant 1994\

-10

Essay 41 : Spoken Language for Communication
"Spoken language is essential for communication. /Because it will bring our - 1

ideas to the listener/(lf). llt.reflectl(2cl) iour mind and others/(2d). /It is as

means to communicate with others/(i j). So it plays an important role in
communication,
It is also important as it is the way how we /can understood(2bl) other ideas - 5
and opinion. /It will help us to get others ideas/(ll). /So it is essential also as

a means of understanding others/(11)".
(written by female informant 1994')

1

5

1

5
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Essay 42 : Spoken Language for Communication
"I do agree with the statement that spoken language is essential for - I
communication, /spoken language as one of the tool of communication
and to interact with other/(lb). /Although, there are many languages
and manner to communicatel(2d), /the most essential is spoken
language, for instance, verbal language þody language)(2d) that - 5
/usually is used/(2cS) by people /that can speak by their mouth and
spoken language for the normal language people/(2d).
Æhe spoken language is very easy to understand by another people, so

spoken language is very easy learnt and easy to comprehend/(1g3). In
some formal meeting, people use to say everything in spoken language, -10
for instance; in /school, govemment me,etingl(2c2) and some /other
meetingl(2c2). So, /as the conclusion/(3), spoken language is very
importånt in human interaction and communication as /one of the
essential foovøcz') of communication", -14
(written by male informant 1994)

Essay 43 : Spoken Language for Communication
"Spoken language is essential for communication. Spoken language
/communicates more than ways of communicating, for instance, written
and signed/(2d). Spoken language precisely shows what /the agent's(2d)
intended meaning. Moreover /the listener can enjoy the tone, the intonation
and the miming of the agent/(zd). lh is also easier for the listener to get the
idea of /the agenl(lm) /because of he/she can repeat or use other words/
sentences if the listener cannot understand what the agent means/(lj). In
brief we can say that spoken language communicates more than ways of
communication". (written by female informant 1994)

Essay 44 : Spoken Language for Communication
"Spoken English is essential for communication. There a¡e several
things that can be written. So, we have to share the message or ideas
through spoken. rù/e speak, then we also /give/(2d) the body language
/ to support our ideas/(2d). /A baby, in a first time is to listen, then to
speaV(2d), not to write, So, the first ability to communicate or express
his/her ideas is to speak. Although we cannot write or read, but at least
we can talk to others. /TVe express ideal(2c2).
/If you want to tell someone it is more romantic to tell it through
spoken language/(1i)".
(written by male informant 1994)

-1

-5

1

-5
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Essay 45 : Spoken Language for Communication
"I do agree if spoken language is essential for communication. /Every
Woplel(2c2\ in daily life is absolutely involved in conversation ¿rmong

others, even /dump people though they use gesture as a means of
communication/ (1b). /People will be easy to transfer their ideas/(2d) to
another using the spoken language(2c4). /As a return/(lk), the other
people will /responsel(2a) lto the first speaker so that it will be a
conversation/(2d). In otler words, they communicate each other using
spoken language.

Spoken language is used in every /field of life, e.g, in trading life, school,
at home, at the market, ercl(2d). /It will make people easier in getting
along with others/(2d). For example, ltpacher talk l(2c3,2c1) to /the
students/(2c4), /doctor to pa¡entl (2c2), I anong friend using the spoken
language/(1j). From this point of view we can conclude that spoken
language is essential for communication".
(written by female informant 1994)

I

5

-10

-14

1

5

Essay 46 : Spoken Language for Communication
"We know that language is /the tongue/(2d). /Comnunicating for the
first time through speaking/(1f). It is easy and practical for us to use

spoken language for communication. It would be better we can
communicate using spoken language. Other people will say that
we are competent enough in English if we can make use of spoken

language". (written by male informant 1994)

Essay 47 : Spoken Language for Communication
"Spoken language is essential for communication. Iagree with this statement
/because as we know that spoken language is very important/(3). Æhere are
many advantages which we can ger.l(2d). /ìVe can encourage the culture of
another country, we can understand about the condition of another country/(1j),
we have /a lot of fiendl(2c2), we can prove our lrrowledge etc. Without
spoken language lthemanl(2c4) lcan'tl(4) do anything. Æecause the man
need environment, and the man is social people/(lf). He /can't(4) do
everything without /others/(2a) people's help".
(written by female informant 1994)

1

-5
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Essay 48 : Spoken Language for Communication
"/I extremely agree with this statement because we can check in the
troubles to use language to the spoken(li); and /I can correct it, ¿rs

well as I can do, and communicate with the spoken language is the
reality form of my aim in studying language itself/(1e)".
(written by male informant 1994)

1

-4

Essay 49 : Spoken Language for Communication
"Spoken language is essential for corununication. Nesl(4),I do agree
because language is a means of communication and language is very
important for our /daily activityl(2c2). We /just can communicatel(2cí)
using language. /Although we can communicate with our body movement
but it is quite difficult to understand by others people/(1g3), /by the way
language is very essential for our live because by language we can
understand what information happen in the world /(1k) also by language
we can understand the culture of /others counÇ/ (2c4).

(written by female informant 1994\

-1

5

Essay 50 : Spoken Language for Communication
"/I do agree with this stâtement because by spoken language, I can express
my idea/(2d). /What I want to say (2d) can be /showed/(2d) by spoken language.
/Spoken language is a mean of communication is very essential in this
reason/(ld). /In my opinion/(2d), the important thing in communication
/is how to make tìe listener understand what the speaker said(2bl),'.
(written by female informant 1994)

1

5
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Appendix Three: Questionnaires

Before dealing with the questionnaire items (see the following pages: 255- 262), the

informants were suggested to read and sign the statement for their participation in this

research as follows:

RESEARCH BY MR SUGENG ARIYANTO

rr. hereby consent to take part in research by Mr

Sugeng Ariyanto for his MA research in Applied Linguistics at the University of

Adelaide, South Australia. The purpose of the research has been explained to me

and I understand I can withdraw at any time.

Signature

Date
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The Questionnaire of the Development of Communicative Competence for
the EFL Teacher Trainees in The Faculty of Education, The University of

Jember, 1994196

(by Sugeng Ariyanto)

All information is confidential and will only be used for the purpose
of assessins vour exDerience in EFL teachine and learnine activities

Semester
Student Number

Purpose:

This questionnaire is to assess your experience in developing your communicative

competence in the teaching/learning strategies of using English as a foreign language.

Expected use:

This questionnaire will form a useful basis for identifying the socio-psychological

factors that influence your communicative competence in receptive and productive

skills of negotiating meaning, especially your academic writing and teaching/learning

strategies

Instructions:

1. Please answer the question as frankly as possible or write what you really

think, not what you think we want to read.
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2. To answer the questions, you may tick one or more boxes I I of the options or

describe your own ideas or reasons

A. Receptive Skills of Negotiating Meaning

This section is to assess the socio-psychological factors influencing your

communicative competence in the receptive skills - Iistening and reading - of

negotiating meaning

Listening Skill

INQ 01. In learning English, what do you expect to gain from a listening

course ?

t I ability to imitate the way native speakers speak English

t I ability to recognize every word used by native speakers

t I ability to understand what native speakers are saying

Other; (please describe)...........

INQ 02. What kind of difficulties do you have in listening to English ?

t I understanding the speakers'ideas

t I the pronunciation of speakers

t I understanding the speakers'dialect

Other; (please describe)
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INQ 03. When teaching, you realize that your student's English words are

vyrong, but you understand what he/she means. What will you do

then ?

t I ask him/her to say the same thing in the Bahasa Indonesia

t I ask him/her to speak English more correctly

t I just ignore it without checking what he/she means

Other, if any;.......

INQ 04. When your friend or student speaks English slowly, you might......

t I get bored and leave him/her

t I get offended or upset because you think he/she underestimates you

t I listen to him/her carefully to get his/her message

Other (please describe)

Reading Skill

Instruction: Please, ANSWER the questionnaire itcms 5 to 8 as briefly as possible

based on your own ideas

INQ 05. What do you expect to gain from reading English texts ?
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INQ 06. What kind of difficulties do you have in reading the English texts

written by native speakers ?

INQ 07. When reading, you realize that you do not understand any words in

the paragraphs of a text, but you still understand some others in the

same paragraphs. What will you do then ?

INQ 08. What do you consider to be very important in understanding the

content of a reading text ?...............

B. Productive Skills of Negotiating Meaning

This section is to identify the socio-psychological factors which influence your

communicative competence in the productive skills- speaking and writing- of

negotiating meaning.

Speaking Skill

Instruction: Please TICK the boxes of the options you think relevant to your ans\¡vers

to the questionnaire items 9 to 14.
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INQ 09. When speaking English, what do you expect to gain from your

conversation ?

t I the correct way of pronouncing words in English

t I yourfluency

t I the correct way of using English idiomatic expressions

Other;(please describe)

INQ 10. Have you ever talked to English native speakers ?

[]never []sometimes []often []always

If you tíck sometímes, often or always, please show the nationality of the native

speakers, and where you spoke with them.

t I British; 'Where ? (Please write here)

t I American; Where ? (Please write here).....

t I Canadian; V/here ?

Other (please write here)......

INQ 11. What is the most important thing to consider when speaking English

with native speakers?

t I your fluency in English must be good

t I your pronunciation must be native-like

t I your body language and appropriate responses

Other (please write here)....
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INQ 12. When speaking English, what should you do ?

t I translate your ideas into English

t I say your English words as fluently as you can

t I say your English words as clearly as you can

Other; (please describe)...

INQ 13. If you feel shy when making mistakes in speaking English, what

should you do then ?

t I stop speaking English

t I never learn to speak English

t I avoid making the same mistakes by using other words or sentences

Other; (please describe).........

INQ 14. Supposing that you are speaking with your students in the classroom.

You realize that your students do not understand what you mean.

What will you do then ?...

t I I will not repeat my words because repeating the same thing means wasting time

t I I will just keep on talking about my topic since the students do not ask me any

questlons

t I I will just change the topic so that the students can forget it

Other if any;...
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Writing Skill

Instruction: Please, TICK the boxes [ ] of the options you think relevant to the

answers of the questionnaire items 15 to 20

INQ 15. Are you interested in academic writing in English ? YesÆ.{o

If yes, what kinds of academic writing have you ever written ?

tl acriticalreview tl anessay tl a discussion paper Others, (please

write here if any)..

INQ 16. What difficulties have you got in academic writing?

t I how to construct a sentence in English

t I how to organize ideas in paragraphs

t I how to use correct words

Other; please describe;.

INQ 17. Is it necessary to define the terms used in your topic or title when

writing your discussion paper ? Yes/|.{o (please, circle)

If yes, how do you define the terms used in the topic or title of your discussion paper ?

t I by defining every word used in the title

t I by defining the method of writing your discussion paper

t I by defining what is meant by discussion papers

Other; (write here, please)
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INQ lE. If you are familiar with discussing others'ideas in your critical review,

what do you always do in your writing ?

t I write down others'ideas without showing from where they are taken.

t I write down others'ideas without arguing against/for them

t I find fault with others'ideas without any arguments

Other; (please write)

INQ 19. Supposing that you are given an idea by your instructor in your

academic writing, and you have to discuss it. \ilhat might you do ?

t I just rewrite the idea and develop it

t I agree or disagree with the idea and show the reasons why.

t I agree or disagree by showing the evidence only

Other (please write here)

INQ 20. Supposing that you quote some ideas supporting your arguments in

academic writing. What should you do ?

t I wriæ down all the words of the quotations and acknowledge the source.

t I paraphrase the quotations and write them without acknowledging the author or the

publication

t I ignore difficult words in the quotations

Other;.
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Appendix Four :

Test of Communicative Competence

This test is to assess your intercultural use of English in real conversations. It will give

a clear picture of the development of your communicative competence.

AII information is confidential and will only be used for the purpose
of intercultural use of in real conversations

Instructions:

1. To answer the following questions, please TICK the boxes t I of the options you

think correspond with your ideas

2. If you do not find any of the options correct, please WRITE your own ideas in

the'Other;.......' option.

I

If you first meet a foreigner, you might introduce yourself by saying;

t I Hi, are you alone ? What's your name ?

t I Hello, are you alright ? What's your name ?

Other;
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2

*¡r
t,4,

J

.-F¿

J.

When a foreigner greets you "How do you do ?". You might say;......

t I Good, and you?

t I Thankyou, andyourself

Other;

If you see an Australian tourist who has got lost in the street, you might go up to

him/her and say;

t I Hello, Sir. What are you looking for ?

t ] Excuse, me, mate. Looking for something, aren't you ?

't

-,D-

¿ ,t

t

c'

Other;
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4.

aO'F t .."

When you ask someone about how many of his/her brothers and sisters there are

in his/her family, you might say;

t I What's the number of your sisters and brothers in your family ?

t I What number of sisters and brothers are there in your family ?

Other;

I
5

L-\
You do not know the distance between Adelaide and Sydney. You might ask one

of the staff of the Australian Travel Agency and say;

t I How many is the distance between Adelaide and Sydney?

t I Could you tell me how far is the distance between Adelaide with Sydney ?

Other;
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6

€^.

If your friend offers you something you do not like, you might say;

t I No, sorry. I do not like it

t I Oh, no. It is an insult. You know ?

Other;

7. If you sneeze, you might say;...........

t I Oh, sorry for disturbing you

t I Oh, bless you, mate

Other;

8. If you hear someone sneezing near you, you might say;

t I Sneezing, isn't it ?

t I What's wrong with you ?

Other;.
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9

If you suddenly bump someone behind you' you might say;

t I Oh, excuse me, please

t I Oh, dear. Watch out, mate

Other;.

t].4 t .'

10
tfa-'

If someone admires you or your work' you might say;.....

t I Oh, no. I'm not quite good

t I Oh, thank you,I am glad you like it

Other;
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You are looking for a seat, for example, on the train and hesitate to sit near

someone; you might ask him/her and say;..........

t I Excuse me, is it empty ?

t I Oh sorry, is it empty ?

Other;

t2

You are visiting an Australian family. When they ask you whether or not you

need a drink, you might say;

t I Oh, that's okay, do not be very busy

t I Thank you, I would like a drink

Other;.
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13.

t4 #

. - . t-.,:..j

You are a stranger and looking for where the post ofüce is. You might go up to

someone and say;

t I Hi, you mate. Do you know the post office ?

t I Excuse me. Do you live near the post office ?

Other;.

You are in a meeting, but you have not got enough space for your seat. You

might tell someone sitting near you and say;......

t I Please, could you move over a bit

t I Excuse me, rather there please

Other;
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You are travelling by train. On the train, an old man with a young girl are sitting

near you. You realize that it is a good time to start a conversation. You might

t I Hi. Is she your own daughær ?

t I Hello. She looks charming. How old is her age?

Other;

%Pfrq16.

e
r]t-

You are speaking with your teacher but you do not understand what he/she is

saying. You might say;

I I Excuse me. Repeat please !

t I Say it again !

Other;
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17. You are late for a meeting. You might tell the chairman;.

t I Oh, dear. I am late, sir/mam

t I Okay, sir/mam. I am late

Other;

18. If your Australian friend greets you "take care". You might say;

t I You're welcome

t I Oh, no worries

Other;

)
19

You want to know how much money you have in the bank. You might go to see

the bank clerk, show your passbook and say;

t I Could you please teli me how much money I have ?

t I Oh, I'm sorry, but can you check my money, please ?

Other;
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20

Your friend is telling you that her father has died, you might say;

t I Oh, when was he dead ?

t I Oh, really ? when ?

Other;

2r

Your friend is telling you that her son is sick; you might say;

t I Oh, really ? What is the disease ?

t I Oh, yes ? What does he suffer from ?

Other;
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22.If a member of your discussion group tells you; "I am sorry, but I've got to

leave now". You might say;

t I yes, please go. Where ?

t I yes, please. Where ?

Other; ,ì

23

If your friend asks you; "Where are you going ?". You might say;..

t I Nothing

t I Just walking

Other;..

24.fi someone speaking with you says; "I'm glad to see you", you might say;

tl SoamI

t I No worries

Other;

25. You are in a class, but you want to go to the toilet or comfort room. You

might see your lecturer and say;...

t I I am sony sir/mam, I want to go to the toilet

t I Excuse me. I would like to go to the comfort room

Orher;
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Appendix Five

Fieldwork Schedule and Permits

A. Fieldwork Schedule

Reviewing and analvzine the collected datå01-08 April 1995t6

Classroom observation16-31 March 1995

Giving the essay topic to informants (Essay writing
test)

01-15 March 1995

Distributing questionnaire and tests1ó-28 Februarv 1995

Distributing questionnaire and tests01-15 Februarv 1995

Interview II16-31 Januarv 1995

Interview I01-15 Januarv 1995

Collecting documentary data19-30 December 1994

Observation; seeing Dean of the FKIP and Head of
Arts and Lansuaøe Department

12-18 December 1994

ActivitiesDates

B. Fieldwork Permits

To ensure that I get the most value from this research, I witl need to be able to observe

your tßacher trainees' progress of developing their English tanguage communicative

competence. I would like your permission to have your teacher trainees as my reseârch

informants. Please, if you do not mind, sign the form below.

r,-sudarwoto, Drs.-, (occupation) Dean of the FKIP, the university of

Jember-, hereby give permission to Mr Sugeng Ariyanto to have my teacher trainees as

his research informants. This wilt take effect immediately and will be vatid for a period of

four months from the time this form was signed.

Date : 15 December 1994
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Appendix Six

A List of courses or the 'Mata Kuliah Bidang Studi' (MKBS) Supplemented
to the New Curriculum 1994 at the FKIP, the Universig of Jember

2

2

2

4
2

2
2t4

2

2

2
2

2

2

2
2

English Phonology II
English Syntax (Morpho. & Syntax: renamed)
Prose II (Poetry: replaced)
Reading Comprehension VI (Reading
Comprehension IV: renamed)
Extensive Reading for Vocabulary (Vocabulary:
renamed)

Writing IV (Essay Writing: renamed)
Curriculum & Material Development For SMp
(Junior Secondary School): Supplemented to
Curriculum & Stuily of Text books for SMA I
(Senior Secondary School) with four credits.

English for Hotels & Restaurant
Semantics
Sociolinguistics
Psycholinguistics
(9, 10 and I I are not applicable beþre Ig93)

Translation II
ESP (English for Special Purposes) I or II
Pronunciation Practice
Dictation

8

9
10

11

t2
13

t4
15

1

2

J
4

5

6

l

Credit
Points

New coursesNo

This list has been adapted from 'Daftar Mata Kuliah Ekívalensi Kurikulum Lama
Untuk Mahasiswa Angkatan Tahun 1992 dan Sebelumnya Pada Program pendiclikan
SI Bahasa Inggris FKIP UNEJ' issued on 25 August 1994 by Head of English
Program in Jember, Indonesia.
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Appendix Seven

A Model of Journal Form used in 199311994 at the Engtish Program, FKIP, the
University of Jember

Course
Code
Credit Points

Name of Lecturer
Date/hours
Room

I

NotesLecture's
signature

Students'
sisnature

Number of
Students

SourcesSession TopicsDatesSession

Notes: Jember,.
Approved by

Head of Program

)




